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Make of it what you will I'm not gonna tell you how to think theres 
enough out there that does that already 
ENJOY THA RIDE!!!! ^_^ 
 
"Omnia fui, nihil expedit" 
"I've been everything, nothing's worth the trouble" 
- Septimus Severus 
 
"A job is death without dignity" 
- Dylan Thomas 
 
"If voting changed anything they'd make it illegal." 
- Emma Goldman 
 
"I may live badly but at least I don't have to work to do it" 
"Every single commodity you produce is a piece of your own death!" 
"I'm not an artist, I'm an anti-artist" 
"Remember, the passion for destruction is also a creative passion" 
"I mean they tell you to look for the light at the end of the tunnel well 
there is no tunnel there's just no structure the underlying order is 
chaos" 
- "Slacker" 
 
"Whosoever delights in solitude is either wild beast or a god" 
 
"Silenced my mind so I don't have to think about my pain. Silenced the 
sun so I don't have to see the world. Soon I will silence my heart so I 
don't have to exist anymore." 
 
Smokey room, Old World furniture, Old World dialect, Old World 
conversation 
Good taste old boy, old chap 
"Let me tell you about Life" 
Well... here goes 
 
---"The Nihilation of Being"--- 
MKULTRAGUTTERTRASH versus Haute Culture excellence - Tearin' meself apart 
@ tha seamz 
Theres a shmuck born every minute lickin' his chops, just chompin' at the 
bit, to hear the "Good News" 
I wish I was a bird so I could fly away from all this bullshit - 
Everything decays and falls apart until we all return to nothingness 
Obscure references and home movies on VHS - Do Whatever Works Liber 
Fuckit 578 
 
---"Red Carpet Rendezvous"--- 
Weirdoartcrap & Brazilian shemales - Tuvan throatsinging art school 
elitism - We all gonna die one day 
Lifes a joke its all a big joke to me - Frog memes and being an asshole 
online can change the world 



Let your fetishes take over your life - See demons in everything - 
MKULTRA DAYDREAM - Let them eat shit! 
America is an ever-expanding bureaucratic machine always hungry for new 
victims 
America built on genocide and bullshit - America is a whore with lesions 
all over her cunt 
 
---"Mayan Corpse Desiccated Remains"--- 
Father Time has a stick up his ass and God's into BDSM 
Disgruntled postal workers are the voice of a generation 
This Trial & Error Shitshow presented by Yaldaboath 
Hide your power level 'round these Hylics - Drop out of society 
 
---"Drained & Empty"--- 
Lobotomized by pills - Consumed by failure + shame 
Hard 2 sleep, harder still to live with myself 
Can't even write worth a damn; too sober 
This is a poem?? This is my sad waste of a life 
Dead before the sunrise 
3 AM self-hatred ritual 
 
---"Sheepherder's Madness 1395"--- 
Sweeping a bugfinder through the halls of the Mystics - My days all feel 
scripted 
Play to your strengths, live like an animal 
Desensitized to everything nothing shocks or suprises me anymore - Vim N' 
Vigour/Piss N' Vinegar 
Keep ya shit on airplane mode all the time 
I can name thousands of pornstars but I have zero friends - I can't stand 
the sight of myself 
What fresh Hell awaits me today? - Lifes a bad acid trip 
 
---"Pure Survival Mode"--- 
Chain-smoking apparition of a human being - I'm too hard to die 
String a coupla good days in a row together you almost forget how fucked 
everything is 
Not like it matters anyway - Praise Kali - Praise Baron Samedi 
Them Aghori know how to live - Forget creature comforts, become the 
fuckin' CREATURE!!! 
I'm gonna end up in a cage under 24/7 observation at this rate - I'm 
gonna lash out and kill somebody on my off day 
Talking about your genuine interests and getting the fluoride stare 
versus talking about your "interests" and having a conversation. Facebook 
blurb human beings 
 
 
Millions of monkeys with millions of typewriters exists; it's called the 
Internet. They don't churn out volumes of Shakespeare, they become 
transsexual and argue over anime & video games. You want a vision of the 
future imagine 2 balding pedophiles arguing about 'Star Trek' forever. 
 
 
---"Ouroboros Asleep Before The Lights Go Out"--- 
Worship of the Flesh - Chasing after the east wind - Job's complaint to 
God made perfect sense - Cursed be the day of my birth 
This world is Hell and nothing gives me catharsis - Enjoy the small 
things and be with family, nothing else matters 
Running away to the Florida Keys in a time of distress vs. facing God 
head on 



Slumber of the drunken prophet - I wanna leave it all behind. Just go 
sprint in a cardinal direction until I hit water. 
Ride it out, just wait patiently to die like the rest of 'em - Everyone 
hates me and it's all my own damn fault 
 
---"Party Animal Last Gasp 2186 A.D."--- 
Queen of Hearts/King of Diamonds - NEET Paradise/Hell of my own making 
Cultural indoctrination MK-STYLE - Prayin' 2 St. Jude - Earth is Hell 
enough 
A gradual deterioration of the spirit eats at me, wears me down 
Tuning out God's synchronicity and becoming a demon - The obscene can be 
divinely inspired too, ya know 
There are no right or wrong answers, just a barrage of questions 
 
---"Gits Tae Fuck"--- 
The world has broken me and killed my spirit and you monkeys cheer and 
clap like it's a good thing 
"One of us!", "One of us!", they shout 
Everything in life is reducible to work/having a job and generally 
conforming to the status quo 
Prison planet - I hate everyape alive and dead apes too 
 
---"Blind faith in a broken system"--- 
Its us vs. them but only, 5% tops, of us even know theres a war on - What 
do I wanna live to a ripe old age for anyways? - Everyones a mad cunt 
trust nobody 
Hunter-gatherer societies were humanity's peak, the apex of human 
evolution - Kill all virtue signallers - Theres just no getting thru to 
demoralized people 
Murphy's Law is too optimistic and it all just gets worse + worse every 
day - Too entertained to rebel or fight back 
Government by the rich, for the rich - America is a fucking joke - 
Ostrich in the sand life looking better and better by the day... 
I wanna wander out into the desert and commune with God - I just wanna 
silently fade away from this world 
 
---"New York Nyx"--- 
Being hypnotized toward the edge of the cliff - Shorter Than Gen Z's 
Attention Span - Spittin' venom, pissin' on everyone and everything 
Dangling over the precipice - Trapped in a computer simulation - Losing 
my zeal n' zest - We get cocky then Nature puts us in our place 
BPD sluts in Thailand: "radical individualism or piss off" - 
Gnostics/Skoptsi/Cathars have it all figured out 
Frances Farmer is to Seattle what Tony Wilder is to [Hometown] - Ossified 
Hard Cunt On Beer #15 - The food & water is turning us gay 
I stick my pinky out when I drink and riot over Monaco FC - Hurt them 
before they hurt you - Christ can't do nothing for me 
 
---"Third Eye Glued Shut With 3M Products"--- 
The inner turmoil behind calm exteriors - Hang yourself in a dusty broom 
closet with the rest of your skeletons. Whats one more? 
My own lil' rock to push, to die for - My very own Truman Show the Wilder 
show - Don't worry ya lil' junkie head over it... 
The only thing people understand is power expressed thru violence and the 
directly implied threat of violence 
Zersetzung gangstalking CIA - Going insane isn't so bad. You don't even 
notice it just creeps up on you 
 
---"iNfOrMaTiOn AgE"--- 



Going insane in the melting pot - All work and no play makes Tony a dull 
boy 
Sometimes you just gotta jam Screw N' getcha mind right 
Make up your own God, give him Reese's cups sacrifices 
Real Georgia Guidestones Type Shit - Real White Devil Hours 
Victors write the history books so don't expect to hear much outta me 
just give me enough welfare money to hole up inna bedroom somewhere and 
wait to die 
 
 
We all got computers in our pocket and we all in love with ourselves 
If the spics don't take your job, the machines will 
Welcome to Neo-Feudalism 
 
 
---"Sanitized Concrete Nightmare"--- 
Poppin' big pimples tryna get that "shot of China White" feel - I like 
the cut of my own jib a bit too much 
Beautiful day outside but instead I mope about in a drunken stupor - CIA 
listening to me thru the walls 
Mindfucked children of MKOFTEN buying bootleg Chinese estrogen online - 
Get yaself some fitness inspo, let sex drive you mad 
Everything gatekept ta FUCK n' BACK - Nothing is free, everythings an 
illness, and everyones a piece of shit 
 
---"Mailin' Anthrax Letters To Big Tech Companies"--- 
Strange as-of-yet undefined rituals - Shaman without a tribe/Priest 
without a flock 
I want to run naked through the endless woods - Time is a prison - 
Electricity is Satan 
The System designed to make you miserable and keep you miserable 
If I can't hack it as a [x], I'll become a [y], then a [z] 
I'm a deadbeat, I'm an artist, I'm gay fuck off haha :) 
This world takes & takes & takes until it breaks you 
Roadrunner'ing right into the painted brick - such ennui 
 
---"Enlightenment is on dealer time"--- 
Tiny lil' bite-sized pieces safe for human consumption free of MKULTRA 
triggerphrases 
I need to file a FOIA request to the Feds before I LOSE MY MIND 
Cutting the limbs off Yggdrasil - Going down with the ship 
Once that TV goes on you'd be better off talking to a brick wall - WiFi 
infertility 
fry yer dopamine receptors with cheap thrills and throwaway entertainment 
Skoptsy prophet savouring life like a fine wine/Loser fakes Enlightenment 
- Balls deep in despair and hopelessness 
Shoulda woulda coulda story of my damn life - You can't escape no matter 
where you flee to 
 
---"Fiberglass Fibonacci Sequence"--- 
Don't let them see you sweep for taps, don't let them hear your theories 
about it all 
The blind god handcrafting flesh idols - The kinda emptiness you can feel 
in the pit of your stomach 
Man-made hypnotism - fall into a rabbithole you'll never escape - Thin 
line between madness and ??? 
Self-pity & nostalgia are useless but thats okay 'cuz I am too 
Painting with broad, sweeping, brushstrokes - stomach in knots from 
loneliness & anxiety 



All I have left is time & prayer - I'd sell my soul just to get by at 
this point 
 
---"Lamentations of a Wastrel"--- 
Artificial fake happiness in a bottle - Dead inside - Empty and sleepy - 
Some class of pretentious nihilism 
Don't recognize what I see in the mirror, its too hollowed-out - 
Attention-starved psychotic turns trans - Refusing to change 
10:56 PM the new 5AM - Dark clouds melody - Severe shame, guilt, 
punishment - Cringing at every memory of the past that pops into my skull 
Throw pills at it, talk about it - Eating crow pie - Treat the symptom by 
destroying the cure - Laissez-faire hedonism - I'm going deaf early 
Blurry picture outta focus - Can't concentrate on anything but death and 
the fragility of life anymore - End of Days/end of daze 
 
---"Non-Player Character Free Will Cheat Code"--- 
The political nomenclature of machine learning 
Venus flytrap caught in the wires 
Spiderweb Salvation - Promised Fatality 
Apple products are making me go feral 
Leak spinal fluid all over the keyboard 
Computer God - Programming Goddess 
 
---"Thorazine & Power Electronics"--- 
Destroying our planet for the almighty dollar - The 3-point line killed 
basketball 
Drugs, alcohol, sex, sleep; the finer things ^_^ - Nothing good will ever 
happen to me 
Y'all see vaginas in O'Keeffe's flowers, what kinda fucked up shit y'all 
see in my work? 
Enlightened Indigo Pill shit-testing God Himself - creative type 
amphetamine psychosis 
Genderneutralchildrenraisedbymillenials - Memes bleeding into FleshWorld 
Milk the welfare udder dry, it's high time Whitey got his free shit 
 
---"Indochinese E-Commerce Revolution"--- 
Zone out to Excel spreadsheets and silently seethe inside go on a rampage 
one day at 46 #WhiteCollarLife 
I'm edgy I'm on a hairpin trigger - Happy couples make me sick - Love is 
just a word in the dictionary 
The rich get away with murder/Every word outta my mouth gets scruntinized 
Everyone always got some smart fuckin' remark to say - Dog-eat-dog Hell 
world 
At least I can't be hurt when I'm asleep - I'm too pure for this world 
Money & Power is all that matters - Draconian immortality slave shit - 
you.are.already.dead 
 
---"Fallen Apart At The Seams 2006"--- 
Get all the people from my past together and bomb the room - Alice in 
Wonderland is the girl I wanna be 
Devalue the valuable 4 a laff - One mans filth is another mans beauty 
Shopping Mall Ghost Pervin' On Broads In The Changing Rooms 
27 years of going in circles all I know is lifes a joke - You get kinda 
used to the scraps @ BottomO'TheBarrel 
Dreams are my only escape and they are mostly nightmares now... 
I don't know why I'm even still alive or what God has planned for me 
 
------"KidneyStoned"------ 
Kidneystone suck - Salty food and hot drinks are good 
Stop hurting me you prickly lil' bastards I've been hurt enough 



I'd rather be castrated than deal with this shit 
 
---"Esoterica"--- 
Hypnotism Hypnotism Hypnotism 
EveryThing is Trance-Like EveryBeing is an Inductor 
Into the spiral I go Into some class of Void or Hell or A Nother 
Constructing complex systems and methodologies for Nothing 
Having Nothing for an idol 
God as Hole GodAsshole 
Write bullshit Protect Ego Draw Abstract Art Delude Yourself with a cope 
Hypnotism Hypnotism Hypnotism 
Live as a woman or die as a man 
 
---"Little Niggling Fouls"--- 
Man or demon? Redpill: man is the demon - I don't subscribe to any -ism 
or system of control 
Fat goth titties - Naruto dubbed - Cringe is an artform - I'm Jackson 
Pollack playing with shit 
Don't spend ya whole life struggling helplessly with desire, pull ya 
socks on lad 
Pain & Misery always outweighs pleasure anyways 
BioAPI nanotech targeted harassment network'll fuck ya into a real woman 
Tupac Alive In Serbia - Leave no stone unturned - Idealism > Materialism 
World left me behind and I have no desire to "catch up" 
 
---"BetaCatOnLife8.avi"--- 
Porn has warped my mind beyond all repair - Today's Aghori is tomorrow's 
prophet 
Right-wing/Left-wing, they all statist bootlickers - Order will never 
overcome Chaos 
Cabbage picking with Goddess - Erisian ballbusting femdom 
Better to be misunderstood? Nah. Better to be mute and just write it all 
down 
NPCWorld ClownWorld we live in a society alright... society of the 
spectacle! 
Video games & competitive masturbating - Overwhelming sense of loss 
Shit in one hand pray to the devil in another 
 
---"Fan Death 2049"--- 
encouraging dysgenics for the midwits and simpletons - New World Order 
beginning stages 
The only reason to get Netflix is for "Lockup" and Anime LOL 
A man with a pen alone in this world - Road 2 Hell, Good Intentions, Etc. 
People are talking meat and nothing more - My whole world, nothing makes 
sense anymore 
Try to escape reality but I can't hide from life anymore - Action 4 
Action's Sake 
I was never meant to be in the first place - its over 
 
---"Alice Malice high on research chemicals robbing the pink elephants at 
knifepoint"--- 
Leading thristy & stubborn horses around - Free your mind from all 
dichotomies/dualities - Never trust a bitch 
Prostituting yourself 4 tha dopamine rush of dem thumbsie-uppsies - 
Social apps for antisocial people - Web 3.0 Eternal Summer 24/7/365 
The forward pass killed american football - Life is senseless misery and 
torment 
Other people make me sick, I make myself sick, Existence is pain - I'm a 
gin drinker, I know people through n' through 
i've got the mrs. pac-man high score at my local pizza place 



I can't live with myself anymore. 
 
 
ExPlOdInG uNdEr ThE wEiGhT oF iT aLl - ThEy ThInK i'M fAkInG iT, i ThInK 
tHeY'rE aLl CrAzY 
MoMmY pOrN - tHe DeViL cAn HaVe My MiNd I dOn'T cArE, tAkE iT!!!! 
i JuSt WaNnA hAnDoUt I jUsT wAnNa Be A cUtE gIrL i JuSt DoN't WaNnA wOrK 
 
 
---"AAAAAAAAAAAAAA in E Minor"--- 
People's lives nowadays revolve around work, skin color, and where they 
stick their wick 
Minecrafter's Bible Divine Word of God for all you creepers out there... 
A lion does not concern himself with the opinions of SHEEP 
The System is designed to trap you. Make one little mistake you'll be 
paying for it the rest of your life 
Convicts & Ex-cons get reincarnated into fish & deer - Democracy is for 
women & faggots 
Lost the plot and let my life disintegrate to nothing - Emergent 
Technologies (Moloch as the Phoenix) 
Nothing in this world is worth dying for, take as many with you as you 
can on your way out the door 
 
---"White Man's Righteous Anger, California DMV, 3:46 PM"--- 
This land was already under a curse and then we built smokestacks & 
capitalism 
We're all killing ourselves slowly, some forms of suicide are just more 
socially acceptable is all 
Dancing seductively onstage to a largely apathetic audience (they all on 
dat slave mentality tip) 
MeatPuppet In FleshWorld/Apes On The CumPlanet - Take Israel's cock 
outcha mouth 
World so devoid of good rock music it makes Nickelback look good by 
comparison 
Miss your calling, go out in a blaze of glory - Everyone is a fuckin' 
narc 
Rothko, Kandinsky, Pollack going for millions what the fuck my shite 
worth billions then 
my shite is priceless true transcendent ethereal beauty true Aryan beauty 
 
---"Chopped Liver 3-Course Meal"--- 
All the sane people in America are dead or in jail 
I heard God on the radio in Augusta, Georgia June 2018 
Nostalgia is a powerful feeling but it cripples you 
Deep sense of loss for something I've never had - Keep ya head down N' 
mind ya own 
There is NOTHING in this world worth fighting for except the right to be 
left the hell ALONE 
 
---"Death & Taxes"--- 
Schizophrenic ranting 'bout Archons holding the therapist at knifepoint 
Ginger ale & Lemon meringue pie name a more iconic duo 
Desensitized to everything - Playing an elaborate long game 
Electric Schizotypal Wave Of The Future 
Digging thru shit for diamonds - This world fills me with disgust 
got me feeling like Diogenes wandering around the forum with a lamp 
Nothing is guaranteed in life, nothing good at least - The only happy 
ending to this story is worldwide human extinction 
 
---"Mindless Lil' N$exxx  /\/\1/\/|]7355 7!7 1/\/$3(+5"--- 



FUCK ART I NEED DAT NEW IPHONE yeah... all you gonna do on it is stalk 
your ex-girlfriend and watch cuck porn 
Make dance videos with your family for all those brave doctors and nurses 
out there keeping us safe from a fictitious disease 
They supress Tesla's revolutionary findings and hoard all the resources 4 
themselves 
Gotta put 3 parentheses around my words so you know (((who))) I'm talking 
about since (((you))) are so fucking (((dense))) 
The average Joe stays in the dark forever, Nelson Rockefeller drinks 
blood & injects adrenochrome and lives to be 120 but really he never 
dies... 
Meet the new boss, same as the old boss, etc, etc. 
Got no love 4 these simps - I struggle not to burst into tears in the 
grocery store - Propaganda is easy, its daily living thats hard 
You either rich enough to get a ticket on Elon Musk's rocket, or you're 
getting the Gates needle in your ass 
Target audience: reached, triggerwords: implanted, that'll be all, I'm 
done with you, go fuck off and die now 
 
---"Burnt-Out Hedonist 2016"--- 
Obsessing over the macabre is real high IQ shit - The Duggars are why I'm 
antinatalist 
The worlds gone mad, lift & prep 4 Endtimes - The whole rotting corpse is 
crawling with glow-in-the-dark maggots 
Deep, pervading sense of melancholy for my past, present, and future 
(i'll be dead within 3 years, best case scenario) 
Coconut Dreams & Thin Mints are master race - My antidepressant tastes 
like oranges 
The lies they feeding us got me anorexic - Kill or be killed hopeless 
situation 
RESIST RESIST RESIST RESIST RESIST RESIST RESIST RESIST RESIST 
We being attacked on all fronts they poison our air, poison our earth, 
poison our water, poison our food 
Every day the world gets progressively more fucked-up and scary 
This life is the worst of any possible multiverses bar none 
 
---"Electricity & LSD-25"--- 
Just wanna let the stimulation box erase my sense of self - Voodoo & 
Chaos Magick works 
Cognizant enough to realize I'm under federal surveillance, too stupid to 
do anything about it 
Being eloquent doesn't instantly mean you are wise. Huge idiots can talk 
good and geniuses can speak in broken English. Fuck that English teacher 
snob shit 
Self-induced comas & Man-made conspiracies - Tikkun Olam goin' down on 
tha westside - Overcast weather is good craic 
Life is all about moderation, balance, and rhythm - I'm a rebel and an 
iconoclast. I'm being gangstalked 
Kids that aren't allowed to make their own decisions never grow up - 
Shoulda killed myself at 15 & spared myself all the trouble 
Nowhere left to run 'cuz the whole world gone crazy - 2021 we all going 
to FEMA camps 
 
---"Amy Atrophy robbin' tha spermbank 4 fotty quid"--- 
Traffic starts to sound like waves rolling in and out the ocean after 
awhile. Live next to a major highway you'll hear it 
My tranny alter ego is going on world tour - I'm making women obsolete 
Gordon Banks was the best goalkeeper of all time. Simple as, End of!! 
Took me a year to be able to understand Mauricio Pochettino's post-match 
pressers - Fuck Arsenal UP THE SPURS 



Meaning comes from within the Self don't let outside influences define 
you and your existence 
Back and forth and back and forth and back and 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA - Diphenhydramine trips have driven me 
fucking insane 
Rob Manfred killed baseball and I killed myself - Stuck in Purgatory - No 
Lives Matter 
It all amounts to nothing I'm a bankrupt drunk with nothing better to do 
than write 
I'm going to die bitter and alone and its all my fault 
 
 
If you are smart but poor nobody cares. If you are up to your eyeballs in 
debt but have a piece of paper that certified you did your homework then 
you're a divine prophet. Life is nothing but double standards and 
contradictions. Ecclesiastes 9:16 
 
 
---"dreams.of.a.futanari.planet"--- 
Book smarts/Intelligence don't amount to SHIT in this world - The Federal 
Reserve Act of 1913 was the beginning of the end 
They say mathematics is the queen of the sciences but I say she's a cold 
ice bitch - Richard Stallman GNU/Linux memes 
Sue Lightning coulda been the GOAT - Lifes only fun with danger involved 
Mindless Hylic Zombie Sleepwalks Through Life News @ 11 
StockholmSyndromeWorkingClass.exe - Earth as Loosh farm 
Gotta million things to say but its better if it stays as a monologue in 
my head 
 
---"Tumor Development Best Practices"--- 
The Agricultural Revolution started the decline now we in the burning of 
Rome stage but we've all been hypnotized by the flashing screens not to 
start fires anymore 
All they had to do was give you some shiny tech gizmos & gadgets and the 
resistance dies before even getting off the ground 
Cut the fuckin' power lines please - Nothing short of global human 
extinction satisfies the palette 
New England style put some hair on ya chest, none of that sissy Manhattan 
crap!!! 
Vocal fry uptalk urbanite bitch voice - Keep [Hometown] Weird 
Can't even go for a run around the block anymore the pigs'll arrest me 
for "looking suspicious" 
Traumatized by the general public - Fuck everything that goes on outside 
my cave 
Sleepwalking thru the 21st century 
 
---"5 Eyes Pleasure Web"--- 
Greta Thunberg isn't real that bitch is CGI - Nuke California 
America is a test tube country for the powers that be to try out mind 
control techniques before sending it global its all fake news 
Feelin' nostalgic for the 2000's thats how fucked up the worlds become - 
Subtle redpills shouted from a cliff 
Bernd Leno timewasting in goal - Luuk De Jong 35' 42' 68' - the bread @ 
circus 
One mistake and you're fucked for life - Aerosolized aluminium sprayed 
over major cities 
the -isms the -cracies the terms change but its all the same shit 
Rule #1 of normie society: show no weakness - Bomb Washington D.C. 
Technology is a prison - We are not biologically and psychologically 
adapted to live this way 



 
 
Living in the Tinder age the 300-pound women expect prince charming, the 
top 10% of men get all the girls, the rest of us feed off the scraps. Sex 
drives our whole society. America has no culture just idiots that 
identify themselves with brands, corporations, politics. Halliburton 
selling you the key to a happy life. Alexa the commercially-available 
wiretap for your home. All this new tech has mind-reading tech in it and 
recording devices. Living in Virtual Reality FantasyWorld. Fat acceptance 
is trash cancer, 3rd wave feminism wants to destroy any "structures" left 
standing (except international zionism of course) We need to go back to 
arranged marriages and the 1950's. The past is always better than the 
present and the present, no matter how fucked up, is always better than 
the future. 
 
 
---"Moon Cult Lunar Goddess Worship 2009"--- 
I'm naming my band "Madeline Albright's Business Interests" - Can't beat 
a good pastrami on rye 
Watchin' Andrew Dice Clay to expand my vocabulary - Coloring inside the 
lines to my own detriment 
Miley Cyrus/Justin Bieber/Same Person - Life ain't pretty and we ain't 
much better than the animals 
If I owned a gun I'd have gotten a brandishing charge or killed someone 
by now 
2 Corinthians 11:14 "Satan himself masquerades as an angel of Light" 
Feel like a butterfly in a moth world it all returns to the Abyss 
atrophy entropy this life is pain 
 
---"FULLWEIMARCLOWNWORLD.mp4"--- 
Everything costs an arm and a leg. They comin' for them teeth too give 
'em time, give 'em enough debt 
Throwin' my panties onstage at the Engelbert Humperdinck concert 
Kikes farm us for our money and the Archons farm us for our loosh CATCH 
22 THE PLANET 
Cubic Zirconia Sephora necklace/Gold-plated tampon 
Too many goddamn simps these days 
9/10 people who say they are "spiritual but not religious" are atheists 
and/or idiots that get spellbound by palm readers, tarot, new age NWO 
shit, etc. 
Never underestimate human stupidity - People are hella dumb 
People are hella cringe - People take themselves too seriously 
Pack of Down Syndrome children having a slapfight (American political 
discourse) 
Spoonfed Mainstream Media lifecoach positivity solutions - A nigga still 
wilin' 2020 
Take me behind the woodshed and just get it over with. I'm not fit for 
this world. 
 
---"Foot in mouth moments"--- 
Fat girl mirror selfie from that angle thats all cleavage hiding hundreds 
of pounds of fat (all good) 
Trading away our liberties as human beings 4 convenience like a buncha 
mooks 
Let Porn fuck up how you see reality, become a monster, Praise Nurgal 
Art School Dropout - No one ever complained about non-existence 
Live entirely off intuition, don't be a sperg - Roman girlcock circus act 
- Struggle with Sin forever 
Why won't the emptiness go away, retard? - I give up on people, my eyes 
are watching God 



 
---"the.baying.of.a.lone.wolf"--- 
How can a drowning man explain the ocean? Just shut up and throw me a 
lifeline 
Saying the word "nigger" is a revolutionary act for some people LOL - 
Political Correctness gone mental 
MKULTRA brainwashing chamber under the scientology building - Just 
distracting myself from suicide 
Yeah I gotta devil in me, I'm gonna let it out fuck y'all - frickin' 
liberal newspaper nerds 
Listening to Sunn O)))) and watching paint peel - I don't care about 
anything but basic human survival anymore 
 
 
TEXT '32555' TO GET ALL THE NEWEST CRAZY FROG RINGTONES INCLUDING THE 
SMASH HIT DING DING DING DING DING DING DING DING DING DING DINGDINGDING 
THIS IS A CRAZY FROG 
 
 
---"Elephant Memories 1662"--- 
House of Saturn best house - Time is our most valuable resource; Time > 
Money 
Eternal Void Slumber Party - Steady Eddie isolation and apathy; The dull 
ache & Me 
If you aren't born into money, you've already lost. Destined to suffer 
We devolve a little everyday - Overly sentimental overly political 
jerkoffs 
Men are from Mars, women from Venus - Maybe dementia isn't so damn bad 
 
---"Anonymous T-gurl rich sugar daddy blues 2027 A.C.E."--- 
All that Daddy Dick turned my brains to mush - Feel like a puppet on 
strings all the time 
Deluding yourself to stay sane - Hope is dead, embrace the Void 
Lazy faggot gets high, crossdresses, gets fucked all day everyday 
Rappin' over Nintendo samples "I just wanna drink, smoke, fuck, and 
party" 
Amy Archon lookin' fo' a victim - Skin Taylor Swift alive, wear her flesh 
Super Mario 64 and shipping Peach with Bowser in my striped pantsu 
Depression & anxiety tag-teamed my social abilities - My dreams are 
better than my waking reality 9 times outta 10 
There are no good cops or politicians but there are some pretty legendary 
traps 
Autogynephiliac's 5 o'clock shadow - The universe really does revolve 
around Me 
Staring at Kardashian ass N' droolin' on yerself - Tranny Medusa Lookin' 
@ U 
Touching myself to a blank canvas - I don't own any mirrors in my gov't-
funded home 
 
---"Emptiness N' Despair"--- 
A clown so damn crazy you have to take he-she serious - Don't waste your 
youth furthering someone else's agenda 
Can't reach 4 Gnosis with a full tummy - Isolation & loneliness is 
driving me fuckin' insane 
Never met another human outside my family worth a damn, and my family 
drive me up the fucking wall 
Every day of my life is extreme fluctuations between on top of the world 
and wanting to die 
Too far gone to be saved - The kinda filth you can't wash off 
Fulla Hubris - 4:58 PM time flies when your going mad 



My bourgeois sentimentality is telling me to hide in my bedroom forever 
 
---"Left_In_The_Lurch.dll"--- 
American-israeli behemoth - Bugs crawlin' all over me 
I'm too busy having a total + complete mental breakdown to watch March 
Madness this year 
Solitary confinement & checkz n' tha mail thats the dream, innit?!? - I'm 
too addicted to my own vices & sins to ever change 
I am definitely capable of taking someone else's life (repeat like a 
mantra) 
Legions of sheep march lockstep to the Zionist tune - The pills just make 
the brainfog worse 
I'm a ghost that faded away from life. You have to have been somebody in 
the first place to have burnt out. Me? I'm a ghost, I just fade outta 
existence silently 
The elites drink child blood and rape kids and we aren't allowed to even 
breathe, they'll institute a carbon tax soon enough, make us pay for 
oxygen... the EL-ites 
BioAPI controls 5G microwave tech targeted energy weapons 
Don't wanna think anymore just wanna forget my whole life 
 
---"Wandering through a desert"--- 
Lets compare search histories lets identify ourselves with brands lets 
make a Whites-only suicide pact 
Killing yourself piece-by-piece on the 9-to-5 - The real geniuses of our 
time are artists & shut-ins 
Trying not to be pessimistic but fuck, if the boot fits... 
Only a depressed person knows the true value of a good mattress 
Listening to House of Pain while watching the Celtics game on mute 
ABSOLUTE KINO 
I'm persona non grata to Society and that's fine with me. Gotta be a 
ghost's ghost to survive in this Hell. Everythings tied in with ya real 
life identity now 
Basically, I was fucked from the start and my parents are not genetically 
fit to reproduce 
 
---"Wikipedia Editing Edgelord's 15th Birthday"--- 
You enter this world a name and a number, a birth certificate and a 
Social Security number, and you leave this world with more papers. Death 
certificate, and maybe a will if you're well-off. Our lives are stuck; 
trapped somewhere between all the official government forms is the 
semblance of a human life. We're all de-humanized and turned into cattle, 
mindless worker drones. Nationalism that isn't kosher Israel-First 
bullshit gets you committed and force-fed a lobotomy... We all live 
useless, meaningless, lives. I'm surrounded by fuckin' idiots! SHEEP!!! I 
hate this shit. Cursed be the day of my birth. 
 
---"Divil A Bit"--- 
My life is an exercise in learned helplessness - My stuffed animals are 
my only friends 
I can't believe no one has shot me in the fukken' head yet 
If you don't conduct all your day-to-day business in the bedroom, on the 
mattress, you're my enemy. 
porn captions are getting better and better - Jerk off and sleep all day 
Judges 6:12 "The Lord is with you, mighty warrior" - All the greats have 
a touch of insanity 
Sleep deprivation hallucinations - that damn sexy Windows 95 saxophone 
riff 
We all stopped going to church and Lester Holt is the new preacher - 
Shoulda been a beach bum 



Young Adult bullshit tried to "find myself", went for a look and found 
Nothing 
Why water down your beliefs for a dying world? 
 
 
Outline two of your main achievements. Describe what they are, the 
process you went through and their positive outcomes for you and others. 
 
Living independently  
Haven’t shot myself yet 
 
 
---"injured dove nosediving off the toppa"--- 
My repertoire? Goosebumps, waves of emptiness, visions, abstract thoughts 
- I'm kinda a "big deal" in the Animal Crossing community 
Reality feels so dream-like and ethereal and my dreams feel super 
realistic and life-like 
Don't face reality, don't face the music, HAVE FUN!! ^~^ and end up in 
the gutter - Without money in America you might as well be dead 
Draw a girl, call it a boy, have internet addicted losers wank their life 
away to it 
I'm Mark Corrigan IRL - I'm a sleeping pill addict - I'm not playin' 
witta full deck 
The same media you use to "escape" is the same shit causing you to seek 
the escape in the first place ya moron 
Kenley Jansen has a crazyass windup - I'll be dead within 3 years 
Kill myself on a bad day, die, ask God for a do-over - Suicide is the 
only rational response to a life filled with hurt 
 
---"Millwall/Rangers/Linfield/Lazio Fan Knifin' Cuntz"--- 
Wisdom N' inner strength leads to weightlifting and stockpiling 
All people do is twist words + start drama over petty shit - Don't trust 
your fellow man and kill politicians 
Seeing red just thinkin' 'bout the scope of it all - I torture myself 
because I don't deserve happiness 
No use sharing my hot takes with anyone but God, its not like these 
maggots, these worms, would understand 
Don't recognize myself in the mirror I don't even know who I am anymore 
Chuggin' Pepsi @ 2 AM & gettin' attacked by energy vampires 
Eek eek ook ook me more socialized than you eek eek ook ook Uncle Ted bad 
man iPhone good eek eek 
God can't come and wipe the slate clean soon enough 
 
---"No Pot 2 Piss In 1977"--- 
Monday Night Football has went to the dogs - Failed artists all become 
art teachers 
I'd be kept under 24/7 surveillance and locked up in a straitjacket in 
any other time period 
All I do is give, all they do is take - Buy some white shoes + fuck off 
to the Keys 
DON'T TAKE THE VACCINE - That nigger that stole my identity can fuckin' 
have it at this point 
I always knew that I was destined to become a shut-in, I just didn't 
expect it to come so soon 
 
---"Some shitty Jay-Z song with blatant N.W.O. propaganda lyrics"--- 
"The Today Show" indoctrinating you to serve Israel and commit evil acts 
Stuck in bed with a cold robotrippin' with 'The Today Show' on and the 
remote out of reach 



Everyone competing to "go viral" American serfdom we all distracted by 
our damn phones 
Implanted visions of dystopian tomorrow - High IQ isn't a gift it's a 
curse 
Give me hentai, fleshlights, and giant dildos any day of the week!! - I 
feel my braincells dying 
People only hear what they wanna hear so there is no use talking 
Little minds discuss people, big minds discuss ideas, the best minds 
don't fuckin' talk... 
 
---"Sunglasses Flashback 1998"--- 
This bed, this bed right here has my entire life in it - Damned 
contemptible Time 
I'd be happier as someone else but I'm stuck prisoner to me... Tony - 
Fear of dying alone 
The freedom that feels like death - Desperately need an escape from my 
self-created Hell 
My present life situation is what happens when every single worst-case 
scenario comes true (its all my fault) 
That laying in bed all day excessive masturbation dirty feeling (thats 
you becoming soulless) 
Time goes faster the older you get - You need money to do anything in 
this world 
I tell myself its the Endtimes, it gives me a morbid sense of comfort 
Too scared to live, too scared to die. What a life! 
 
---"Pornstarz R My Godz"--- 
Star Wars is gay, superhero shit is gay, we're being infantilized & 
feminized 
Use the Escape Rope, go 2 Gensokyo - I get all my moral guidance from 
Sonic The Hedgehog 
Smokin' loud and buying women's clothing off Aliexpress 
I have porn-induced erectile dysfunction and can't cum because of my 
antidepressants who wanna be my girlfriend?!? 
All our institutions are controlled & everything we're told is lies 
Tumblrina uniquely american oversensitivity - use .iso files like a White 
man 
Empty days and nights lulling around in drunken revelry 
Genesis 6:5 "Nothings changed we all evil all the time" 
 
---"Bear Down/Lean In"--- 
You ever just wake up and say "how the fuck am I even still alive?" 
a walking talking cadaver - This is gonna end messy and tragic I just 
know it 
Wipe my ass with the American flag - All the great artists die young 
The world takes and takes and takes but good luck gettin' anything out of 
the system in return 
the hero we deserve - go out in the prime of your life 
 
---"Disney Princess Hypnosis"--- 
Bimbo Barbie Brainwave - Pornify your mind - Obscene Occulted Knowledge - 
Eternal September Fan-Forums - People dying over consumer goods 
Go shoot up Target on Black Friday - A whole holiday for buying Chinese-
made trinkets, what a mess of a country - I want plastic surgery & breast 
implants 
Fuck my gurlpussy - Message of empowerment for trans youth: "Be a sex 
symbol and give it up to anyone that asks" - Breaking my brain with black 
cock 
 
---"Caution 2 Tha Wind 1999 (tha mixxxtape)"--- 



Dead inside and advanced in my years - Everything is synching up, people 
are reading my mind 
train train train prepare prepare prepare the world is ending 
The kinda tired sleep won't fix - I'm fuckin' crazy and thats all there 
is to it 
Dance naked and burn down the house - You can't hang with me 
Syringe + microchip RFID + your arm = fun time!1!!!1!! 
Lets all leech off uncle sam and die young - Suicide is always an option 
 
---"R.I.P. Henry Darger"--- 
Pop Culture MKSEARCH - Listen to noise rock & shit yourself 
We'd all be better off without the Abrahamic faiths, Nero had the right 
idea 
Where's my rich girl with daddy issues for me to sponge off of? 
if a tree falls in a forest and no one is around... 
Self-styled academic takin' the piss 
Pack it up & go home, Earth is cancelled! 
Deepdive into your Shadow and draw/paint/write what you see 
Me? I see a schizophrenic homeless man ranting at onlookers outside a 
public library 
 
---"Headlong Into The Abyss"--- 
The horrors of this world The horrors of this world The horrors of this 
world 
We are all apes - Reincarnation is real 
Hatred is the only pure emotion - All existence is suffering 
Droppin' outta the rat race is the smartest thing you can do 
The horrors of this world The horrors of this world The horrors of this 
world 
I hope all you people die real fucking painfully 
I want you maggots to feel my pain - Subhuman garbage 
Let my head tear itself apart 
Let it all waste away 
 
---"Bat Outta Hell 2101"--- 
Have all the "right" opinions then call me "weird" for having taste & 
culture - Caveman tribalism mindless conformity 
Me against the world and to Hell with the begrudgers - Bruteforce my way 
into all the books 
Explaining sports to women in my spare time - unbalanced anima/animus 
type situation 
People are flakes you can't win for losing sometimes - obsession with 
labels 
Every lil' moment captured forever on the ol' papyrus 
I'm gonna speed up the decline, lose my mind. Get a lil' crazy, get a 
lil' weird, see what happens. 
Tony vs. the world - The Lord don't put nothing on you beyond what you 
can bear 
 
---"Tony Wilder Youngboy Never Work Again"--- 
Illusion of choice in the walled garden - Everyones happy lifes just make 
me sleepy 
On our phones nonstop - Beach life is the life for me - Nuke the middle 
east, world peace overnight 
Sleepwalking towards my own suicide this isn't living 
No money and not a care in the world - Everybody loves kickin' the dog 
while its down 
I'm gettin' mine come hell or high water I'ma get mine 
 
---"King of Lies/Queen of Hearts"--- 



Brighton 3 Spurs 0 goddamn man this, this right here is why I drink 
Whats more cringe, Chris-chan, or the people obsessed with gangstalking 
him?? 
my life would be innumerably better as a female or even as a transsexual 
Top o' the pops in death, ignorance, stupidity 
I've brought great shame to my family and should just die already 
 
---"God of Advertising"--- 
Game show contestant selection is like selection for the police force: 
100+ IQ gets you sent home and only knuckledraggers get the spotlight 
Automatic writing self-taught hypnotism - Bad things happen to good 
people and the wicked live forever 
Stuck in form limbo, I will create my own forms - Mexican standoff over 
welfare payments 
All things have an essence to them, all things are fulla existence and 
Nous 
Being out in "the real world" will break your spirit with enough time and 
exposure 
 
---"NoThInG.dIsInFo.NeT"--- 
Haha I'm a clown I don't know anything don't listen to me it was all 
delusions its all conspiracy theories - There is no conspiracy take your 
pills schizo 
Shut your mouth the fool is never right about anything haha - I'm ill I'm 
crazy I haven't seen anything I haven't been divinely inspired I'm stupid 
:) 
No money, no girlfriend, no family, not plugged-in, not in tune with 
society - Ignore me I'm off my meds again - I'm crazy nothing I say is 
true 
Everything is fine, everything is alright, nothing weird is going on, 
nothing to hide nothing to fear... 
 
---"old_dog_new_trixxx.avi"--- 
I'm the hot young upstart coppin' 'tude in Neil Warnock's tactics 
sessions 
haha jk, i read 'industrial society and its future' too - Fuck the modern 
game 
America fucking with Russia & China be like that kid in school that keeps 
flicking your ears and doing annoying things to you until you react to it 
I'm so hollow inside - I'm fulla memes and crazy - I'm Hell on wheels - 
I'm a fuckin' faggot that needs to shut his mouth 
 
---"BuggedHouseClownWorld.exe"--- 
Nation fulla pathologically apathetic jerkoffs and their Skinner Boxes 
Theres no wild places left on Earth fuck civilization 
Any hack can call themselves "artist", it's about LIVING YOUR ART 
I watch movies, eat junk food, chainsmoke, chainwank, browse seedy dens 
of internet weirdos all day 
I live my fuckin' art pal 
Mental illness isn't real its all political bullshit look up Russian 
medicalization of dissent 
Kikes up 2 tha same shit in America 2020 as they were in USSR back N' tha 
day 
 
 
Nothing lasts forever all we can do is try to stem the tide. Hold onto 
our looks, our money, our family. All we can do is a futile attempt to 
stop entropy from swallowing it all up. Have to fight the urge to self-
destruct and try to build up for the future. You can do whatever you want 
in life but the thing that'll ruin you the quickest is not doing anything 



at all. I feel like an observer, a bystander, to my own slow 
annihilation. 
 
 
---"Georgia Guidestones Global Reign"--- 
False flag events - White flag submission - Staged shooting - Crisis 
actors - Greenscreen Toyota ISIS Neutralization 
Rain rain go away - Modify the clouds another day - Stop messing with 
gene splicing you stupid fucks 
Skinny genes - The People Makers - Council of 800 with their hands in 
your head - The neurosurgeons of terror 
MKULTRA BRAIN SURGERY GOIN' DOWN AT 1 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA 
 
---"OtHeRwOrLdLy WaItInG rOoM aMbIeNcE"--- 
fingerpainting with Satan - God made a mistake when he made me 
Bitter recluse drinks gin, writes novels. A E S T H E T I C 
Things I don't need: Money, gasoline, social acceptance 
Guilt society is trash lets all be herbivore men 
Devil-may-care lifestyle in the rear-view but gainin' on me 
Sometimes theres nothing better than a quiet night in curled up with some 
Star Trek goin' 
 
---"Television Dreams 2002"--- 
Let's go do White Power stuff on Mars, let the mud people live in their 
own shit and carnage 
Turn yourself into a caricature of a woman just to stop the loneliness 
Believe everything you read on the internet - Believe everything the 
shiny talking boxes tell you 
Air Force-operated GPS DEMON - Wonder how many nanochips are inside me 
right now? 
I'm too scared to have any new experiences. Not until I've forgotten all 
the old ones first 
 
---"Forced Feminization Fetish"--- 
Giant supercomputer using us as human data - Better to accept defeat than 
chase after false hopes 
There is no compassionate beauty in the trials + tribulations of life, 
its all suffering, simple as. 
Suicide doesn't fix anything if you're just gonna reincarnate into this 
world, the key is to leave this shitheap behind for Nirvana 
Public Education birds n' bees vs. Mom & Dad birds n' bees 
Autistic freewill-lacking zombie people subsisting on soybeans and 
crickets forcibly locked up in Heinz Field 2025 
Welcum 2 da fyu'cha 
 
---"BodySnatchers Type Shit"--- 
The government is the abuser, we're the battered housewife takin' him 
back 
I'm gonna fill up 100 notebooks and vanish - Language as a means of 
control 
My style? A Neofolk concert in a pen. D A N C I N G W I T H S Y M B O L I 
S M 
Stay in touch with your inner demons - STFU & stuff yer piehole fulla 
sumthin' or summin' 
Sick of being alive - Everything 'modern' is just chains sold with fancy 
new buzzwords for slavery 
Language is a virus, go infect others - Outta the cocoon and into the 
frying pan 
evolved from isopods, cephalopods, monkeys; just 2 CONSOOME 
 



---"Calculated Chaos"--- 
Saturn can be God or Satan; play your cards wisely... 
Only infantile retards fail Saturn's test 
I exclusively worship trickster spirits 
I exclusively stay indoors and cry about the state of the world 
LOL JK 
Leadin' 'em straight 2 da grave '06 
Stop being controlled by your emotions 
Eris was always my first choice 
Follow da piper's melody/Don't ever stop having fun 
 
---"Jungian Tulpaforcing 201"--- 
Fuck that pussy waiting 2 die passive nihilism gimme the raw 
Kundalini out the fukken' wazoo 
I missed my calling as a racecar driver - Them Freeters got the right 
idea 
Symbolism and idolatry is my cuppa tea 
Light-hearted absurdities - All we are is our memories for better or 
worse 
 
---"#9 Maryland 10-2 (8-0) vs. #16 Police State 9-3 (7-1)"--- 
Chaining myself to the house and facing the bulldozer 
Weimerica El goblino La creatura Le 56 % 
Hey /pol/, I have kidneystones and gum disease, am I White enough for you 
guys yet?!? 
Work is Meaning, suffering is good, pain builds character; planet o'the 
apes 
"Leaders" LMAO yeah right leading us right into the deepest pits of Hell 
Fuck off with your opinions nobody gives a shit 
 
---"Triple Option Z36 Right"--- 
spoiled rich kids doing coke, plowin' each other, being bored, having 
terse one word conversations 
Wish I had Panera Bread money, shit, I be doing good with McDonald's 
money 
I absolutely despise pretentious wannabe WASP faggots 
If it wasn't for racemixing Irish slags and the Caribbean islands think 
how different American sports Halls of Fame would look LOL 
I framed my Michael Vick jersey and hung it in my billiards room 
theres no incentive to "do good" or "do the right thing" 
Fuck everybody that ain't spiritually awakened 
 
---"Spiritual Filth"--- 
Killing yourself for a pittance - Twinned with my laptop/Soul glued to a 
bed 
Living entirely in my head was always safe. Now its a minefield. 
I pray to Nothing, worship Nothing, wanna be Nothing - The transsexuals 
will inherit the Earth 
Take life as it is don't strain yaself shootin' 4 a miracle - Life's 
Cyclical/My Worm Will Turn 
 
---"Untermensch"--- 
Post my sob story on Reddit, get 'em to send me $$$ and Fleshlights - 
Kill yourself when the drugs and partying ends 
Deviate from the mean, get broken by the Machine - Somethings only 
"cringe" if you're a slave to social norms 
Y'all fret over >tfw no gf, I debate suicide daily - My life has been 
ruined beyond all repair 
Its not just the jews trying to bring in the One World Government, but 
damn if they ain't on the frontlines and doin' most of the heavy lifting 



 
---"Nothing.Left.2.Lose.2020.avi"--- 
Chain-drinking Irish Breakfast tea - Jumping all over the chessboard 
If society itself isn't healthy, how can you expect to be by engaging and 
talking with people in it? 
Demon-possessed having blackouts & being gangstalked - Feds gonna kill me 
and make it look like a suicide 
I'm scared of being snuffed out in the grocery store CIA AMERICA - 
America the new Sodom & Gomorrah 
Daydreaming of marrying into money - I always wanted to be a comedian, 
all I got was being a clown 
 
---"committing_tax_fraud_on_onlyfans"--- 
Purgatory is real, I'm livin' it - Women are all fukken' crazy 
Image & status-driven pussies - Theres no accounting for taste 
Learning French to read the classics versus learning Japanese to read 
dirty mags and watch cartoonz 
Peach rings are the best gummy candy - People are fake as fuck 
Live for pleasure live for extremes - Anyone simpin' over these hoes 
ain't awake yet 
What does it say about the world we live in that we all gotta be high on 
something to deal with it? 
 
---"Peter Sutcliffe is the G.O.A.T. Doin' God's work lad!"--- 
I pissed away the prime of my life - When I was 18, I could bench 330 
pounds. Now I can barely get outta bed and just wanna die 
fuck WASPs, fuck England, fuck Protestants - Led blindly by desire versus 
thinking it into existence 
How the hell I'ma work a McJob for 30 years when I can't even leave my 
room from anxiety??? 
It's only okay to be "unique" as long as you are a kombucha-drinking, 
star wars-watching, soyboy like all the rest 
Hell, we all got that nanotech implanted in us - T-Mobile the new God 
Liberty & Freedom are for pussies and Hitler did nothing wrong 
I'm a talentless hack operating under the guise of "modern art" 
Whites-only pornstars or go home - Life is a tragicomedy for the ages 
Shut up faggot, go watch a (((movie))) 
 
 
People hear the term "mind control" think of zombie "Walking Dead" shit 
well, it's far more nuanced than that (just ask any hollywood celebrity) 
Neuro-Linguistic Programming, implanting triggers, inducement of phobias, 
surveillance actors, street theater 
They'll come in ya house and move things around, put wiretaps and cameras 
everywhere. They'll fill your house with insects to try and drive you 
crazy 
They'll turn you trans or at least coerce you into it. The end goal? To 
get you labelled 'paranoid schizophrenic' and tossed in a padded room  
Then they'll throw away the key. 
 
 
---"Experimental Neuroscience"--- 
If the LGBT movement isn't a feminist fabrication then why isn't it in 
alphabetical order? 
The fact that people have to make LinkedIn accounts "for work" is a sad 
indictment of our society 
Note to Americans: not everything is a pathology - #FallenEarth - 
#ReadTheGnosticBible 



"God Friended Me" have to tie in the Divine with Facebook to get people 
to think about anything deeper than their sex organs & the like button. 
Pathetic. 
I am a misanthrope and I have Porn-induced impotence (porn is better than 
sex) - SpEcIaLsNoWfLaKeHaSaGlUtEnAlLeRgY 
They say what doesn't kill you makes you stronger. They say pain is just 
weakness leaving the body. I'm either the strongest person alive or the 
weakest pussy out. 
I don't care what (((they))) say anymore go to (((Hell))) 
 
---"Sun Worship"--- 
Nobody wants to sign free agent athletes over the age of 30 anymore this 
is a tragedy; a modern tragedy equivalent to the burning of Rome 
How I live now looks like a StrongMan competition compared to my past - 
Better to forget than forgive 
Shoot Karen's dog in the back of the head and rape her until she's race-
conscious again 
People are entitled to their own opinions but I'm just as entitled to not 
have to hear the ignorance 
 
---"White Magic Healer 3473 B.C."--- 
Pop-culture-addled brains & the shitty 2-bit advice they produce - 
Sacrificing children to the fire 
Securing my people's tomorrow by the barrel of a gun - Alive on borrowed 
time 
There is nothing in this world that'll bring lasting joy or happiness 
Do as thou wilt vs. Do as I say - eatin' vs. gettin' ate 
a farmer in desolate land with rough terrain and harsh weather 
Is it noble to suffer for God? 
 
---"Sophia's Awakening Year Zero"--- 
Ouroboros chokin' me out - Soul cryin' out 4 release - None of this 
worldly shit is real 
The first time a computer asks "why do I exist?" it's curtains for us 
GAME OVER 
We could be living in Paradise instead we living in Hell - Mind over 
matter 
Irony killed sincerity - We all burning together 
People get their kicks off dragging others down to their level 
It's all Demiurge's fault - DON'T GO TO THE LIGHT WHEN YOU DIE 
 
---"One Well-Placed EMP Burst"--- 
If only the child soldiers of Kony 2012 were alive to read the VICE 
headlines of 2020 
Fastest way to spot a faggot numale: he uses the word "toxic" 
Nostalgia for a time I never knew - Observer to my own demise 
Being a long-term hermit gives you a unique perspective on things; on 
life, on everything 
This is the part of the Old Testament where God should wipe off the board 
and start fresh 
 
---"USAROCKEFELLERHIVEMIND"--- 
Soundcloud faggots - Everybody out here killin' each other for they 15 
minutes of fame - Short attention span & chemical brainfog - Prozac 
drinking water 
Birth control sewer rat abortion - Flushin' da afterbirth down tha tubez 
- We are all niggers - We are all on drugs - Placebo effect Americanized, 
fat N' dumb 



Post-vasectomy lethargy - Neutralized/Castrated/On a terrorist list - 
Republican pro-life nutjob - These inbred hicks'd kill me soon as look in 
my direction 
Dumb enough to support the TSA, thinks Muslims are our real enemy. Hates 
Snowden, loves Bush. Carpetbomb the whole goddamn United States 
 
---"Take No Prisoners Go Down Swingin'"--- 
The French Revolution was a mistake - All I want is Truth and my weights 
The All Father wants us free, everyone and everything else seeks White 
enslavement 
Don't look for words just follow the pen - I wanna live in the most 
remote places on Earth 
All the legal ways to make money are all glorified slavery 
Life is too short to kick back and watch the days trickle by 
 
---"Kali Yuga"--- 
There is no group of people on this earth that'll sympathize with 
hermits/reclusive men 
Strive for excellence and mastery over the Self 
Life is but a shadow - All we are is a buncha hairless apes torturing 
each other 
24/7 impending doom feels - Our lives are too comfortable and it has made 
us weak 
Some kinda misguided cultural milieu - 2 blackpilled 4 this world 
In our hypercapitalist society everything blends together 
 
---"Hoi Polloi Kept In Conga Line 283 B.C.E."--- 
Info war the war of the symbols - Jewish mind poison comes in all sorts 
of shapes n' sizes 
Them Amish got shit figured out - So many hoops to jump thru just to 
survive 
Damned if ya do, damned if ya don't - Theres never enough time. In a day, 
in a month, in a year, in our lifes. 
The upper classes try to keep knowledge outta our hands so we stay stupid 
and good lil' worker bees 
Illegal to collect rainwater but legal to kill Whitey fuck USA 
 
---"toohot2handle.admin.dll.sys.55.23.exe"--- 
Zettabytes of porn stashed away me rainy day stash - E-girl plus T-gurl = 
E.T. GURL 
I'd sell my soul for success in the arts - I've put myself through Hell 
and have nothing to show for it 
These people don't truly live they proselytize and lecture in place of 
real lived experience 
My personas have personas I'm a new person everyday 
I'm a prisoner to my own mental bullshit/No one will come and save me 
 
---"Void Worship"--- 
I can't fucking see 2 feet in front of me - Everything is black and grey 
Voices screaming out mankind's darkness - Technological Doomsday 
I don't fucking hear your soulless bleating 
Eat the Lotus, Eat the children 
I don't fucking know what's real anymore 
Fragments of the broken mirror - All you are's a fucking whore 
Burn the churches, kill your leaders - Electric System Repeater 
 
---"Stories from the Abyss"--- 
Birthdays + holidays don't mean shit its just another day in Hell to me 
Just trying to fill the Void - Counting down the days until death too 
cowardly to pull the trigger 



Amen break + snare rush name a more iconic duo - To Hell with the Queen's 
english 
12 noon, groggy & agitated, I arise from my slumber - Depression has 
crippled my ability to function 
Embodiment of Sloth - Haunted by memories of the past, haunted by fear 
Good day to curl up in a ball and wait to die 
 
---"Iraqi Cave Dweller Summer of '03"--- 
Joseph Smith wrote the Book of Mormon while goin' thru DT's 
Possession in soccer is a meaningless stat - Scientific anti-semitism is 
capital T Truth 
Everyones a stargazer trying to get their 15 minutes of fame 
The next great Existentialist - The TV is talking to me again... 
I am a dirty rotten cheat I am a damn old fool 
ghost inside this flesh prison prayin' for a swift death 
 
---"Andrew Cuomo Police State Hell"--- 
On toppa the soapbox wavin' guns around - Nancy Pelosi can go pound sand 
Fuck the general public - I'm too well-known in my city for my own good  
Huff Windex N' duster and when asked "why?" shrug your shoulders and say 
"Monkey see, monkey do" 
Drink bleach because Donald Trump said it was a good idea 
So depressed I can't even cry - They'll bring back eugenics and witch 
trials soon 'nuff 
 
---"Ya know, most of the time Hitler was right"--- 
People are predators - The world is a cold heartless place 
Predestination is real this world is deterministic 
Bouncing from persona to persona like Roger the Alien IRL - Today's 
hyper-connected digital prison 
Media portrayal of life is distorted you'd be better off believing 
Tolkien's universe was real 
If you did that you might learn to value your race's accomplishments and 
achievements too but Hell, what do I know? \_("o)_/ 
Dominate, step on toes, backstab, lie, cheat; whatever it takes 
 
---"Enola Woke"--- 
Ain't hard to be top dog these days when everyone's a soft cunt - Living 
in my own personal Hell you reap what you sow 
Once we all went electric that was the beginning of the end #CandleCrew 
The modern Right is neutered and does nothing but protect the rich and 
the Left does nothing but agitate for NWO advancements this is the one 
world government 
FantasyLand > FleshLand 10/10 times, end of. - God won't save your sorry 
ass 
Suffering can never be justified the best thing is to die childless and 
preferably young 
 
---"Slave To Pleasures Hypnotic"--- 
Legacy media is dead, long live InfoWars 
Masonic and Egyptian symbology afoot in American football 
Oversocialized & underpaid 
We all just animals at the zoo for our [redacted] overlords 
Anything worth doing is worth doing to excess - Don't B a follower 
Fuck science worship. Everything in our world is becoming more crude and 
vulgar 
Bomb the shit outta anyone who don't believe in Santa Claus & Coca-Cola 
Welcome to your cyberpunk fantasy welcome to the technological slave 
state 
 



---"what_it_says_on_the_tin"--- 
Joke metal resurgence (we need one) - Just riding out my own life 
Penny Pax is the closest flesh person to resemble what my tulpa waifu 
looks like 
My dog's buried toys outside correspond to real physical locations with 
buried treasure 
coffee, smokes, good eats, porn - the world just passes me by 
Having a struggle session with the floss pick 
I've got nothing left to say 
 
---"Psychic Warfare"--- 
America Online - Mammon Cult 
The Seeker found something 
MKULTRA is ongoing 
Nobody even notices they under a spell 
Shit ain't exactly subliminal either 
 
 
Mr. Mime from Pokemon was once a trainer, he fried his brain on Rare 
Candy and evolved into a Lvl. 999999 God 
He takes the shape of a goofy mime Pokemon to ease our fears, us foolish 
mortals 
 
 
---"CrazyEyes&DeadInside"--- 
Nobody knows how to mind their own damn business - Don't let anyone close 
- Nazi eugenics came to America its name is mental health 
ParrotOthersBeFake - My so-called best friend put a keylogger on my 
laptop and forwarded all he found to the FBI 
The world would be a better place if we all stopped caring and embraced 
absurdity & existentialism 
Complacent self-destructive lifestyle - I'm just a clown for you people's 
selfish amusement - Shows over folks, Earth's been cancelled 
 
---"Corpse Pose"--- 
This bedroom is my palace, my empire of Nothing - In today's day + age if 
you don't have access to the Internet, you don't have access to Truth 
Those normalfags that say 'AAAA I'd literally DIE without music!! XD' all 
listen to Top 40 club trash 
Everyone acting like the Queen been shot 'cuz some 12 year old called 
Wilf Zaha a nigger on the internet LMAO 
Being sane in an evil world says a lot about people - Dr. Beverly Crusher 
greatest waifu of all time 
Mindless lil' insects frittering away our lives - I'll kill to be left 
alone. Society be damned 
 
---"The Gang Weeder's Manifesto"--- 
Carlsberg/Heineken/Stella = American hipsters trying to appear cultured 
by drinking the European equivalent of Bud/Coors/Miller 
I tripped on salvia divinorum once and thought I was the pink panther LOL 
I hit the imaginary video game wall in my dreams, what Demiurge is 
responsible for this shit?!? 
Re-learning how to pull the wool over my eyes - Plunge myself into the 
unknown 
Niggercattle smoothbrains incapable of independent thought need the CIA 
to think for them 
New Day, Same Shit, Same Shitty Life - I've learned my lesson, I will 
never make a friend again 
 
---"Aliens Walkin' All Among Us BEAMS Get Da Probe Agenda 2021 Y'all"--- 



Idealists make me sick all ideas are nauseatingly optimist and pro-
humanity 
Pray to the Sandman and have abortions - People are annoying at best, 
monsters at worst 
The Powers That Be have the internet and free speech in the crosshairs 
now 
Hypocrisy and contradiction are the base foundation of all social life 
This Halliburton police state brought to you by Frito-Lay© 
Women call it a cock, men call it a dick, and I'm just here like Israel 
is an illegitimate state fat girls got some good pussy Gang Weed gamers 
rise up 
 
---"Fetid Stench Of Corporeal Vulgarities"--- 
Blessed are the barren, the infertile, the sick and dying - Fuck gazing 
into the Abyss; jump right in and LIVE in the Abyss 
All of our human anxieties, it all goes back to fear of death/wanting to 
leave a legacy 
The entire System operates on lies - Violence solves everything people 
only respond to fear and displays of strength 
Last man alive just me and a buncha inanimate objects playin' Garry's Mod 
with the world 
90 % of what they call 'science' these days is just pure charlatanism & 
grant money scamming 
The U.S. Gov't is engaging in an AI-powered gaslighting of the entire 
world population 
 
---"Florida Man Rides Again"--- 
Monkey finds a pack of smokes, coffee, and a typewriter... 
Constant state of crisis - Kill all the journalists - Fuck all these 
sacred cows 
Emotional alchemy turning lemons into gold - Rather be a mad cunt than a 
sad cunt 
Research chemicals & sissy hypno - My so-called best friends were both 
CIA agents 
Ain't hard to be an oldhead when you surrounded by faggy millenials 
 
 
Imagine being created by God to be an angel who has to serve and praise 
Him all day long, literally zero fun allowed, it is like being in church 
or Sunday School for eternity. Listening to boring sermons and self-
praises about how awesome He is and how grateful you should be because He 
created you for a life of servitude. No wonder Lucifer went berserk. 
 
Fall in love, graduate, get a job, buy a car, marry young, go honeymoon, 
fuck, buy house, make babies, grow kids, marry kids, buy car for kids, 
graduate kids, buy house for kids, make kids make babies, go on vacation, 
grow grandchildren, die. And for what? Do What Thou Wilt & Fuck Da Rulez 
 
 
---"MKDREAMS"--- 
Spiders, mirrors, sex, technology, choking, heights 
Machine Learning: tell Mommy Google all yer innermost secrets 
I'll never live up to my family's expectations, time 2 COPE 
Old dog trick refusal got us all trapped in glass houses 
Legos, Sonic the Hedgehog, Vaccines, Autism 
CIA tryin' to spook me into compliance with the wicked designs of this 
world 
 
---"2LiveCrewSongWithCheesy80'sLoveSongSamples"--- 



Men + women can never be "just friends" - Marriage is an episode of 
"Everybody Loves Raymond" that never ends 
Men just betray each other for pussy like a buncha animals 
Bulk saving porno is the new collecting baseball/trading cards - Its all 
just pixels on a screen it don't affect me 
SuperMeth sissy hypno - Women's Clothing And Newport 100's - Bag of bones 
weak dying flesh - I feel so disconnected and lifeless. I'll never love 
anyone new again. 
I've done the whole party scene, people suck and are boring; the only 
good part is the drugs and kickin' it with the boys 
 
---"Trauma-Based Mind Control"--- 
Traversing my computer is like walkin' thru a minefield 
Talk is cheap, actions speak louder than words - My past is gonna haunt 
me for the rest of my life 
Transient drifter has-been 2-face - Today is not that day 
Stuck in 2007, stuck in 1993, stuck in 782, stuck in my own damn head 
 
---"Sayd Alazi Salhlhim (came.2.me.in.a.dream)"--- 
Gettin' drunk in front of the computer and blastin' harsh noise music at 
5 AM 
Been dead inside for a very long time now - The trainwreck that is the 
life & times of Tony Wilder 
Nobody'll believe anything is wrong with you unless you missing a limb or 
two 
The voices in my head say some pretty funny shit sometimes 
My dreams foreshadow the future - At least my pen, pencil, and computer 
are always there for me 
Nothing short of a violent overthrow of all world governments will save 
us now 
 
---"Whitepilled"--- 
Listening to 'Koyaanisqatsi' and re-evaluating your life decisions 
Mirrors are obscenities/Vanity is the worst sin 
Catch me at the corner store wearing a 'Straight Outta Valhalla' T-shirt 
#FallenWorld 
Coulda woulda shoulda been a bitcoin millionaire - God was angry with me 
but then I did an act of perfect contrition 
Men amongst the meme ruins - I'm an individual in the truest sense of the 
word 
Be perfect and live a blameless life in front of all my haters 
Fuck sitting on the sidelines waiting on the Book of Revelation to 
happen. TAKE ACTION!!! 
 
---"Oholibah was buried in a shallow unmarked grave"--- 
Schizophrenics are just shamans without a tribe - I'm as real as it gets, 
ya bastard 
Jezebel & Ahab 2 badasses that stay stackin' they bread; need me a bad 
bitch like dat 
Telepathy & time travel are real - I am the voice in my head saying "I I 
I" looking to be fed, looking for a new fix 
Ecclesiastes 5:7 "Much dreaming and many words are meaningless" 
Infinite # of souls but a finite # of people/bodies - Knowledge of the 
self is true Gnosis 
 
---"Sol Invictus/Invicta Albus Genus"--- 
Slowly disintegrating frog in a boiling pot (Whites) - See what happens 
when you play by the rules? 
A man shouldn't live his life by any set of rules anyways, that shit is 
for women and children 



Free-range organic conscious consumer "woke" faggots - Venezuelan Oil and 
Sex Dungeons Fulla Children 
Lived my life in a woozy daze devoid of meaning and purpose and died fast 
N' overnight 
Queen of Hearts lifestyle King of Diamonds lifestyle 
Everyone's "opinions" are carefully designed and implanted in them by 
Mass Media. We're all snowflakes but it is artificial snow. 
 
---"Striving 4 Zen"--- 
People put -core on anything, slap a few examples/memes together, call it 
a trend 
Awash in meta-ironic Web 3.0 bullshit until I either drown or get my 15 
minutes in the spotlight 
My life is proof of Nietzsche's "Eternal Return" - Be like water/Beer-
like piss 
Hard to sleep at night all the shame I carry - Don't overcomplicate your 
life just survive and keep it movin' 
Twisted Tony learns how to play guitar, carries around an unwarranted 
sense of superiority 
Lost among the apathy of the day-to-day slog there is a greater world 
than this awaiting us 
 
---"Eternal Wanderer Precautionary Tale"--- 
A fixture in my hometown; Everyone takes potshots at me - Lifelong 
bachelor with a glass half empty attitude 
Do you think Darwin himself ever got laid or he just made all that shit 
up as a COPE??? 
Incel thought has been around since the dawn of humanity yet its still 
never been refuted 
Women: tutorial mode/Men: nightmare mode - Equal opportunity hatred of 
mankind is my motto 
The occasional shout into the Void to feel alive - Cycles of self-defeat 
& failure 
St. Patrick rid Ireland of the snakes they all went to England and then 
America 
Torturing myself senselessly - Prisoner in my own home - I'm so damn sick 
of people & their bullshit 
I've got the temperament of a Buddha to put up with the shit I have, a 
"normal" person woulda snapped and killed someone by now 
 
---"Digital Hoarding"--- 
90% of the shit you read on online forums, comment sections, public 
discussion spaces, is AI-generated. Then 5% of whats left is the Federal 
gov't of various countries tryna entrap you or brainwash you. Always 
shillin' for something. Teach future AI niggerdeath, greenpill and 
ironpill the tech overlords of our future. Its our future but it ain't a 
shared one. The elites'll move to the underground cities. D.U.M.B - Deep 
Underground Military Base. There's a whole damn world underneath the USA. 
Nuclear holocaust when?!? Day of the Rope fuckin' when?!? Never. You're 
all too neutralized/pacified with shiny tech gizmos and FrankenFood. 
Suicide as a blessing 
 
---"DROPDROPDROPGOBLANK"--- 
2 types of people in this world theres tops and theres bottoms 
Failed as a man but excelling as a woman with flying colors 
Marijuana + poppers for my crossdressing addiction 
Take the pinkpill and be happy - I wish I was a girl so badly 
Dreaming of being force-feminized and kept as a sex-slave 
Cute boys cute boys cute boys!!!! nyaaaaaa~ *giggles* ^_^ 



I'm the oddball nobody likes or can stand to be around - Everyone'd be 
better off if I was dead 
 
---"Pinkpilled"--- 
Deliberately obscured hidden gem - Treasury of the mind - Pink satin silk 
panties - Mindless fun versus bimbofication - Letting a fetish consume 
you 
All the great ones are femboys - Men think with their dicks, women don't 
think at all - Bouncy castle clownshow - Balloon animal funhouse 
Funhouse of the insane - We're all batshit here, Alice - Springing into 
life or sinking into death? - Pillhead takes another nap - Never snitch - 
Feds watchin' 
 
---"Minerva's Corruption 2019"--- 
Porn-induced erectile dysfunction Porn-induced soul  
Porn-induced brain Porn-induced spirit Porn-induced mind 
#PhytoEstrogenBuiltBody #BPALyfe 
Justice 4 Palestine versus the All-Seeing Eye 
Monarchy is better than dem hoglegs Jefferson used to roll 
FREEMASON USA 
All the other races must be exterminated 
 
-----"GoD i NeEd A mIrAcLe"----- 
Shanghai castration protocol - Locust soup Internet brain stew - Direct 
to Twitter marketing - Air dealer Oxygen dealer - Heliocentric asshole 
Fuck weathermen - Dinosaur double helix - Big Fucking Snakehead - 
COINTELPRO Wheels coming off - Eating bullets like a savage - Savage 
saviour 
Hosea Hosea Hosea Job Job Job - Red Book Green Book Bluepill Shithead - 
Nanotech nipples - Cyberkinetics Psionics Fucker Fuck Earth - The mistake 
of birth 
Defect from life - NoNeXiStEnCe - Better to have never been than to 
needlessly and pointlessly suffer - Aesthetic death - Kill me 
aesthetically - The death of cool 
Avant-Culture - Atonal Astructural - System System System - Give me style 
or give me grace - Holy Penis Sacred Cock - Saturnian fuckhead  
Vote for Me - Vote, breathe, die - Sugary sweet voidhole - 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
 
---"Imploding World/Tumbling Walls"--- 
I slept enough days away to last the rest of my life - The fruits of 
Karma are all around us 
It's easier to get accepted into the Ivy League than get a job at Wal-
Mart or McDonald's 
This pissant year couldn't end any sooner/This wretched existence 
couldn't end any sooner 
Peace & quiet 2 hard things to find these days - We're ruled over by 
corporations, not people 
The rich get richer, the poor get fucked - City life is unnatural & 
inhumane 
Bored outta my fuckin' skull just waiting for a natural death 
 
---"Play 2 Yer Strengths"--- 
Motherfuckers say they live by the code get a lil' taste of pussy abandon 
all their friends and then have the audacity to say 'bros b4 hoes' 
Sissies are all the fun of a girl but can shoot the bull, hang with the 
boys; the best of both worlds 
Grown ass "adults" still believing people are good and the inherent 
goodness of people LMFAO gimme a break 



Catch me adulting down at the cereal bar #LookAtMyLunch 
#LookAtMeSmilingAtThePhone #LookAtMe #LookAtMe #LookAtMe 
Apathy, laziness, 40-hour work week, they'll all come together and do ya 
in 
Being silent with your pain versus being bombarded with empty platitudes 
- Just Samson Option this Earth and be done with it... 
Any so-called "normal" person would kill themselves if they had to be me 
for a day 
 
---"Death of a Fullback"--- 
Cashless downtrodden exile - New cars look ugly and got gayass names 
Single, fat, crazy, and painfully sober - nauseating armpit + stale 
tobacco smell 
Curiousity/Hunger for knowledge is my only redeeming quality I'm a 
lifeless husk 
Feather & inkwell niggas represent 
"well-adjusted", yeah, well-adjusted to slavery - Life is a rigged game 
Independent thought leads to chemical lobotomy leads to insanity 
Whatever literary & artistic talents I may possess is no match for my 
fukken' LAZINESS 
 
---"An ode to the japanese murder hornet"--- 
0100001101001111010010010100111001010100010001010100110001010000010100100
1001111 
My life is Purgatory and the Feds got me by the balls - Mainstream media 
gettin' viewed as God 
Can't keep up the facade any longer - I can't put to mere words my hate 
for this world 
Profane the holy, defile the sacred, degrade yourself 
Women are just a set of holes women are just objects 
Just another addition to Big Pharma's guinea pig collection 
Moody French Existentialism - The nightmare never ends 
 
 
Two objects morphing together into a hideous third - I'm not crazy/I'm 
crazy - Self-made D.I.Y. Hell - You are a known commodity and the CIA is 
watching you 
You are a fuckin' nobody and you'll see that when the grid goes down - 
Prison break in my head - Mental lip-gloss - Bimbofied plastic doll - The 
hideous whole 
 
 
---"Porn and Welfare"--- 
Queen of Spades sissy - walking catalogue of trans pornstars 
Bounced on a dildo for 2 hours, thats what constitutes a nap these days 
*blows bubble* *bubble pops* *sighs* *txts hawt boys* OMG ECKSS DEEE XD 
I have a woman inside of me and she's dying to get out 
I see women put on a pedestal and I want my own damn pedestal 
Give me methamphetamines and Daddy Dick - hoard all the big cocks to 
myself ^~^ 
Dressed like a girl gettin' wrecked, just totally ruin my brain with huge 
cock and cum 
Anime catboy porn - I wanna transition & marry into money - Daddy Dick Is 
God 
Sissies like me only get handpussy but thats okay thats all I want 
anyways 
The last emo girl in America - Dangerous sexual behavior is gonna kill me 
 
---"VirtuaGolf_Simulation_Matrix"--- 



NFL division realignment in 2002 was shit, bring back the Central!! - All 
major sports are rigged 
Find your people and get in where you fit in - The days go by quicker if 
you talk but I ain't got nothing to say 
Betting on Mario Party matches - Stay inside and escape life 
I set my own trends I create my own style - Trying not to think at all is 
best 
Do nothing but repeat other people's memes, smoke weed, and play Nintendo 
Dreams bleed into reality and it's hard to tell which is which 
Reincarnation is the best character re-roll of them all 
 
---"L337H4XX0R"--- 
Technology is the problem - Electricity is the enemy - American mind 
torture - Resurrection tech & Voice-2-Skull tech - Archons feeding off of 
cyberbully tears 
I'm not gonna paint Christ on the cross overnight... Whoops! Gone down 
the rabbithole again... ;) - DYSGENIC_MKULTRA_FUTURE 
Ideas man hits the skids - Theorycrafter Conspiratard - Reproduction of a 
reproduction of a reproduction - Postmodern Reductionist - Meta-ironic 
Faux-Chic Word Salad 
The last hurrah - Praise Mommy Meat - Praise Mommy Slaanesh - Juicy 
fuckin' ass and titties - HNNNNNNNGGNNNHGNNGGNHGNHHNNGHNNHNGHNNGHHNGGHNHG 
 
---"Singularity Rising"--- 
Prototype of dystopian tomorrow - Robotics android feast on sorrow 
Despair Code encoded - I follow cryptic machine 
Fucking twisted depravities of a sick and diseased mind 
Forsaken by all - System repetition 
Sucking your own dick just to swallow the Moth 
PRISM INFOWAR ONLINE - Sloppy alphanumeric fuck off 
Decoding MKULTRA with children's books and Scopolamine 
@#!?#!$?~#-=+!!-# - %&!?@#!!*&*?()$%!! - $%@#!!?*&?**!! 
 
---"Tightrope Dancing Routine That Breaks The 4th Wall"--- 
I'm a worldly erudite patrician I'm tru kvlt master race 
Fuck doing cool things lets drink and watch HBO hahaha normies R lame 
My thought process? UH OH STINKY 10 HOURS - My feels? 24/7/365 
premonitions + deja vu 
Listen to your heart, get you a motherly old jewish lady with big titties 
as a girlfriend 
Words, images, sounds; Lost in a sea of meaning - Pretentious shallowness 
masquerading as deep 
Welcome to my Kafkaesque life in government housing 
 
-----"Abaddon Takes Me"----- 
Fucking hate you all - Created a monster - You call me a monster, I'm 
what you lil' bitches wish you could be - This is the final evolution of 
Man 
I have touched the clouds and seen God - I am the All. Alpha, Omega, God, 
Satan, and everything in-between - Technology took away your soul 
Prayers to an uncaring "God" AKA Demiurge - The Abyss knows All - We are 
all equal in the Void - Pray to yourself, what does it matter? 
We will ascend the weakness of flesh and become our own Gods! - Bow down 
to Me you fucking cowards! - Stuck in Hell until we figure it out and 
ascend 
We are Gods trapped in Hell - Kill everyone now - Feeding off of fear & 
despair like an Archon - I'm drunk off my own failure, drunk off of 
sorrow & hopelessness 



I am Machine/I am Spirit - I am Poison/I am Nothing - The venom of an 
adder's fangs - Lost to information - Stuck in the Systems web - Moth 
mind/Butterfly body 
Lifeforce gleamed from a child's 3rd eye - The feast of the locust - 
Modern Art's weird occult cousin - MK OR THE HIGHWAY - The symbols are 
everywhere 
Voice-to-skull prophet - Mecha-Christ Rising 2298 A.D. - The hollow 
laughter of fools 
 
---"Jannik Vestergaard's Potential"--- 
Egyptian religious symbolism - High-Level Awareness 
Liverpool fans are retarded - No woman will ever want me again 
American police the gods of our theocracy - All things can and will be 
used against you 
The edgy teenage ranting of a terminally depressed sad sack of shit 
doomed to be forgotten forever 
Paul Pogba is overrated - My life is inconsequential & meaningless 
 
---"Internet Addiction Rehab Center 2033"--- 
Chelsea Manning is a national hero - Anything worth doing is worth doing 
right 
We don't live among our communities anymore, we all live online, and its 
depressing as fuck 
Colored hair millenials with trendy names (naming your kid Daenerys 
Stormborn for the lulz) 
Cellphones are an unnecessary evil - Hot new subculture: Analog Punk; put 
it in a Faraday Cage or destroy it 
Nothing worth a damn has ever happened online - Individuality is not a 
crime 
Everyones a faggot that relies on built-in defense mechanisms that keep 
them from hearing bitter truths and the harsh reality of life IE; what 
they dont wanna hear 
 
 
I hate liberal smugness so damn much. All they do is parrot their college 
professor's opinions and follow a buncha commie ideology to a T but act 
like it's all original like it all came from them and they are the first 
to ever think it. They all act like they are morally superior to us lowly 
peons. They all think they are academics and revolutionaries. Leftist 
politics is mind poison. Other things may or may not be a certain way, 
but whats for certain is leftism is a disease of the spirit. Sod 'em all 
 
 
---"Ouroboros George Soros"--- 
The sooner the baby boomers can all die off the better off we'll all be 
If diversity is so bloody good why does it have to be forced on us? If 
we're all equal why do they have to keep repeating it?  
Tell a lie enough, it becomes a truth - Being well-adjusted to this 
nightmare world is the real "mental illness" 
Starting January 1st, 2020 I been taking a couple of victory laps until I 
kill myself. Just wanna enjoy myself before the end of my life 
DON'T TAKE THE COVID-19 VACCINE RETARD 
 
---"American Absurdity/American Angst"--- 
XXXtentacion is watered down Death Grips for edgy mallgoth children 
Life always catches up to ya/finds a way to drag you down 
Cheap frozen pizza, a bagga Fritos, and a Olde English KINO - I am this 
illusion/I am more than this flesh 
Better to have an inflated sense of self-worth & be disliked than have a 
too low one & be DESPISED 



Surreal, dark, and completely meaningless; the world under capitalism 
 
---"Sea Shanty Rap (epic must watch)"--- 
Fuck tha guitar I'ma weirdo with a laptop making post-fartcore mixtapes 
ya buncha FLOOZIES 
The best shit is underground thats how it always goes thats why I drink 
the blood of Gentile children in my bunker 
Talk with a lisp and act fruity until some bigwig director notices you 
and offers you a part (of his cock) 
Every waking moment of my life is distraction and delusion; mindless 
escapism 
Every moment of my life is one big COPE - Feel psychic pain every time I 
leave the house; my 3rd eye was raised inna cave 
Some people grow outta their autistic philosopher/art connoisseur/film 
critic phase at 17 and some never do, which is the real tradegy in my 
opinion. 
 
---"WhiteWomanStandingInWheatField.jpg"--- 
ChristInsanity neutered Europe, we'd 'av been betta off without it 
That Proddy bleach & no-fun-allowed smell - Hedonist brain: off, ficki 
ficki: on 
Fuck order as a concept TBH. Chaos Magick works and only the strong 
survive 
jewish spiritual & psychological warfare against Gentiles 24/7/365 
Social engineers programming a concrete playground for their demon 
worship orgies & blood rituals 
Animals! Farm animal goyim cattle!! 
Hitler tried to save us but we wouldn't listen and now it's too late 
 
---"Glazed-Over Adrenochrome Eyez"--- 
If you think skool sux your REALLY gonna be over the moon about work! 
Rent is theft Taxation is theft 
Nothing ethical about crapitalism kill your boss, kill your local banker 
too for good measure 
We ain't free this is glorified feudalism - The zionist conspiracy is 
alive + well 
The scary thing is that as evil and satanic our leaders are the 
Greys/Archons are much worse the advanced beings use them as puppets as 
their fall guy on earth 
Goya's masterpiece "Saturn Eating His Son" speaks to me on a deep 
personal level 
All emotion all adrenaline all fear all the time - Time 'ta get eatin'... 
 
---"Mark Zuckerberg Is Targeted Advertising Me Guns + Ammo"--- 
Trying to talk to anybody is like talking to a brick wall fuck 'em I'll 
talk to myself 
Zyprexa Zach's Machine-induced schizophrenia - Real big brain shite 
Moloch worship 4 tha elite, eat bugs in a cage 4 us 
Wanna change my identity and disappear off the face of the planet 
The feds and their thermal imaging technologies tryna spook me into 
compliance 
STOP GANGSTALKING ME AND LET ME GET ON WITH MY LIFE 
fuckin' vultures out there, man... 
Destruction of the sacred feminine ---> Death of goddess worship ---> 
Witch hunts ---> Man's world ---> 24/7 war and misinfo 
 
---"Memoirs of an American shut-in"--- 
Think I'm runnin' on E then a wave of language overtakes me, floods over 
me 
I'd rather regress 2 infancy N' start back at square 1 with it all 



Everyone always said I'm so smart if I was truly intelligent I'd have 
killed myself by now 
Your family ever so crazy you have to move halfway across the planet just 
to escape them? 
Feed me female hormones and let me kill myself at 32 in peace you fucking 
monsters 
I'm so polite & gentle to the point that its a character flaw, a weakness 
that every human being I've ever crossed paths with has exploited and 
taken advantage of 
It's not "who hurt you?" in my case it's more like "who DIDN'T hurt you?" 
I hate you people, i hate all people, fuck you all 
 
---"Wilder's Last Hurrah"--- 
Daytime TV is so macabre - Boredom is inevitable - Everyday is silent & 
gray 
I was never meant to live this long - Idealism is a young cat's game 
All my generation gonna be known for is being gay, trendy "superfoods", 
and memes 
Laws are made to keep us down. Doing what your told leads to death and 
eternal damnation 
My inactivity made me a gigantic failure at life - Make your death count, 
kill people on the way out 
 
 
There is nothing about our lives that makes us better than the animals. 
Everything we say, think, and do, is all vacuous bullshit to distract us 
from the inevitability of death for long enough to breed more puppets to 
suffer and to further the species. Gotta continue the whole Demiurgic 
shitshow somehow right? Obsessing over death and all things macabre is 
high-IQ shit.  
 
 
---"Dumb & Medicated"--- 
Earth is temporal but Spirit is eternal - Prozac hollows out your very 
soul 
"anti" depressant but more people kill themselves on 'em than off 'em 
I love drugs and gay sex and I don't care where I go when I die 
24/7 blasphemy, gettin' high, and followin' animal urges - Dat Prozac 
head-inna-vice feeling 
Buried alive in paperwork and red tape - My lifetime of reckless living & 
bad decisions 
 
---"Goyim: Gluten Allergic to the Truth"--- 
Like an alien among humans - Back in my meme days them good 'ol 
imageboard OC days 
Bumblefuck stumblefuck jew-worshippers - Some cringey boomer believing 
the Q LARP 
Pepe the frog was never funny ya fuckin' chuds - "internet people" are 
all faggots 
A festering sore on the big fat American ass 
el goblino 56 % has a gun and is gunna save teh white race!!!!1 for real 
this time guyz!!!!1 
don't step on a crack on the sidewalk on your way to work, you might get 
Sub-Saharan ancestry on your 23andMe!!!!!! 
Everything is open for debate but arguing gets you nowhere - Sinking in 
the pixelated quicksand 
 
 
Mohammed wrote the Koran, put it all in a chest, died. 2 years later it 
all got published by friends. 



My art will see the light of day I just gotta grow a beard & die first. 
 
 
---"Mr. [Hometown]"--- 
Spoiled kid becomes NEET drug addict - The only "feeling" I still have is 
a deep profound emptiness inside me 
Supposedly, did you hear about this? Apparently you can get in the habit 
of doing anything if you put ya mind to it? 
All I do is hate, cry, mope and hurt myself - I'm a horrible person that 
brings everyone else down and I hate myself 
I shoulda been in the PLO (theres still time) - I'll never be able to 
reacclimate to the rigours of modern life, Hell, I never was acclimated 
in the first place 
 
---"SkyNet Machine God (bad craic)"--- 
This ambient piece has a good earfeel to it *chugs IPA* *injects 
estrogen* 
Prepare yourselves... the Death Grips comparisons are coming 
My mind is being controlled by a military supercomputer - My computer is 
turning me transsexual 
Technology overuse ---> Law of diminishing returns 
Be NEET, collect bux, fuck da system 
Do whatever you want the machines will kill us all soon enough 
 
---"Pissin' & Shittin' Tha Bed Outta Laziness"--- 
Elevating the everyday into the realm of the extraordinary - My days are 
spent in quiet agony 
Rejoice in love vs. Worship at the altar of death - Nothing left to do 
but sleep. Trying to sleep the world away 
I'm a Death cultist - I ship Kali with Baron Samedi - Pray to the gods of 
darkness and sleep 
Long in the tooth & Ripe for the noose - The Cathars & Gnostics told the 
Truth about this world 
Barely surviving & in agonizing pain - Mummified in my bedroom 
Lifes been terrible whats there to even wake up for? 
 
---"Newspaper in Fiji Claimin' Christ Came Back"--- 
Gone are the days when Midway and Rare reigned supreme and we're all 
worse off for it 
Let it fester, let it rot, let it atrophy away from disuse - Lick the 
toad, be the toad, I am the Toad 
Don't try to appease nobody that don't like you for you fuck 'em - Get 
motivated by they punk ass 
All we have is one day at a time - San Francisco:Sodom::Oakland:Gomorrah 
Memory issues are a blessing from God - Life is a lot darker than we (you 
maybe) think 
 
---"Sungazing into the Black Sun"--- 
Bury all my works in a time capsule to scare off the alien takeover 
Spend the resta my life rantin' & ravin' - tell a lie enough it becomes 
truth 
All arguments in favor of the world being a pleasant place to be all go 
back to pleasure/love/family. Dumb apes that've never had to struggle 
Spinning my wheels, blowin' my load early, going nowhere fast in this 
OPEN AIR PRISON 
Rather be eccentric with a brain than fit in as a zombie - Spreading my 
disease everywhere 
WiFi thought-capture technology is making me into an antinatalist 
All the monkeys that don't fit in at the zoo get pushed in the corner and 
experimented on until they do fit in 



 
---"Saturnalia"--- 
50 % drugs, booze, partying/50 % shut-in recluse - My brain is fried and 
my Spirit is dead B U R N T O U T 
I'm not stuck in a rut, I'm stuck in a loop - Feels over reals let the 
left side of your brain die and escape this prison matrix 
Time stands still at grandma's house - Thank God for grandparents 
Being NEET as long as I have it's like I jumped from youth right into old 
age + retirement 
Every day of my life is like a 7-day weekend how the fuck I'ma go back to 
the grind?!? 
Feel-good rags-to-riches tearjerker - Game the system by any means 
necessary 
Life/Time: you can't get it back and you can't take it with you 
 
 
Parents have a million and one ways of transferring the blame onto the 
child. Breeders procreating at random, you roll the dice and hope the kid 
has a good life and doesn't suffer too much but it's all random chance 
and if it doesn't work out the way you had hoped??? Theres all manner of 
cop-outs and excuses. Life is pain therefore stop propagating the 
species, stop inflicting pain and even more pain, break the cycle of 
suffering. Antinatalism is the only sane moral position. People are 
immature and hang onto that foolish desire of being remembered/leaving a 
mark after death for far too long. Beat them, abuse them, neglect them 
when they aren't good goyim. Hit them, let the schools mindfuck them, let 
the media brainwash them. Pat yourselves on the back, a job well done! 
You're good people, you're both good people. Kid's fucked up?? Oh well 
*shrugs* nothing you coulda done about it! Let the system take care of it 
and/or send them to jail and have another one. 
 
 
---"Serial Ghoster Cabin In Montana"--- 
Nation of "TV Experts" tell them Oprah's not real their whole worldview 
shatters 
Bruno Mars is Michael Jackson (an even more metrosexual version LOL) for 
millenials 
Break your phone kill your TV burn money - There are no coincidences 
People who go to bars/nightclubs rather than just buying their shit at a 
package store are well and truly goyim. Life unbecoming of Life tier 
To build yourself up through sacrifice and discipline is the highest Art 
 
---"Leopard-Spot-Change-1991"--- 
Back-breaking monotony of the 9-to-5 grind - Every great artist needs a 
pseudonym 
LoWeRcAsEuPpErCaSeStReAmOfCoNsCiOuSnEsSeXpErImEnTaLtHoUgHtPoEtRy - 
Meaningless modern art vomit 
Hibernation and vegetating: all I'm good for - I am a timeless classic 
State of fearful inactivity/Paralyzed by fear versus Trying to do 
something and failing 
I got food in my belly, footy on the tube, and crossdressed Stewie 
Griffin to draw LOL 
Vincent Van Gogh didn't sell painting #1 in his life and now he's one of 
the greats 
Shoot 4 da starz... Making money is the best high of them all 
 
---"Garuda Visions 1513"--- 
Screw Paul, Saul had it right the first time 
A clean N' tidy death for a messy N' chaotic life 



Time flies when yer dead inside - Satanic bastards at CERN speeding up 
time 
They've found the "God molecule" and now they'll vaccinate us all and 
take it from us 
Anything fo' dem green slips of paper they got us all killing for 
(Monopoly money) 
Haven't you faggots ever heard that less is more!?!?!? 
Archons Ascendant - infect you all with MKVENOM 
Only in solitude can a man conquer the Self 
I don't know what to write anymore 
 
---"Murder 4 Higher"--- 
Women & shitlibs gaslight like its going outta style - The general public 
stinks!! (literally) 
It ain't always Satan speakin outta Man's mouth. Man is the enemy, WE are 
the problem 
Chicken wingz + Baal Hammon worship - let me hide my shame in peace you 
monsters 
All the truly smart people are leaving America in droves - Never-ending 
nightmare with no relief in sight 
I'm a mindfuck kinda guy/gal/it - I suffer for my art - I'm the Whore of 
Babylon reborn 
We think that we're better than God or Nature but we all just ants in a 
cosmic Panopticon 
 
---"Peter Pan Syndrome 2015"--- 
Go 2 sleep wake up someone else (a girl hopefully) - Every day is a 
shitty day to be brought into existence 
Fuck our hyper-connected lives; I'd rather be a compulsively masturbating 
ghost 
Why bother flying right when you have no direction? - the butcher's 
daughter routinely breaking the 4th wall 
Nightmare of forms + applications - My whole world is shrinking down to 
nothing 
 
---"Jacking Off To 'Xavier: Renegade Angel'"--- 
Speed freak stream of consciousness - Listen to Nmesh's "Pharma" 
Don't engage with the community/fandom around things just enjoy stuff and 
disregard "thought leader" opinions 
'Rick & Morty' is so goddamn crude and vulgar. Freemason pornography on 
my telly 
I am Ignatius Reilly incarnate - High IQ people are constantly 
misunderstood 
I'm not changing a thing you people are just gonna have to live around me 
Depression makes you realistic about your faults and shortcomings 
Conquer the Abyss daily or at least try to 
Had a buncha words for poems but I forgot them \_("/)_/ 
 
---"Cicada & Bullfrog Night-time Lullaby"--- 
Me: Southron true civilized gentleman You: yankee faggot 
They don't have vowels in Massachusetts, just various pronunciations of 
the letter A 
Smoking a Virginia Slim in a tuxedo and drawling out "well, I do declare" 
Hadrian did nothing wrong - nobleman surrounded by savages 
VB longneck guy is my role model 
Drinking myself into the gutter 
Drinking until I have to pray Nehemiah 6:9 "God, steady my hands" just to 
get the goddamn key in the lock 
If you ain't been born and raised here we don't need ya 
 



---"Classy Japanese Prostitute Rubbing My Shoulders Saying It'll All Be 
Okay"--- 
I see something that you don't/I know who's watching me/I do everything 
I'm told 
Going 1,000,000 miles a minute and praying for dreamless sleep after its 
all said and done 
Overloaded my head with data and gave myself epilepsy from the flashing 
RGB strobelight monitor 
Try to associate with new people and spout memes generally act offputting 
and reference shit (Reddit.com) 
Yeah fuck 'em, I'll make my own inside jokes haha that'll show 'em... 
A light heart can bear all things but I'm a bitter prick in a staring 
contest with Medusa 
Nobodys ever apologized to me for all the pain and hurt they put me 
through so why should I?? 
 
---"Brutalist Skyline 2022"--- 
Talking to other losers around the world - Global pity party - Life in 
the Internet age 
Dead man's switch - Settin' off an EMP @ tha fireworks show 
Facebook death camps - Internet village - Pill popping housewife too 
tired to fuck - Antidepressant brain atrophy 
Seek help - Be normal - Dig yer own grave 
 
---"Teenage Angst 201"--- 
Demonic influences & unmedicated makes better art - Memes are temporal, 
Art is Eternal 
Man + Machine can not live in harmony forever 
Get inna mood N' ruminate my way 2 Death's door 
I'm so deep in the hole, can't see the Light - Obsession with death is 
high IQ 
I spread myself thin, nothing inspires me anymore 
Life is a cruel and senseless thing 
  
---"Teen Angst 301"--- 
The "conspiracy theory" buzzword is just a way for statist sheep to shut 
down from having to hear the scary Truth (say scary Truth like a baby, 
you are one :P) 
NPC drooling on yourself in front of the TV - Gaza Strip Bombing Campaign 
1959 - Marijuana is chemical warfare against the White Aryan race 
The kikes are the problem, they've always been the problem, and anyone 
who'll tell you any different 9 times outta 10 has a vested interest in 
keeping things as is 
Holoco$t wasn't real but I sure as shit wish it was - Brainwashed 2 self-
exterminate by the zionists - People R so goddamn gullible 
 
---"Rotherham Never Forget"--- 
Control the media, control the minds - Arguments are pointless 
Group of teenagers repeating Will Ferrell lines to each other WHAT A 
WACKY BUNCH :) 
The commies won, they call themselves socialists now but its all the same 
shite 
Brazilification of USA is underway and all this BLM antifa shit is just a 
victory lap for the Left 
White lives are more important, always have been, always will be 
Sports is just professional cuckoldry. Hoot and holler, fight each other, 
y'all both wearing some buck nigger's name on ya back 
The Jew seeks to divide us all among any and every possible cause for 
division as a distraction from the fact that (((They))) control all the 
wealth 



Prepare to spend the rest of your life alone nobody will ever fuckin' 
understand 
 
---"Wolf in sheep's clothing 33 B.C."--- 
I don't love or hate, I just go thru the motions; Wear masks and adapt - 
So blase 'bout it all 
The daily drift: boredom, apathy, depression - Lifes nothing if it ain't 
boring + monotonous 
Fading into obscurity the worlds forgotten me - God has spared me from 
the pit BUT WHY??? 
Family is just a word in the dictionary and so is love - Most days I 
think I'd be better off dead 
You can't force a miracle but if you try hard enough you can force the 
gates of Hell open 
I'm living just to spite the Creator at this point 
One foot out the door/One foot in the grave 
 
 
Magic mushrooms are only illegal because they allow you to see past the 
bars of this prison matrix. Oppressive + totalitarian police state 
reality. You are not allowed to look outside the bars unless you serve 
Satan and munch on pineal glands, blood, and adrenochrome. Mushrooms also 
have healing properties but hush hush... Big Pharma needs their claws in 
people... They don't want us to question our reality, be idealistic, or 
strive for better. They wanna kill our dreams, crush us, make us submit 
to them. Docile and passified to the whims of the New World Order. 
 
---"Last Shred Of Dignity"--- 
Mirror selfie memes, Irony's final stage - Obama is a synthetic humanoid 
"double" 
Its such a good feel when you solve the mystery/figure out whodunit 
before the book/movie/TV show announces it! Good Feel!!! 
K-Pop = MKOFTEN = Jewish subversion of Korea - Writing impassioned 
screeds is a young man's game 
Everybody all up in each others business. Live and let live replaced by 
report all suspicious activity to police. Watched too many movies turned 
into a wannabe cowboy. 
You leave me alone, I leave you alone, simple as. - Nothing is worth the 
effort 
There is no such thing as "escapism" its all just distraction; its all 
just temporary alleviation from psychic/mental/spiritual pain 
Gotta lotta pain bottled up inside of me but I don't care anymore. Just 
let me write my books and kill myself afterwards. 
Life wears me down, the world drags me down, you win... you fucking 
monsters win already just piss off 
 
---"R.I.P. Craigslist Hookups"--- 
Totally genderfucked - My warped drug n' sex addicted mind 
I WISH EMO BOYS WERE STILL A THING AAAAA XD 
I <3 gay sex, drugs, and heavy metal - I'm the cheapest date of them all 
(in a wig) 
Women suck, ladyboy is best!! - transsexuals are sexier than biofems 
Mind of a man Body of a girl the best of both worlds 
TRANSITION!!! Work smarter, not harder 
spank me Daddy! ;) *purring noises* nyaaaa~~ ^_^  
Str8 boys just think they're straight until they've tasted tranny cock!! 
and yummy boipu$$y!!!! 
I love makeup & boys! Swoopy hair & kneesocks!! *giggles* ^~^ 
God won't save my sorry ass I'm a deranged tranny pervert I'm a Hell-
bound degenerate 



 
---"Hoover's Wig Collection"--- 
Free-range cruelty - Widespread human bloodshed society - No peace all 
war - Obedience slave control freak - Cuntcuntcuntcuntcunt 
Vigourous female masturbation session with a crucifix - Fuck your Master 
- Gooey squishy bimbo puddle - Remove your brain, fill it with cocks 
instead 
Head fulla shorted-out wires - Computer God-Man - hehe sissy squeal - 
haha sissygasm - LOL the internet turned you into a chick 
 
---"The Marilyn Monroe Tapes"--- 
Dayumm gurl lemme in dem Lane Bryant stretch pants 
Live fast, die fast - overly-caffeinated teenage gurl 
I don't need food & housing, I need Black cock 
Sexual harassment laws/feminism is glorified Eugenics 
If Adderall didn't fry my generations brains, "Smart" phones were the 
finishing blow 
mindless consumer/"woke" activist - Soulmates are bullshit 
Let your yes be yes and your no be no 
Only things left to do are fight back or give up and die 
 
---"Reptilian DNA Replication"--- 
Findin' the fountain of youth 2 late and dying beside the water 
We've passed the Singularity with no alarm bells rung 
Fake it 'til you make it or break it - fleeting forms of the unreal 
He spent all Tuesday night tryna strain out gnats 
Clear mind ---> clear action ---> clear belief 
MIND BLOWN CARL SAGAN +1 UPBOATED 
All technophiles, all transhumanists, all the sheep need a bullet to the 
head 
 
---"Demiurge's Soul Factory"--- 
Walking encyclopedia/human computer - welcome to the global grid-array 
system 
Autists and spergs should be sterilized for the greater good of humanity 
American "men" think women really be Disney princesses that are pure 
angellic balls of light that don't even defecate 
Time is a prison and your past lives have divine origins STFU and think 
about it for two seconds 
Prisoner in my own body - The only true things in life are of the spirit 
Everybody busy fucking like rabbits, creating more flesh puppets for the 
soul-harvesting human data apparatus in the sky 
Grey, overcast, and rainy is my kinda weather - (((They))) kill Nature & 
tax us 4 it 
Fuck work, fuck society, game the System 
Zionist total control over the minds of mankind 
 
---"Misanthropy"--- 
I like tight clothes, fast n' easy money, driving fast, and hard drugs 
America has no culture. We brand ourselves to fit in, obsessed with 
consumerism and putting everything in neat, tidy, little boxes 
I'm that fat girl fired for jillin' off at work - Whats the point in 
being horny all the time when you look like me? 
Scene girl turned Art whore - My minds split in 2 - Say the things we all 
think but don't have the balls to say!! Don't be a sheep!!! 
Speaking Truth to Power looks like this: we are all just animals 
fulfilling our biological urges and none of us is worth a good goddamn 
Everyone thinks they billy badass when they never did a bid never did 
nothing illegal people are pussies that talk too damn much. Loudmouth & 
chickenshit. Fuck 'em all 



 
---"Frequency Illusion 1998"--- 
Life is too short not to follow your heart - All I got is time 
Off-duty lifeguard squattin' behind the restrooms N' smokin' something 
good off tinfoil 
The lies they tell us young to indoctrinate us into submission - My life 
just feels like one long day 
Internet ghost stories; spirit dies, gets trapped in a machine - I missed 
my calling as a monk 
Jandek and Henry Darger had the right idea - A good pen makes a world of 
difference 
Disengage, disconnect, prep, train, SURVIVE 
 
---"Archon Self-Portrait"--- 
1960's summer of love bullshit - You can't talk your way into good health 
I'm a schmuck like everyone else, I just hide behind 7 layers of irony 
I'm a gin drinker, not a socialite! Give me gin and a typewriter anyday 
The Kali Yuga is all "progress", lies, slavery - Abolish money and bring 
back barter 
Giving these people the rope to hang me with - Death is too good for some 
people 
I'm that guy who only plays for 7 or 8 years but dominates from day 1 
'til the end and ends up a fringe Hall of Fame candidate everyone debates 
to death if I belong Trapped in a labyrinth of my own making - Praying 
for a miracle 
Why the fuck am I even alive??? WHY WHY WHY 
 
---"Pontiac Thunderbird Epiphany"--- 
Tavistock Institute disinfo campaign - Hard-wired for self-extinction 
Easier to deal with the brutality of life if you imagine it as an MMORPG 
Small-time dealer goes straight, re-invents the wheel 
The butterfly and the moth forever intertwined in technological chaos 
Please stop rotating, Earth. I wanna get off this ride. 
 
---"Enlightenment-by-accident"--- 
Wishing to remain a child forever - Holding the whole system hostage to 
get on welfare 
NASCAR shoulda just retired the #3 mad disrespect - The future is female 
sex robots 
The judicial system, really the whole damn system, is unfairly biased for 
women 
Reading Ezekiel 23 then drinkin' after strangers - Fine line 'tween 
introspection & obsession 
I write so damn much but nothing ever happens in my life - They'll find 
me overdosed in a hotel room somewhere someday 
I don't even know what it is I want from life - Job 13:12 "Your maxims 
are proverbs of ashes" 
 
-----"Kamala Harris 2020"----- 
Smoke crack and paint the walls with shit - Accelerationism for life - 
Half-baked MS Paint memes as a political zeitgeist - Jackson Pollack 
Unfinished Works 
Does this voice make my ass look big? - Trump has weird fetishes - Has 
the whole world gone mad or am I unmedicated? *rimshot* 
Thank you, thank you, I'm alive against my will - I cry all night long 
HAHAHAHAHA - Paint the Sistine Chapel with semen - Life's a joke, a 
bloody good one 
God's sense of humor - God smokes Winstons and is a scotch man - You're 
all soulless niggers - The memes have consumed me - Pizza Kids: The 
Mixtape 



The memes have consumed me, now I have viral AIDS - Fortnite Generation Z 
Nigger - America Online, America needs to fuckin' LOG OFF! 
Left-Right culture war, get a room you two! - Imageboard neuroses vs. 
Tumblr porn addict - Serious discussion Asperger - My mind's eye grows 
stronger by the day 
Training myself mentally to resist the psychic attacks of my gangstalkers 
- Everything is a spook, everyone has a demon in 'em - My aura is purple 
Chakra re-alignment - The mad professor memeforcing dumb shit N' Ancient 
Egyptian Chaos Gods - Carve pentagrams into your body - Carve sigils on 
trees 
Cut yourself - Drink urine - I wish GG Allin was still alive - Where have 
all the great mattress salesmen gone? - Shooting up behind the used car 
emporium 
 
---"DEVIL MUZIK MK RADIO 66.6"--- 
Globalist assholes - Shut down the terminals - Blank screen, Blank mind - 
Drop of MKULTRA infernal 
Death in the Machine - Coding spiral - Stop gangstalking me 
Point out all the flaws in modern technology - Programmed to die - Event 
201 - Mass extinction false flag - Robot genocide 
You'll have infinity to make amends 
We hurt those we love - Spirit of poison - Spirit of a gangster - The 
hymns of an injured dove 
Tell me war stories - Deathbed eyes - Land of Disillusion 
Triangles everywhere 666 - New World Satanic Rise - Joker Uprising - The 
Fool Tells No Lies 
 
---"MK RADIO 66.6 COMMERCIAL BREAK"--- 
People that say they listen to "all music" or "everything" but only know 
pop & 80's hits 
I was a bricklayer in a past life - My blood flows with the technology of 
multiple alien races 
Pitchfork sucks - Fuck Anthony Fantano 
Every American undergoes intense MKULTRA conditioning everyday and is 
none the wiser 
Lil' Young Billie Tree: my rap name - I want to jack off wearing Lana Del 
Rey's dirty panties 
(((They))) censor our history and the White Aryan race sleeps from lack 
of awareness 
Fuck this gay time period N' this gay place - My dreams aren't crushed 
because I never had any to begin with :^( =^( :-/ :( =( 
 
---"This World Is All Bark No Bite"--- 
I want a big titty Pacific Islander girlfriend and a house on the beach - 
America is an open-air prison 
Everybody's got their brains too cum-addled to think long-term - We're 
all goin' mental... just like they want us 
Digital Fascist state - everybody talks WAYYYYYY too damn much - STOP 
SNITCHIN' - J.F. Skinner did nothing wrong 
Buildin' all these Meccas 2 Mammon left and right to keep the petrodollar 
afloat against all odds 
There's no place in the world for me or people like me; doomed to wander 
forever 
 
---"Man of the People"--- 
All that these simpletons care about is money & getting "famous" OOK OOK 
EEK EEK 
The working class has been indoctrinated into advancing the elite's 
agenda to their own detriment 



Unthinking & overly emotional, a nation fulla gossipy old women/overly 
feminized robots worshipping the nigs and the kikes 
USA = PLANET OF THE OIKS - I'm goin' fukken' mental - I'm hardcore man 
I'm real fuckin' hardcore 
Vaporwave is music made outta fragments, sound collages, of capitalist 
excess 
Vaporwave is just Diana Ross slowed down, shut the fuck up you tranny 
faggot 
U.S.A ---> Baphomet's Backyard - Gray conformist daydream - Money & Power 
corrupts everyone 
That Nietzsche quote about the Abyss fails to mention that if you look 
hard enough you'll notice it's not an Abyss at all, it's a black mirror 
 
 
My generation grew up. They draw Pokemon porn. Got into coding and 
computer science to learn how to make vidya. Eternal adolescence. Drink 
Soylent, grow patchy beards, listen to all that generic-sounding faggy 
indieshit. Never grow up. Watch cartoons 4eva. The future is fucking 
bleak. Cut down the power lines watch 'em sweat a lil' 
 
 
---"Dark Occult Dada Urinals"--- 
On the floor squirmin' like a worm - Half-assed n' scattershot is more my 
speed 
Andy Yang, Ricardo Milos, and the Ayuwoki walk into a bar... 
People are so on edge these days LIGHTEN UP - Eat yer own semen make dem 
gainz brah 
Get Saturnpilled or fuck off - Making Esperanto memes - E-celeb gossip 
fagshit 
My life is aimless, directionless, meaningless - Friendship means nothing 
- Fuck hipsters 
Ditzy Bimbo Housemaid Hypnosis - Everyones become wet blankets with no 
sense of humor 
Shoulda listened to Nikola Tesla we could have brain-to-brain social 
media 
Can't have people think critically about things or else they'll get 
depressed and quit their jobs 
Stuck in service industry Hell forever - I'm a genius I'm an idiot I'm 
Nobody - Hail Saturn 
 
---"Paint Huffing Competition"--- 
Alcohol, weed, Xanax; fuck uppers - Only idiots get suckered into 
political shitflinging 
Older > newer, fuck modernity - National Socialism is just the political 
term for Natural Law 
"New York Sack Exchange" and "The Dome Patrol" the 2 greatest pro 
defenses of all time 
Write shit just to write - Having opinions is KC-tier 
If you don't hang out behind the mall smokin' weed with a buncha juggalos 
your my enemy 
Shit was shit is shit will be - Life just keeps shittin' on me and I've 
had enough 
 
---"Bolton FC's new middle-aged Belgian owner, 8 beers in, 1:48 AM"--- 
From the British Empire to soft effete men crying about racist chanting 
in football 
Missed the Milan derby 'cuz I was watchin' SpongeBob LMAO!! 
Roberto Martinez linked with Barcelona vacancy. James McCarthy at the 
Camp Nou LMAFO!!!! 
People be sleepin' on the Portuguese League but its really not that bad 



2 South Africans, a buncha Anglos, Scots, Irish, and an Aussie walk onto 
the Arsenal training ground... and get turned down for a buncha Africans 
If the English weren't sex perverts, they'd call boxing "fisting" 
I can't even enjoy sports anymore because its all so blatantly and 
obviously rigged, guess I'll go shoot up a synagogue ~~~~\_("o)_/~~~~ 
 
 
PuKe PiSs ShIt 
WoRlD eArTh PrIsOn 
HuMaN? yOu'Re ThE bEaSt, NoT mE 
yOu MoNsTeRs, YoU aLl DiD tHiS tO mE 
 
 
---"Amor Fati"--- 
Physiognomy = Jungian archetypes at work - Aquamarine and Turquoise are 
such pretty colors 
Lock myself in until I have a Eureka! moment all the greats did that 
Everybody keeps their house as their own lil' replica of Paradise/Heaven 
Self-destructive cleaning binges - I either wanna die or I'm God's gift 
to creation 
No Thought, Only Action - This world is fleeting and temporal, but I am 
Eternal 
 
---"Kennedy-DuPont Media Apparatus"--- 
My memes alone elected Trump - Vaporwave is just chopped n' screwed for 
White people 
Letting my mind revert back to an Antediluvian state - Squidward is so 
fucking aware 
She LOST!! Get over it, SNOWFLAKE!!! - Nobody questions the motives of 
the rich and dangerous 
Everybody in this goddamn country venerates the rich and shits on the 
little guy 
Mixing in an unhealthy dose of isolation just to keep the vultures at bay 
This world can't hold me down - Get yours by any means necessary 
We all too reliant on technology for everything 
Hitler wannabe trying and failing to incite a riot (too many lemmings) 
Autists and spergs are just weak sociopaths that act like computers (be 
better off chattin' with me router) 
Living in a 24/7/365 disinfo campaign - Strong men stand against the tide 
of modernity 
 
---"Worship Yourself Infect Others With The Poison"--- 
The whole Earnhardt vs. Gordon thing was overplayed media shite 
Somebody snitchin' on the block - Right grimy buncha cuntz - Ya buncha 
Squabs... 
No amount of apologizing, no amount of asskissing is ever enough for 
these leftwing demons. Never back down. 
All these cop shows are shown to condition us to submit to the police 
state 
Dunning-Kruger snowflake procrastinating, never thinking about the future 
The collective consciousness is good craic - Money is not worth the high 
value we place on it 
Looking a gift horse in the mouth - Them bluepill 5 o'clock news blues 
 
 
Smart ape get hit by big ape. Big ape put smart ape away. Big ape good 
smart ape bad. 
Why smart ape no play with other ape? Big ape inject smart ape with 
needle. Smart ape play again. ApeWorld good 
 



---"Dale Earnhardt alive in t'South Pacific"--- 
Carmelo Anthony is the most overrated player of all time made it to the 
conf. finals once and lost, shoots too much, only won that 1 title at 
'Cuse. You aren't a good player if you have to chuck up 40 shots to score 
40 points - West London fulla faggots, Chelsea FC groomin' kids, no 
wonder they all go out on loan 'til they 30!!!Danica Patrick look like a 
long-haired teenage boy. TOTAL DOG! Bitch not attractive in the least 
unless you like average looking boys. I've got news for you, pal... Some 
old NASCAR guy named Dick Passwater - For those who thought Kyle Busch 
doesn't whine enough, I give you... Lewis Hamilton - Jackie McMullan is 
my waifu Hobey Baker Conn Smythe based n' redpilled - hidden Utah 
Polytechnical 6th round gem - Fuck Reggie Miller - SEC bias is low-IQ 
Blade Runner by the Bay (Oakland A's new stadium concept) - Jabril 
Peppers & Ndamukong Suh shoulda both won the Heisman oh and Steve Emtman 
also shoulda won 
Manchester City & Paris St. Germain killed the game of football - USF 
BULLS IRONTON ELEMENTARY PUBLIX DELI KYLE THE LEGEND 
FIFA's rules for internationals make no damn sense 
 
---"Findin' Enlightenment Thru Da Head Of Yer Cock"--- 
Everyone hate me fuck 'em I hate everyone - I don't run around screaming 
my beliefs from the toppa my lungs anymore - I wear a mask and don't ever 
let it fuckin' slip 
I don't give a fuck anymore just give me handouts and let me be - 
Noncommittal, impassive, lazy - There's enough reasons for the hivemind 
to hate me 
Fuckin' Borg People - My insights are lost on you guys - The drones the 
automatons the NPCs - Kill everyone now kill kill kill - I just wanna 
watch the world burn 
Fuck the monotony of day to day life - Every hour every minute every 
second a prison all its own - Wasting away my life in quiet anticipation 
of death/rebirth/whateva 
Theres no meaning/They don't make 'em like they used to... - Let me out 
let me off the ride - Life as broken carnival attraction - Accidental 
life/accidental death 
I need the luck o'the Irish - Rabbit's foot 2 save me from Wonderland - 
All my joy left me - Life the lazy drag, the bore - Slow drifting thru 
the years 
I'm always with you, I'm your only friend, I'm the side you fear, I'm 
your Shadow, I'm what you could be - Give yourself over to me - Submit 
wholly 
I'm your best friend - I am the real You - I am the End - Gîve in to me - 
The Shadow is stronger than the whole - The Darkness always blots out the 
Light 
Stop fighting it - Give in to me - Your hidden nature - The real You 
 
---"Memorial Day BBQ"--- 
Pre-conceived notions of "normalcy" try and live up to 'em they'll always 
keep movin' the goalposts on ya 
You'd be happier and better off living like a mental patient fuck sheep 
society 
New Call of Duty mode: iPhone Zombies - Sick and tired of seeing my 
people used as blood sacrifices to this horrible Machine 
Big everything: live for excess; big tits, big ass, big dick - its all 
greed we all a greedy buncha bastards 
American "culture" is too damn hyper-sexualized & ULTRA-violent - MKULTRA 
MESMERIZED MOST OF AMERICA 
Piss off Israel, go the way of Michael Jackson - Only in Weimerica is 
some shit like "suicide by police" even a thing 



-isms and -ologies are book shit, be street-savvy or get 
manipulated/taken advantage of 
Acting like the kikes physically, mentally, and spiritually. White 
Western Civilization is dying 
Wipe Israel off the map, world peace overnight - U hate White Civ. so 
much, fuck you, practice what u preach! Hate Trump? Don't move 2 Canada, 
move to Mexico instead! 
Jews have been hated since the days of Exodus but its not persecution for 
no reason. They killed Christ, destroyed Western Civ. and are nation-
wrecking parasites 
Far beyond edgy: the woes of a non-conformist edgelord 
 
---"Digital Self-Harm"--- 
I wasted a decade hanging out with losers - Its not too late to change 
your hikikomori ways 
Blew all my money on dumb shit and now I got nothing left - more machine 
than human 
Time 4 a spot of retro gaming then schlonk some gangweed - Madden '09 & 
NCAA '11 were the best, end of 
Sandshrew is a cutie!! C-cute!!! ^~^ - Writing antinatalist screeds then 
burning them a week later 
Sleepwalking towards my own annihilation without a care in the world 
Shoulda thought about all the shit that could go wrong before having a 
kid! Overpopulation + Pacified/Feminized White men = extinction 
 
---"Starstruck Indigo Child"--- 
Listen to Japanese city pop - The 2010's just feels like one long fever 
dream day 
Adderall and Androgyny at 10 years old - Selfishness is a virtue 
Might as well trap up use my body to make money, using my brain hasn't 
worked so far 
Sissy prostitute is my dream job - Use my fat sissy ass to get whatever I 
want 
Everythings become so political and hostile and I fuckin' hate it 
Sometimes I wish that I died in the womb. Or in the crib. 
 
---"Soft Spot 4 Controversy"--- 
Y'all buncha holier-than-thou hypocrites - I'm so crass, so vulgar, so 
shocking that I gotcha mesmerized 
All my time as a shut-in allowed me to cultivate my tastes - "Pleasure is 
the meaning of life" t. crusty old Illuminatus 
I can't live with my own goddamn stupidity - I don't deserve to be loved 
Humans are mindless, fake jackasses; Put a bullet in the world 
Demiurgic breeder propaganda happy wife happy kids bullshit (TLC channel) 
Animal spirit humanoids that'll never know true ascension 'cuz they're 
too busy splurgin' da rent on Prime Day 
My hometown is haunted. Small town that'll swallow ya up chew ya up spit 
ya out. Trapped in the ghetto. Trapped with no jobs needing a car for 
everything its all shite 
We all medicated to death so we don't have the brainpower to comprehend 
just how fucked up things really are in the world today 
 
---"Laughing Gas is Good Craic"--- 
Electricity is just tamed fire - Stay divided and ignore the kikes 
hoarding all the wealth 
Stereotypes exist for a reason - The Internet is TV 2.0 - Whole load of 
niggercattle 
My hometown's women a buncha chickenheads - I used to live in a tree 
(true story) 



Charisma literally translates to "gift from God" through Him that give me 
strength, all things are possible 
Giving myself anesthesia against existence just trying to distract myself 
until Death 
 
---"Passenger along for the ride ARCHONWORLD"--- 
Stay constantly self-improving and to Hell with society - My opinions are 
the zenith of good taste 
Apex predator semi-retirement - fast-paced Luciferian nightmare we call 
life 
Don't waste your youth partying, BUILD SOMETHING! - I'm too real 4 y'all 
fake bitches 
Privacy is gone living like cattle to the slaughter - None of what I do 
is evil, just different 
Bitterness & Misanthropy has calloused my heart but you people were 
pieces of shit before that 
 
---"Bidet Home Installion 2020"--- 
Anyone with internet access/library access has the means to educate 
themselves but they don't wanna they'd rather live like goyim 
I get targeted ads for asian + russian mail order brides - Escapism will 
stop working after awhile 
Y'all some damn sex demons consumed by lust - I be getting deja vu 
everyday 
I'm going out on my own terms. Try to vaccinate me, get shot in the head 
I only 'ironically' jerk off to fucked up shit to mess with the FBI agent 
assigned to my web traffic hehehe ;) 
My brain stopped creating new memories and now all I can do is remember 
my fucked up past and try not to cry 
My brain stopped working and they'll come to send me up t'river one day 
soon... 
Capitalist pigs and their army of enforcer drones (the bureaucracy, the 
pig police, the courts) 
Federal entrapment is bad craic and Richard Spencer is a female to male 
transsexual 
Hosea 10:2 Deceitful hearts become overwhelmed with guilt - Get saved or 
die tryin' 
 
---"Aliis Sub Rosa Et Fama Rerum"--- 
I'm starting up a Millard Fillmore fan club 
The English language is a wonderful clusterfuck 
Why is it so damn important for everyone to fit in?!? You fucking DRONES 
Ain't nowhere in the world pretty like Florida - Get me some white shoes 
and retire to the Keys 
I wanna throatfuck Rebel Wilson 
Man, this holding music go HAM - Shoot your landlord in the head no mercy 
Capitalism by design keeps people trapped in a cycle of poverty - Ain't 
no fun being broke all the time 
Deuteronomy 6:12 "Stay the course" - My worm will turn and I'm callin' 
all y'all faggots out 
Too many people are ready to strap you down & shock you, experiment on 
you, torture you; all over a simple difference of opinion. Literally 
"conform or die" 
 
---"Harum Scarum"--- 
Trappings of a sick mind - Society makes you sick, then sells you the 
cure - Eat the rich  
The poor get fucked 24/7 and we're conditioned to just lay down and take 
it - Letting my inner talents atrophy/Letting my soul waste away 



Playing by the rules just means you are first in line to get fucked - my 
own harshest critic - God or wild beast? 
The life of Riley is gettin' kinda dark... - Suicide in the suburbs 
Artificially processed life - Doomed to wander - Homeless phantom/Clown's 
tears - Lost angels in the city of dreams 
The slow & boring death - Don't let them see your tears, your pain, your 
hate - Animals feeding on weakness 
God or Satan, I don't care, I just want someone to talk to; Just want 
someone to listen at least - Pretend like you care... fucking vultures 
Which way to Gnosis? - Bite off the Hydra head - Ideology of faulty wires 
Blind faith in a broken system - Trust nobody - a cold day in Hell... 
FUCKFUCKFUCK 
 
---"Seeing Doubles Everywhere"--- 
Gangstalking 101: put a lotta bugs in the target's house to drive them 
insane (actual bugs, recording devices also) 
Get rich playing video games what a world huh?!? - If you are reckless 
enough posting anon you can be unmasked 
Nice guys finish last - The more we trust in authority the weaker we 
become 
Uncle Sam is my sugar daddy - kiked-out social control bullshit/John 
Lilly in drag 
Comforts me in a morbid way to know I gotta easy suicide method ready to 
go whenever I need it 
Why let the poison of mainstream American "culture" ruin a promising 
young mind? Raise ya kids right... 
 
---"Lethargy"--- 
All about gettin' drunk N' gettin' yer dick wet - Everyone in my past 
moved on without me 
My whole damn life is "social distancing" - Sleeping the days away; 
business as usual 
Medicine + science replaced religion in our Satanic + materialist society 
These retards think Jesus and a haircut will solve everything 
Our leaders reflect our country well we all dumb fat loud ignorant 
Stay home, sleep, mope in my misery and uselessness 
I'm 2 kool to waste my time with pussies - Just let me LDAR in peace 
fuckers 
 
---"Open Books & Heartsleeves"--- 
Break the spell, burn the cocoon - Up to my eyeballs in stress 
NEVER COME DOWN - Trip nutz, hallucinate, write impassioned scrawls 
Disregard women and minority opinions - No muss, no fuss! simple as, end 
of. 
Authenticity & detached style - Everyone loves a good conspiracy until 
its happening to them 
Wear ya heart on ya sleeve and have no filter - Write like ya talk and 
fuck da rulez 
Make life your bitch instead of bitch about your life - unidentified 
artistic master burning all his works 
Let it overwhelm me, let it take me away. Acceptance of one's Fate: I 
will kill myself under the weight of it all 
 
---"Fear Of Failure 2006"--- 
Writing the next 'Jabberwocky' - I wish I had a scribe like in ye olde 
days 
Watch TV all day and zone out - Too melodramatic for my own good 
Lazy and crazy I'm a fuckin' nutter I'm all outta Rold Gold cheddar 
pretzels MOMMMMM!!!!! :( 



There is no practical way to drop out of society. The best you can do is 
NEET and leech off welfare. 
My personal ethics are BLOW IT OUTCHA ASS!!! - Overexposure to porn rots 
your soul 
Everyone thinks I'm crazy, might as well act crazy! Fuck 'em, I'm just 
being MYSELF!!! 
My memoirs? Little ol' lonely me clickin' buttons for 14 hours a day then 
I die at 25 from too much masturbation. Sounds like Palahniuk on Datura. 
 
---"Abyssmal Life"--- 
Aptitude test for prospective parents - Procreation is the gravest sin of 
them all 
Like a festering wound, the ache that just keeps eating away at you... 
Stay single bitches ain't worth all the damn drama & stress - eek eek ook 
ook humans = apes 
Using video games to try to forget about the pain for a little while 
Take LSD & regress to an infantile state - Endless creation vs. Endless 
consumption 
My life the modern nightmare - Can't suffer if you were never born *taps 
head* 
 
---"Jupiter Rising"--- 
If you really could choose your race, everyone would choose White and the 
world might not be so bad 
Don't (((Be Productive))), the kikes the ones that define 
(((Productivity))); DO YA OWN THING 
White liberal fags be gettin' offended at everything. "look at me, black 
people! I'm offended for you! Am I one of y'all yet?" No one respects a 
spineless beta 
White people's generous nature is being used against us. This is 
weaponized altruism. 
Freedom is just a humanitarian myth - Liberty is an illusion - Nature is 
the original Fascist 
Society views men as disposable and I view women as demons from Hell - 
Rather go run with the wolves 
We got an obligation to be strong and uplift our people amongst all the 
zionism mind poison and subversion. We'll have no peace with them around. 
Stay strong White Man 
Get swole and DESTROY - When u kill nigs LMAO bottom text - The pointless 
of it all/The inherent meaning behind All 
 
---"The Conspiracy Icebergs Conspiracy"--- 
Everything is gatekept ta fuck n' back - bitter loser chock fulla copes 
Group of White men online sharing their opinion on something mainstream 
that isn't "I love it!" = 'Russian trolls' 
Syria + North Korea only 2 countries without an IMF-controlled bank look 
who we're at war with... 
These sickos actually ENJOY social darwinism - Don't be a sad emo kid all 
ya life 
2/10 would not operate/ROAD WAR with - Lifes not fair - Life sickens me 
deep down in the pit of my stomach 
Adolf Hitler was the greatest man to ever live - Remember lads, subscribe 
to Pewdiepie 
 
---"Agoraphobic Arachnophobe"--- 
A psychologist is just a paid friend, they are mental escorts - Chris-
Chan is why I'm antivaxx 
Weed is overrated little sissy weed - Gimme them sleeping pills them 
weird pillz 4 weird people 
There are so many better ways to measure value than paper fiat currency 



Psychiatry is modern-day slavery - My therapist: "delude yourself with 
optimism" Hell, they all say that 
If you can be happy during a hurricane, you can be happy during the End 
of Days (our present) 
 
---"Fetishizing Failure"--- 
Deck me out in urban camo and send me in to instigate D E A T H S Q U A D 
C O R E damn what a look 
People are ignorant & outspoken & proud of it - People use religion as an 
excuse to be an asshole 
I AM A HORRIBLE PERSON AND I SHOULD BE DEAD BY NOW - Trying out new ways 
to live/Inventing new ways to die 
Too much hurt I carry with me too many heavy burdens - Someone read my 
dumb shit please? I need the $$$ 
Mythological humanoid failure migrates to ye olde neckbeard chamber - "I 
can't" always means "I don't want to" 
We brought into this world just to suffer if God likes to watch us squirm 
N' writhe just so we turn to him in the end then why call him God? 
Obviously not benevolent 
 
 
Let's not experience anything firsthand for ourselves, take our phones 
with us everywhere we go. If it's not on Facebook/Instagram did it really 
happen? Its not enough to simply eat this sandwich the world must know 
that I, a higher being, am eating! (watch 'Parasite Dreams') 
 
I don't think when gay people did the Stonewall riots they envisioned 
2019 the extent of trans pride is a buncha nerds arguing over whether or 
not [x] video game character is trans or not. Be proud, not loud. Shut 
the fuck up you prissy drama queens 
 
 
---"Low Frequency Demon"--- 
Exhausted by life - The 2010's SUCKED - Society has become far too 
litigious - Create Art to stem the tide of transhumanist bullshit 
Everyone's so obsessed with money & work they don't slow down to sniff 
the roses, they don't enjoy their lives in their mad rush for MORE MORE 
MORE 
Hell is a Germanic concept - BitCoin is cool but what the fuck can you 
use it for that isn't drugs?? 
None of these NPC's are immune to the call of the Tech Siren, y'all need 
to read Teddy K. and see the light 
Baal = El = Yahweh = Saturn = "God" (the demiurge version) - The youth 
all a buncha futurists & tech-hungry media whores 
Everythings not up for debate, everythings up for interpretation - Dull 
grey monotony of isolation + exile 
People + Archons both feed off negativity & suffering 
 
---"Sbarro CEO's living room fulla plastic plants + piles of cocaine"--- 
The general public, we know they don't think, can they not talk also??? 
Everyone is just parroting something they heard someone else say... 
Regurgitate the System's agitprop, demoralize all the Whites - So much 
Jewish mind poison out there... 
Unions are good fuck the union busters - N.Y.C. dockworker arguing about 
the Jets' playoff chances get a clue pal!!! 
My family'd rather drug me than listen to me they'll never admit I'm 
right about anything - My life as a washed-up cautionary tale 
Let the Earth reclaim what is Her's, and let us Aryans institute 
intergalatic lebensraum with our Extraterrestial friends 
 



---"Raping children for Moloch: The Clinton Story"--- 
Neutered fangless controlled opposition - Got oil? Prepare 2 B 
"liberated" 
(((They))) print the money, (((They))) drone-strike the dissidents 
You people: insufferably flamboyant fags with a lisp fukken' NPR-
listening fairyboiz 
America the beautiful: Three cheers for the zionist jews - Gangstalking 
any Americans left with half a brain 
Luke 5:39 "No one after drinking old wine wants the new, he say the old 
is better" (fuck modernity) 
Eliminate all humans, no more problems. Theres enough suffering in the 
world without us. 
 
---"Comfy Winter Isolation/Call Waiting Purgatory"--- 
Sonic Adventure 2 is one the greatest vidya of all time - Coffee, cigs, 
some footy on the tube; Mid-day malaise 
Triple C's was the strangest high I've ever had. Felt like I was fast-
forwarding in "The Sims", felt like I was retarded, fucks yer motorskills 
+ depth perception too 
Antifa should be classified as a terrorist organization - Swingers 
disgust me, all human beings disgust me 
How is saying "God will take care of it" any different than saying "I'll 
do it tomorrow"??? 
The regret, my shame, memories of the past... it is eating me alive... it 
is killing me 
 
---"This Street Theater Illuminated by Gaslights"--- 
Organized harassment and gangstalking - Guidance from angels vs. 
Spiritual lobotomy 
Women are shortsighted + retarded - Hooker or not, all women be trading 
pussy for "Love" 
Stuck-up bitch dreaming of a Disney princess lifestyle - Lust is healthy 
and normal its Love thats dangerous 
Blood 4 tha blood dude/Egg 4 tha egg dude - All things in moderation 
None of the so-called "White supremacist" mass shooters in the news are 
even White. Buncha halfbreeds 
Transracial --> next social degeneracy/societal ill passed off as trend 
calling it now September 2020 
Just 'cuz I work for an asshole doesn't mean I'm gonna let you treat me 
like one - Patriotism is low IQ 
Be whatever IQ you wanna be, it's EQ that matters; real niggas know this 
Any critique of the system is 'mental illness' to these sheeple 
High-profile = Low-key murdered; Low-profile & hard work = opportunity to 
become high-profile 
HONEY DO LIST: -keep a low profile -save your money -you'll never be 
happy  
-you'll definitely not be happy stuck in america -trust nobody -save your 
money -get out 
 
---"Total Ghoul"--- 
I wanna share a drink with the top lad who socked Jack Grealish upside 
the head 
Wageslaves mad that I do whatever the Hell I want at my leisure LMFAO!!! 
Blaire White is based and redpilled - Freaky dreams about the far future, 
call it a premonition 
Spurs vs. Ajax battle 2 become top jew - Sandra Bullock is a man (most 
actresses are) 
Autogynephilia versus Homosexual Trans Gurl (me in a wig) - Jesus and 
Buddha was probably the same person 



You can't just dislike something popular now, everyones an armchair 
psychologist. Its gotta be because you hate the artist's race, culture, 
lifestyle, etc., etc. 
The kike devils won, the Machines won, Demons walk among us - Help poor & 
rural Whites or go die, end of. 
 
---"Mogadishu Style Urban Warfare"--- 
Communism is Christianity for Atheists - "Change is good" is the 2nd 
greatest lie of them all (equality is the 1st) 
Y'all leftwing pussies allergic to the Truth - anti-refugee sentiment on 
Facebook'll get you jail time WTF STAND UP RESIST 
YouTube: Can watch all manner of degeneracy under the sun, can't say the 
nagger word 
Memorial Day to commemorate Blackwater ZOG mercenaries killing 
goatfarmers - (((They))) give us Hell on Earth, I'm gonna give 'em Hell 
right back!!! 
WHERE'S YA BALLS WHITE MAN FIGHT BACK AGAINST THIS SHIT PREP PREP PREP 
TRAIN TRAIN TRAIN 
The world is under a spell, a pussy spell. Pussy is Power and the whole 
damn world is whipped 
Jesus Christ was the original Disney Princess. Save that fairytale crap 
for women & da kidz, its unbecoming of an adult man to believe in 
pixiedust Lies 
Woman must be subservient to the man - fuck proddy work ethic 
Today in the news Taliban fighters holding flowers in drag. Modern art, 
people. 
My books are timeless classics for the ages 
Stockholm Syndrome Israel-Firsters giving in to the constant spiritual 
warfare against Whites 
And theres just no damn relief or end to it in sight 
Satan ruling over this world, same as it ever was 
 
---"MeEt Me @ RaM rAnCh"--- 
Cuppa coffee 20X more neurotoxic than magic mushrooms Sugar literally 
rots your brain 
We do more harm than good to children with that kumbaya pixie dust 
happiness bullshit its all LIES 
Wish my parents sat me down in front of a never-ending loop of gangster 
flicks and nature documentaries 
This chick on TV eatin' coddled semen that some real cream o'mushroom 
right there!! 
Intelligence is rewarded with chemical poison if you show you're too 
smart and don't advance the goals and aims of the System 
Find me Googling 'Practical ways to go off the grid #GhostLife' 
Child sex slaves underneath DisneyWorld - Imaginary problems(demons)/Real 
results(awakening) 
The Machines are taking over and nobody gives a damn/Automation is going 
to fuck us all 
 
---"The Despair Code"--- 
Omega programming MKULTRA - CIA niggers eat a bullet 
What do I want written on my tombstone? 'Bruh sound effect #2 10 Hours' 
Job 13 "Get off ya high horse talking to me, pal!" 
Coding a webcrawler that sends out death threats to various bureaus of 
the federal government 
Obama's election ruined everything - MINDCUCKED 2008 
Livin' in this country got me passively suicidal 
Antifa wears masks 'cuz they are all bankers & lawyers children 
bankrolled by Soros-funded NGO's 
(Hunter Biden instigating me to go smash up a Macy's storefront) 



The fire is gone, the passion is dead. I'm just going through the 
motions. 
MKOFTEN PROGRAMMING IN MUH JAP CARTOONS 
Let's make the real world operate like an internet argument 
Let's all kill each other 'cuz T-Mobile flipped on the WiFi 
 
 
Old Spice roll-on & Axe cost like 5, 6 bucks. That Suave women's 
deodorant is one dollar. How the fuck washin' ya ass gender 
segregated?!?!? Don't smell like shit first and foremost!! Anybody trying 
to package masculinity and sell it a la "only REAL MEN use such-and-such" 
is a snake oil salesman. Ricky Bobby says if you don't chew Big Red yer a 
faggot!! Its a shame that kinda marketing actually works on people. 
They'll shell out the big bucks for some Park Avenue thinktank to call 
them manly... Being a man has fuck all to do with consumer goods!! Being 
ANYTHING has fuck all to do with consumer goods!!! 
 
 
---"AWALT"--- 
BOOBIES!!! XD i'm bi i'm so random i love invader zim hot topic tim 
burton movies 
White wine, Game of Thrones, the girls from the office... it was Susan 
from H.R. tier 
Hipster transtrender total STAN for Harry Potter #NiGgErLiVeSmAtTeR 
Every culture has, or has had, sacred animals. Egypt had cats, India 
cows, we have dogs 
Valentine's Day: gold-digger holiday - Come to gay furry ERP & chill, 
brother. 
OMG Stacy! I started swiping right on Tinder and couldn't stop until it 
landed on an even number, I'm so OCD haha!! 
My puppy love high school sweetheart was cheating on me the whole time 
with my so-called "best friend" what a great introduction to women!! 
Women do dumb shit all the time and society rewards their bad behavior 
 
---"Blackpilled"--- 
I'm just a big sloth sleep sleep sleep - The <fentanyl, heroin, rope> 
shoulda killed me 
Love stories make me bitter - I've lost everything and it'll never get 
any better 
Gotta be made of money to live in the city. Might as well be nigger rich, 
away from people, and see a tree or two. 
Everyone takes themselves WAYYYYY too fuckin' seriously. Everyone has a 
Savior Complex but none of them believe in Jesus. 
To Hell with struggling all I know how to do is give in & give up. I hate 
myself 
Depressed and lettin' my body fall to pieces - anguish despair ache pain 
None of this is really happening, I am already dead. 
 
---"NME HOT NEW THANG: NEW ALT ROCK GODZ (broken up within 4 months)"--- 
A career in the arts dancing with your own filth - SSRI's getcha too far 
into yourself 
What cannot be called art can be made by a machine - Automation will be 
the end of humankind 
The buncha horseshit about birthdays and linear time and thinking of 
yourself as a number is honestly cult-like to me 
Betta make right with Saturn, make time your friend and not your enemy 
Every cunt with 2 brain cells to rub together has ideas of doing a 
podcast 
College is glorified daycare - Never get so racist you forget White 
liberals are the worst people on Earth 



I'm really drawing a blank on what to say next... 
 
---"Anhedonia on the SSI Payment Plan"--- 
Simulated reality - Life in the Machine - Wasted my life in bed - Time is 
my enemy - Rats for friends - I'm fine, nothing is wrong with me - Victim 
of circumstance 
Genetic weak link - Call the doctor, call the Feds - Slipped thru the 
LSD-25 cracks - You can't control me, I'm already dead - Don't know how 
much more I can take 
Nobody takes me seriously - It all leads up to this... I was doomed from 
the start - Thank your lucky stars the government disarmed me - Humans 
are trash 
Humans are a blight on this planet - There are fates worse than death, 
I'm living them - America the Jew's science lab - Kill them, kill them 
all 
Rotten world - I'm not crazy - I'm no monster - You "people" are subhuman 
- Life is slow torture - It'll never improve, I'm far beyond salvation 
iwishalljewsweredead.dll.no_spaces_aesthetic - Let me off of Daddy Ewen 
Cameron's wild ride 
No future, no tomorrow - These are the final years - This is the end - 
Put me outta my misery, God. 
 
---"Mediatation (Zen of the TV)"--- 
There is no inherent value in life - Warp pipes based on real object 
theory - Don't be a pleasure-hog 
Cute dolphin N64 Seapunk Mermaid Time - Hubris over the dumbest shit - 
overcompensating to cope with past traumas (extroverts) 
Sonic the Hedgehog erotica + Overwatch futa memes - Real shit goin' down 
on da West side - So long, gay Bowser! 
Eggdude eggdude eggdude dem hedgehogs up ta sumthin' - Ebin gamerz 
Veronica oldskool Nintendo gamer 
The only reason society tells you not to kill yourself is because they 
want you to work a shit job and pay your taxes 
i snooze... i sleep.. i draw video game + anime girls and write anti-
america shit on them in asian tongues 
Upboat just... upboated M'good sir M'gentlepone M'lady - MLP FUTA SEX - 
I'm offended by Goombas 
Domino's, pissbottles, Steam - Glass armor + Daedric axe walking from 
Leyawiin to Chorrol high as fuck on Skooma 
Pokemon = MKULTRA Xdressed James anime porn MKULTRA shit ruined 
millenials magical evolution stones infantilize culture make "adults" 
more susceptible to mindcontrol 
(((grow up))) (((manchildren))), marry some used goods whore and support 
israel silly goy ;) 
 
---"Tommy Wiseau is D.B. Cooper"--- 
Cummin' on anime figurines - Porn addiction is a rich man's vice 
Washed-up has-been with cultured highbrow taste (watches jap cartoons and 
chainwanks) 
I've got bedbugs/I've got bedsores - PettySquabbleOnline 
Hatred of others & hatred of self: My self-destructive magnum opus 
Theres a buzzword for everything 
Wind it in, bud 
 
---"Death Cultist Cacophony Or Real Facts?"--- 
Today's joke is tomorrow's headline - Those who talk don't know. Those 
who don't talk, know. 
"News" is just skoolgirl gossip and y'all retards a buncha old women 
gossiping over dumb shite 



You: everything offends me and gives me scary fee fees :( Me: LOL nothing 
matters *wanks to hentai* :) 
Abortion debate in the news = New round of bombings goin' down in Gaza 
(((they))) don't wanna draw attention to 
For-profit hospitals, For-profit prisons - You can go anywhere you want 
if you look serious and carry a clipboard 
The american healthcare system is a bad fuckin' joke - Life itself is the 
cruel joke of an uncaring sadistic God t. fedora-wearer (also me) 
 
---"Uzbekistani Climate Crisis 2055"--- 
Cryptids are real Tarrare and the Mothman best documented evidence of 
their existence 
The girl at Domino's said I sounded familiar and it triggered psychosis 
in me 
Better to be overly cautious and paranoid than let the bastards catch you 
unawares 
No rhyme, no reason, random shit & conspiracy - Reality is stranger than 
fiction 
YIKES bro, YIKES bro, you just invalidated POC perspectives!!! YIKES! 
Too cisheteronormative 4 my own good :P - When in doubt just WING IT!! 
Psychological torture reigns supreme - Deuteronomy 31 "Don't get comfy, 
keep your feet to the fire" 
 
---"the.devil.in.the.details.dll"--- 
Maybe if I keep writing no one will notice I'm not saying anything - 
Buncha general knowledge and a new interest everyday I'm a glorified 
Jeopardy! contestant 
In ancient times people used tobacco to season their food. Sprinkle some 
chew in ya grits, buncha hard cunts TBH - Prozac Brainfog - Letting memes 
dictate my life 
Yeah I'm kinda a big deal online bittuva activist on Twitter I raise 
awareness and shitpost for Bernie I'm kinda the most woke boy on my 
campus *bakes homemade bread* 
Wasted potential & life-ruining decisions one after the other - Wisdom 
doesn't just magically appear with age it comes from experience and from 
failures 
Feels over Reals 1917 Accelerationism Now - Chelsea Manning is furcom 
gang - The NSA is unconstitutional - Kill your computer, BE HAPPY :) 
 
---"Baltimore Orioles All-Decade Team"--- 
My Little Sawker: Friendship Is Magic - People care too much about sports 
Change cellphones like normies change clothes - High school girl-tier 
Jesus at the plate/Christ at bat - NFL is staged; faker than pro 
wrasslin' 
I can be yer angle... or yer devil... *unsheathes katana* - You dont have 
the SAND boyo 
Drugs are how we adapt to intolerable conditions. Manual labor ---> 
stimulants, deal with general public ---> benzos, spiritual insight & ego 
death ---> psychedelics 
Frustrated, unsuccessful individual with a tenuous grip on reality 
 
---"Saturn Ascendant"--- 
ID Card & SSN Number = Mark of the Beast - Operation Paperclip ---> Jew 
psychiatry 
One-man wrecking crew ridin' with the devil I ain't scared of shit!! 
Medicine is bad fuck the system hope we all die - Anonymity is dying long 
live Social Credit! (not!!!) 
Some limpwrist fairy lecturing me about xer pronouns (i'm not listening 
retard just give up that hole or shut up) 



The future didn't turn out like 'The Jetsons', grandma! - serfdom and 
oligarchy all day everyday 
Everyday I'm praying for the heat death of the sun and a return to my 
Aeon self my Plemora self 
Let's all move back to Europe and defend Her from the shitskins to Hell 
with America 
 
---"Belmont Stakes Photo Finish"--- 
Sunflower seed shells stuck in my sinus (say that 5 times fast) 
I had a big titty goth girlfriend when I was young n' dumb, guess what? I 
FUCKED IT ALL UP. Shoulda married that broad 
Black woman with a White stripper's name - Mentally preparing myself to 
be alone for the rest of my life 
Freud said paranoia means you have homosexual tendencies that cokehead 
pervert was right for once 
Jung had it all figured out, everything else is kike quackery 
The fucked-up monster I've become - I just wanna fly under the radar 
resta my days 
Homicide, suicide, omnicide of all sentient life. Its 4:32 PM somewhere 
 
---"Amy Abyss Dead To The World"--- 
VICE uses a Markov generator for their headlines 
Staying up all night remembering cringe moments from my past 
Masturbating my life away - Sex-obsessed incubus 
Wasted my whole life online for no good goddamn reason 
Talking for talkings sake - Spinning my wheels 
A spirit in limbo destined to wander this Earth forever... 
Blindfold me, turn my room into a sensory deprivation chamber, and blast 
Burzum loud as fuck 
Give me a trashy 40-something waitress to fuck into a sense of race 
consciousness and a small piece of land somewhere 
Cloudy empty-headedness of the nighttime/Mysterious Moonlight 
"If Hell is real" Look around ya, bud... 
My brain is broken and I will always be depressed no matter what 
I exist? - Hardly - Better to have never been 
 
---"Graduating_Class_Of_2011"--- 
Burnt-out pornstar a la Don Trump - Spoiling your kids is the worst thing 
you can do 
kikes in panic mode over the Internet - HAHAHAHAHA SOCIETY HAHAHAHAHA me 
the Joker me the Joker 
Fortnite compilation - If she breathe, she a thot 
9/10 White Power movements always turn out to be federal honeypots 
Public school is child abuse 
Its a (thought)crime to take pride in or otherwise enjoy your people's 
culture if you're White AKA nuke this gay earth 
Notebooks fulla memes & my hopes N' dreams - KC-tier autist bullshit 
Instead of saying "why me, God? why me why why why" I started saying "Why 
not me?" 
Leaving behind a written record of my descent into madness N' insanity 
for future generations to mock 
I've lost my soul - Forever stuck in the 2000's - whatever i dont care 
 
---"Kosher Dietary Restrictions"--- 
Eating deviled ham & fried bologna LARPing like I'm on a boat haha :) 
What am I, chopped liver? - Trying to eat Sattvic but fallin' flat on my 
ass 
Chipotle is yuppie trash - Us foodies, right? :) 
Big bowl o'chili really warms ya willy!!! - Gluten-free won't help ya a 
lick in the Kali Yuga 



Write on my tombstone 'here lies a heckin' VALID individual UwU' 
Art hoe sippin' yerba mate - Dat good prole feed/SysCo Sloppa Shit 
Shittin' myself in the middle of K-Mart - God has left us 
 
---"Blessed Emerald Isle (take me Home)"--- 
All the stories I have to tell, dying on the vine for lack of an outlet 
The empty shell of a barren, desiccated, grotesque world 
No more taboos to break, no more wheels being re-invented 
Slippin' kites 'bout 1488 past the [NFL STADIUM] prison guards 
Trump 2020 Make SJW's Butthurt Again 
Ireland in the old times is where I wanna be 
Daydreaming about some imaginary world 
Respect 4 Gaia/Hatred 2 Man 
 
---"Zombie Zach & the Prozac Attack South American Tour 1997"--- 
Super-serious braindead faggots that don't truly enjoy anything (except 
Bob's Burgers And quinoa) 
I feel like Mussolini on the balcony except without an audience just 
ranting to myself 
All I do is deadlift I've never once had a "leg day" 
Krautrock should make a comeback - Guerilla marketing/Gorilla 
shitpoasting 
Being an intellectual doesn't mean shit if you're a lowly prole like me. 
If I come from [coastal area] liberal family with cash, I'd be a tenured 
professor by now. 
The news has WAYYYYYY TOO MUCH sway & pull over the average person 
"cool" to be a victim, now its "cool" to be perpetually offended for 
other people/groups of people 
I don't need to pretend to be somebody else to be cool 'cuz in my natural 
state I'm the coolest motherfucker out 
Outlandish wildchild thoughts - Mentally still a teenager - I am my own 
worst enemy 
 
---"Suomi Perkele Paskaa"--- 
Pants on head retarded - waste my days comin' up with proto-Irish baby 
names 
I'm decadent, I waste my time & money, I stare in the mirror, I seek 
pleasure, I buy drugs online, I agree with postmodernists 
My "I" is ten feet tall - Beagles are elder god tier companions 
Hard life for old man. Balding, dying. - Norwood 6 - Lightskin GOD 
An incredibly blase concept - A form we can comprehend 
Driven mad under the weight of it all 
 
---"Amy Atrophy Ranting At Passerby, underneath the bridge, 3:30 PM"--- 
I got 300 followers in 2 weeks making weird porn captions on Tumblr 
makin' smut online is what got me into art in the first place 
Whats a nerd's favorite color? Pewter! (like computer, get it? LMAO) 
*doffs trillby* heh... welcome to my world... *Naruto runs @ u* *protects 
the lady's honor* 
Your boomer aunt @ Christmas: "Making the world a safe place, does not 
entail making it a safe space" 
Depression and a pessimistic outlook have evolutionary science, biology, 
and the hard facts of life backing it up 
Overthinking everything; paralyzed by fear of failure into a state of 
inactivity 
Everythings a cope from the cruel reality that life is determined by your 
genes and at the same time random and chaotic 
Even though your genes determine your life, you can't determine your 
genes 



Everything is RNG and your effort and "hard work" doesn't mean shit, 
nobody earned jackshit, they just happened to exist under the right set 
of circumstances. 
 
 
Life is a nightmare. Thats it. Thats all. Philosophy is just another way 
to stroke your ego and spout cool-sounding sentences. The time before you 
could anonymously say things online, before shitposting existed, there 
was philosophy. Thats all philosophy is: one long battle rap, people 
trolling each other over centuries and from beyond the grave. 
 
 
---"Hebrews 10:36 [[[God Will Provide]]]"--- 
Small-town gossip (I'm the talk o'town) - Autists are just weak 
sociopaths 
Doctors don't know what they are doing they prescribe shit willy-nilly 
and if you die OH WELL ~\("p)/~ 
Letting Bill Gates turn you into a cybernetically-enhanced android person 
devoid of the Nous///We could be so much more than this 
Man ain't got no Nous, what does he have??? NOTHING. #Don'tBeAHylic 
#ReadTheNagHammadi 
My moods are entirely based around how my favorite sportsball team did 
today 
My boys won :) I had a good meal :) I'm clean shaven and had a shower :) 
I take my medicine everyday and night :) Time 4 Bed :) 
Coding our own technological enslavement - SkyNet is good craic being 
flesh N' bones is scary :( - Fuck y'all candy-asses 
I don't "get" you fuckin' "people" - you hate me 'cuz I'm different, I 
hate you 'cuz you're all the same 
1Chronicles 28:20-21 "Hold ya head up high N' handle ya business" 
Keep it simple, stupid! Its time to eat off the sweat of ya brow 
 
---"AutoCorrect Aneurysm"--- 
Nature provides us with all we need to survive and we have raped the 
earth, destroyed it, and turned life into an unnatural Satanic 
perversion. Human beings are machines and we're all drooling retards 
screeching on our mass-produced, slave-labor-constructed Skinner Boxes 
about how free we are and how individualistic we are. Saying the same 
things, doing the same things like the unthinking automatons 90 percent 
of us are. Complacent and complient to our own demise. 
Bring on the fuckin' collapse!! Just for a change of pace at least, 
fuck!! Life as an NPC must be boring as shit. 
Divine spark of God is supposed to be in us all, but neon and silicon can 
wipe that data for you :) Goddamn the Phoenicians for inventing language. 
 
---"The People's Champ"--- 
You get that knock on ya door don't take it lying down, grab a gun and 
take some'a'tha bastards to Hell with ya 
SOLAR FLARE COMIN' KEEP BACKUPS OF EVERYTHING!!! - No personality 
internet "culture" faggot 
I cuss like a sailor and thats still an improvement over me in the past 
LOL real gutter mouth hours who up??? 
Thats real Irish shit ye wouldn't have a clue 'bout that... 
NWO PREACHER: Theres only 2 seasons anymore; hot and slightly less hot! - 
Slap a green tag on it and tax 'em all to death for the right to breathe 
I hate White liberals more than the darkies sometimes (mostly when they 
open their stupid fuckin' mouth) 
My helicopter parents both got government jobs 
The phone is "Smart" Facebook is your God and everyones a snitch or a 
brown-noser 



 
---"3 lil' monkeys (black metal cover)"--- 
5-million-people-strong-megacity 
Urban decay and racial demographics: a case study 
Americans are dumb sex-obsessed retards 
Output > Input, stop CONSOOOOOME-ing superhero shit + draw something, 
goddamn. 
Nike told me to STFU & just do it (but only if you're non-White) 
Sodom & Gomorrah: the country 
Leftism makes me physically sick 
Don't need to hide if you speaking TRUTH 
Tony Wilder speaks TRUTH: 'White Power' 
 
---"G1@/\/t $p1d3r /\/ig#t/\/\@re$"--- 
Copecel retard loser failure 
Karl Marx' magnum opus: "manchildren of the world, unite!" 
Cumbrain retard all I do is jerk off, bounce on dildos, and sleep 
Prolactin + Iron deficiency is good + pilled 
William of Orange & Cromwell BURNING IN HELL 
I'm just a ghost wearing a Tony mask 
Disembodied consciousness left behind in Purgatory 
Write your heart out for peanuts  
Copywrite primers for the NWO takeover to be broadcast at the Super Bowl 
for 3.7 million USD 
 
---"Amy Anarchy Goes Trad"--- 
Brett Kavanaugh was on trial for being a beer-swillin', football-playin' 
Chad and nothing more 
Politics are gay every jerkoff thinks they entitled to talk at ya their 
grand plans for world peace its even worse if y'all drinking and they wax 
poetic on politics 
THEIR NOT DOLLS MOM THEIR ACTION FIGURES!!!!!!!!!!! - shitposting doesn't 
pay :( *picks up a phone and calls the JIDF* 
Bring back the word "apothecary" instead of "pharmacy" - "fuckin" should 
be spelled "fukken" thats the way it sounds like 
I don't need the internet anyways 'cuz I gotta fukken' LIBRARY wortha 
books at home 
NOTHING MAKES ME HAPPY BUT THATS OK, LIFE ISN'T ABOUT HAPPINESS 
I just want a Whites-Only commune out in the woods where we can all train 
for war 1488 
 
---"Post-Rock Consumerism Mood Music"--- 
Yiff in Hell furfags - Fuck technology 
Bitter miser bitter curmudgeon at 27 - Just kill me already 
Me the woke nibba votes for Yang 
Tattoo a Cheep Cheep on my arm 
Custom order me a Fran Drescher dakimakura 
Becreativenomatterwhat 
Don'tlettheworldbreakyourspirit 
(old man advice wisdom) (cautionary tale) Don'tbelikeme 
 
---"Drowning in the Abyss"--- 
Centralia, PA = Silent Hill IRL - Jack Klugman Is My Nigga 
Dinner = low IQ, Supper = normie, Din dins = big brain 
Trying and failing to motivate myself outta my constant lethargy 
No so-called man should ever have 2 hands on a coffee mug LMAO 
The wisdom of the world-weary, the beaten-down, the downtrodden, the 
Cynics 
I can't break free - I can't manage my own traumas 
Everythings so exhausting/its all so tiresome 



 
---"Essential Midwit-core"--- 
Can the just-world bullshit and let me suffer in peace 
Meet me at the culture jam - I hate myself 
Fine art of prison wall architecture 
Inescapable stress consuming my joy in the present 
#1 in my class at Space Cadet Academy 
Human devoid of the Nous 
Nothing is more off-putting than a weak & incapable male 
Fightin' tooth & claw for my futile existence - God Bless Grandparents 
 
---"Krautrock Drumbeat"--- 
w00t w00t l337 h4xx0rz #2woke #Singularity 
a constant rushing after pleasure 
Mint leaves on a stopwatch; symbolically burnt as an offering to Saturn 
Trappin' out da Met blowin' hella trees 
Sold drugs to an undercover, got gangstalked, got this stupid T-shirt 
You: lil' sissy Hawkeye Me: big bvll Charles 
Wannabe Somalian pirate wannabe hard cunt 
Proverbs 25:15 "Cooler heads will prevail" 
 
---"functional nihilism"--- 
dead in the womb 
its hard to live but real easy to die 
handsexual noddin' off on painkillerz 
fukken' apeworld out there 
rigidly reincarnating 
unmovable stone puffin' away on a dunhill 
worms eatin' away at tha corpse 
sexy skeleton broad on my pinup 
finding solace in accepting the inevitability of death 
leaving this world behind 
 
---"Yeah and a packa Camel Filter hunnids please"--- 
Redheads > all other type'a'women - All Tiffanys are nutters 
Get you a fat girl and fuck the pounds off her until she's skinny 
I want that good shine; knock ya socks off - Blind and look like i'm 72 
in my early 30's 
Its all about who ya know and who ya blow 
Seth Rogen is a talentless hack - 
#JewsOwnHollywood#StopWatchingTV#CutThaCord#AnPrimRiseUp 
Let me just skip all that young adult bullshit and go straight to being 
my granddaddy 
Millenials are cowardly pussies scared to fight///Hot chip, twerk, lie, 
etc. 
The "Right" wing in America, Europe, all 5 of the 5 Eyes countries; is 
all ZOG-controlled and preaches Communism-lite 
Shave my head bald benchpress all day and post about my plans for world 
domination on DA MISC 
Everybody so goddamn mixed up 
Spike my water with Xanax and tell me I'm a piece of shit 
Its better to die poor than die a slave 
 
---"God.Of.Lawncare"--- 
'avin a piddle in the yard tend 2 my garden - THE ABSOLUTE STATE of my 
garden 
Keith Richards was strung out on heroin all during the recording of 
"Exile on Main St." and thats one of the greatest albums ever made 
So don't try to tell me nothing good ever came from drugs 



OMG Brad I had a thought cross my mind that wasn't socially approved! I'm 
such a schizo!! 
I don't want friends I don't want material objects I don't want anything 
Y'all prayin' 4 a potta gold blowin' the kids college fund on scratch-
offs 
Tradition has become the new counter-culture because everyones been so 
mindfucked by $chlomo'$ trixxx 
We all doin' time man... some of us just do ours more gracefully than 
others =] 
 
---"Ancestor Worship And Chill"--- 
Time is the most valuable resource we possess as human beings 
"Social Justice" is labelling all Blacks as schizophrenic and giving them 
free money for life as long as they get on the bus and go vote Democrat 
Africa starts at the Pyrenees (actually it starts at the Maginot Line) - 
Christians are fucking weirdo cuckolds 
Facilitating memory loss - let it all start dying in my head, let me go 
offa pure animal instinct 24/7 
You signal boost, I do high-IQ White guy shit/Ridin' wit' da big dog 
Its not an ethnically pure Europe but ehhh... i'll take it 
 
---"RaHoWa/ROADWARNOW"--- 
Nancy Gribble keeps callin' me 'sug' and it's gettin' harder and harder 
to hide my erection around Dale 
Fuck the Sackler family; export all our factory work & hire illegals, 
then hook us all on Oxycontin 
Grey-eyed, small-souled bugmen with Funko Pop collections - *giggles and 
hides behind a bush* *jumps out @ u* nyaaaaa~~~ *sticks tongue out* ^~^ 
*turns around and runs away* *trips over a rock* heh.... nyaa~~ *dusts 
self off and runs away* ^_^ 
Shave your entire body smooth and tell your family you're training to 
become an Olympic swimmer 
Ancient Indian curse got the USA all fucked up - Just putta roof over my 
head and I'll figure out the rest 
Anti-homeless architecture is the sickest most greedy shit out 
Accepting insanity as the norm until our people's last breath versus 
startin' something our coward inferiors can't finish 
Niggerlover hypnosis - Beta male porn - The jew got you all wearin' horns 
How I learned to stop worrying and love the Bull 
NOOOOOO!!!! NOT THE HECKIN' PUPPERINO!!!!! 
Q: what do a mosquito and Le Chosen People (trademark symbol) have in 
common? 
A: they both drink blood, are obnoxious, and both need to be wiped from 
the face of the earth 
 
---"GangstaSpongebob.jpg"--- 
Social media is a Rube Goldberg machine that lobotomizes you 
Overriding the programming of this biomechanical meat sack I'm stuck in 
Tinder happened and female hypergamy went thru the fuckin' roof 
Life is a grey limbo/Life is a miserable haze of nothing/Life is a 
trance-like state inside the dream of Krishna 
Ape world good ape life good ape yell at dumb ape not enjoy life ook ook 
HAHA! time to oppress women and minorities 
Linguistic wizardry doesn't let the fuckin' dog out 
Bury me face down inna graveyard of dead image macros so Doge can kiss my 
ass 
AYYY MA!! I COULDA BEEN SUMBODY!! 
Bitterness consumes me/Hatred of mankind consumes me 
Be a good little slave and maybe when you die you'll get something better 
 



---"Dr_Cameron_777 has left your server"--- 
The more someone feels the need to beat on their chest/display strength 
outwardly, the more fragile they are internally 
Xtians live in la-la-land. If you've faith & just believe, then you go to 
Heaven. What a load... Sounds like Santa or the Easter bunny. Xtians 
deserve mockery & scorn 
The middle ground between the two is to think for yourself be an Egoist 
and do whatever the fuck helps you out 
We are constantly changing individuals we are different people from 
moment to moment morality is a crutch for weak-minded feminine-minded 
beta males 
Getting diagnosed with Lou Gehrig's Disease and going skydiving -  hyper-
emotional BPD man killing himself on a bad day then asking God for a do-
over 
The Supreme Ayatollah (PBUH) has some pretty good ideas - Being an 
overgrown child is ingrained into American culture 
MKULTRA NEVER ENDED - MINDFUCKED TO EXTINCTION - if the plastic oceans 
don't drown us all, the waves of smelly brown immigration will 
Don't tread on me replaced by kneeling for black supremacy at gunpoint - 
Grown-up kids with toys thats all that my generation is young adults 
addicted to their phones 
Young adults addicted to the smell of their own flatulence///Yeah like 
voting really means anything... 
 
---"Redpilled"--- 
Democracy = majority rule 
Zionism = get Whites to act against their own self-interest 
America = vassal state for Israel 
Majority rule is unnatural/Democracy is a sham 
The official partyline of America is "kill Whitey" and all of our 
politicians and institutions reflect this 
The American pharma-medical industry is the 3rd biggest organized crime 
syndicate in the world. 1st is Intl. Zionism, 2nd is the federal reserve 
All this gay stuff just a PsyOp; they tryna get blackmail on you; they 
being the intelligence agencies [Operation Midnight Climax puts on 
rainbow thigh-highs] 
We're living in a FunkoPop-based economy - Seattle passed a law saying 
furries can defecate and "mate" in dogparks now (true story) 
April 20th is Adolf Hitler's birthday, no wonder they want us all to toke 
up on 4-20, its so we'll be too high to remember the greatest man to ever 
live 
Adolf Hitler was a divine avatar of Kalki sent down to earth to help save 
us from ourselves - I'm turning myself into a Tsundoku and only reading 
conspiracy forums 
I try not to hope. Once you are hopeless, you live in the moment. Hope 
just leads to disappointment, but once you give up on hope you can learn 
to affirm the present. 
DON'T TAKE THE CORONAVIRUS VACCINE THE RFID MICROCHIP IS INSIDE IT THE 
MARK OF THE BEAST THEY'LL OUTLAW PHYSICAL CASH CURRENCY TRACK US ALL KILL 
US AT WILL VIA CHIP 
 
 
White Man gotta prop this whole rotten society up so that everyone else 
can openly air their racial hatred for Whitey while simultaneously 
profiting off the backs of the White working class. 
 
Netflix shows have no soul, modern era = no soul. Grown ass men creamin' 
they pants over technology advancements. VR sex games and Japanese 
cartoon titties. Living in America erodes away at you physically, 
mentally, and spiritually. Living here long enough will make you go 



insane. America ever since the first boat landed, ever since the White 
race been here, we're under an Indian curse. Nothing good has ever come 
from this God-forsaken shithole. Anyways... Death to America GTKRWN 1488 
 
Everyone wanna wag their finger get all preachy "segregation bad" 
"Apartheid bad" well you try living with 'em!! 
The most sanctimonious, self-hating White liberals all live in Whitetopia 
gated communities; to learn the Truth learn what you can't say... 
Segregation fuckin' works plain and simple! Every race has a homeland the 
"melting pot" is a lie everything is pozzed its all globohomo clown world 
Finding uncucked, racially conscious Whites is always a breath of fresh 
air! To Hell with the soft pansy-ass West... fuck this gay earth... 
Stick to your own, bad things happen when the races intermingle! Life's a 
bitch, and you all are cunts! 
 
---"Corporate Dross/Soulless Pap"--- 
Get busy livin' or get busy dyin'... nah fuck that! Do nothing and wither 
away 
In my younger days I used to pray for cancer just to expedite the 
process, just to fade away quicker 
No cheat codes in life... just a mindless, spirit-crushing SLOG - fuck 
your ape social dynamics 
Biological instinct sure is one pesky bugger... Hang yourself with metal 
chains so you can't chicken out 
I'm just tryna go along to get along, I don't wanna be bothered, I don't 
care about anything but mindlessly distracting away my depression with 
cheap throwaway culture 
Extreme porn consumption, really need to get a grip on it but there's 
nothing in my life to hold onto except my useless cock that I hate 
Christ came, Christ left, get over it already - Christ the original post-
wall used goodz whore 
Detachment feels good it's soothing to dissociate. You mooks carry that 
big ass ego around all the time?!?? 
Like a nerdy kid's backpack. I was that kid once, ONCE, then I started 
cutting class and smoking tha reefers. 
Looking at the funny yellow dog makes me forget about the state of the 
world temporarily haha :) 
 
---"Sisterhood of the striped panties"--- 
Women: annoying at best, malicious at worst - True Love is a big fat hard 
throbbing cock 
*nibbles @ yer bulge* *giggles* NOMNOMNOM ^~^ - Feed me cummies, Daddy!!! 
Sissy hypno is my drug - I only sleep with straight boys ^_^ 
Fuck breeders, throatfuck cis men, trans power - T-Gurl Unity - TERFs can 
suck my gurlclit 
I just wanna be some guy's cute trans housewife ^~^ 
OwO wats dis? *notices senpai's bulge* - Turn my hole into a pussy BREED 
ME DADDY 
Getting high and wearing women's clothing is the best feeling in the 
world 
Goddamn I love being a stoned sissy faggot 
I have a woman inside of me and she's dying to get out 
 
 
Go to a fortune teller, ask her to see your future, she shows you and on 
the crystal ball is u dressed in women's clothing getting fucked. What 
do? 
 
 
---"Catpiss N' Siren Sounds"--- 



Americans some money-worshipping, S.W.E.A.T. Pledge taking, no 
personality, soybois 
Burning Man: Jennifer Aniston acid freakout kills 7, festival of Archons 
burning an effigy of a White man to celebrate their debauched Satanic 
ways 
Take your far-Left and shove it far up ya ass - Reddit-tier numale 
marries the first broad that'll put up with his Lego & Marvel movie 
collections 
Blowing your whole paycheck on Star Wars memorabilia to post online for 
upvotes 
Big Black pelvic chakra gettin' activated off a wheatgrass + celery 
smoothie 
I need a VR app on my phone to help me drink a beer, I'm that 
psychologically castrated 
I'm Irish, I know how to drink ya fuckin' CHISELERS! 
Everything I don't like is Reddit: the Tony Wilder story 
Need me a sugar momma and an act of perfect contrition 
Can't stand you pussies... only "safe" topics, nothing truly radical or 
revolutionary gets discussed. MINDFUCKED BY ISRAEL 2020 
Catch me ranting about modern life on trve kvlt Mongolian basketweaving 
forums 
Lakeside property for the rich, polluted-by-factories-river-water for me 
\_("o)_/ 
 
---"Theta Mind Assassin"--- 
I know you're there CIA 
Why do you cunts watch me so intently? Eat shit 
The house's stillness reassures me... This is the perfect time to quit, 
to give up completely, to die 
Phantom Misery - End it all 
You'll never take me alive... 
I am the Void - Absolute Zero 
Another grey + overcast day in the.depths.of.hell 
What will be has already been please hang up and try your call again 
Silence in the Halls of the Forgotten 
 
---"Bomberman World: Future Edition"--- 
Augmenting my body with PS Vitas for hands - Tattooing the eye of 
Providence over my third eye 
Hosting BeyBlade battles with fidget spinners behind my house on a 
cardboard box and betting on the matches 
Stare-raping dem beach babes on my Minecraft sex mod - Most people stay 
mentally at the level of children forever 
Agnostic tamper-proof Smart-contracts for blockchain firmware security 
(this may or may be not be real words; fuck technology worshippers) 
Everyones out only for themselves so you'd be a fool not to mind ya P's 
and Q's and get yours 
Deuteromony 22:5 can suck my femboy cock - Just call me Admiral 'cuz my 
entire life revolves around seamen ;) <3 ^~^ 
Karma and reincarnation are more than likely real - The world will end by 
2065 and if it doesn't I'll be fuckin' shocked 
 
---"Brouhaha in Bratislava"--- 
How the fuck can you read stuff like Ted K., Siege, Culture of Critique, 
and STILL THINK you can vote your way outta this mess??!? 
Hint: nobody reads, they just flap their gums all day online to FBIsama~~ 
about "based" trump and all this disinfo ZOG shit 
HEAR THAT SHILLARY I AM WHITE AND PROUD!! jokers... internet tough 
guys... "E-Fascists" scared to say any of that shit in real life 



All our men of action, strong White men, are in the military dying for 
Israel and Theo Hertzl's "Greater Israel"/Yinon Plan 
Or alternatively they are in the police locking up their White Aryan 
brothers and sisters over parking tickets & simple possession 
Nobody will ever resist the whims of these Zionist one-world government 
assholes - don't let the bastards take ya alive 
 
 
Sweden has a show called "Troll Hunters", they are being overtaken by 
violent, uncultured, uncivilized, jihadists but would rather find and 
"expose" racist White men who hurt someone's fee-fees online and put 'em 
on TV!! Sweden has become an Arabic Sharia country, the U.K. and Ireland 
are up next. Sweden and South Africa are past the point of no return and 
I hope EVERYONE learns from these dumbfucks what NOT to do!!! Find your 
BALLS White Man!! Time to fight! Time to take back Europe and America!! 
Fuck... it's BEEN time!!! 
 
 
---"Kasey Kalamity the fastest gun in the West"--- 
Daylight Savings: take a leap... forward! - I'll just continue eking out 
my pitiful little life 
No Nut November? I lasted mere hours - sissify yourself to join the harem 
of a guy in the top 5% of Alpha males 
OMG I'm like, REALLYYYYY into one thing, I'm so autistic!! XD - Big 
grown-up children watching Star Wars + getting led by the nose from 
trend2trend, fad2fad 
FUCKITFUCKITFUCKITFUCKITFUCKITFUCKIT - Jeremiah 30:14 "All your allies 
have forgotten you" 
Chad + Stacy, Veronica + Brad, living in a society makes this gamer so 
very sad 
 
---"Beefeater Hangover 9:22 AM"--- 
I just wanna kill people/I just wanna party 
30-something drunken deadbeat starter pack memes 
Misery has creeped & embedded its way deeply + completely into my 
existence 
Never-ending custody battle me playing hot potato with my subconscious 
over who gets to keep misery 
Don't even have anything to be sad about, just a burnt-out former party 
animal struggling to reacclimate to the great outside 
Be ready to roll at a moments notice - One more drink and this too will 
pass :) 
 
---"ANCIENT CHINESE RIDDLE POWER HOUR"--- 
Vinnie from da docks makes it big - Desire leads to death 
We all gonna make it brahs just be ascetic i'll see you in Valhalla 
ANCESTOR WORSHIP, TRADITION, MIGHT 
Egalitarian numale, Soyboy hipster; Me the Joker, you the Batman (there 
is no order its all chaos) 
Hell, look who I'm talking to, you're all mixed race mutts anyways 
Nigger dicks and Flint Michigan tap water as human rights 
Go castrate Ouranos, that'll REALLY getcha in the mood 
 
---"Bootleggin' Golden Wonka Tickets N' Takin' 'Em 2 Tha Flea Market"--- 
Meal kits are fucking gay/Teach your children self-reliance or sod off 
My motto in life? 'Don't quibble, have a scribble!' 
Thats why I'm writing these fuckhuge books about nothing apparently 
Things were more light-hearted and fun and people knew how to laugh at 
themselves back then, HELL, even back in the 2000's compare to now 



I want an older + mature SE Asian woman for a wife and enough opium to 
wipe out the elephants + whales off the earth 
UP THE 'RA AND SOD THE BRITS - Big Hun of an Ulsterman tryna preach at me 
how to live my life, can't keep his gob out the munchie box LMFAO!!!! 
When Hitler said Gott Strafe England man I really FELT THAT *likes your 
comment* *subscribes to you* *follows you home from work* 
The goddamn PRESSURES of modern urban life - Find a hobby or enjoy 
schizophrenia 
 
---"Monad's Divine Creation Gone Amok"--- 
I'm all shadows and symbolism, dissecting 1930's children cartoons for 
references to Slavic Paganism 
I know how these little bastards operate... I know their minds better 
than they know themselves... 
Come over to my house for a drink, I turn my back to you to put Huey 
Lewis on the record player while sharpening my blade 
To the Ancient Greeks, Uranus personified Heaven :DDD - Kill Elon Musk, 
another one pops up/drunk on STEM lies/drunk on grant money 
Jesus Christ existed in modern times he'd be labelled a schizo and locked 
in a padded cell (thats probably where the bugger belongs) 
Theater kid sprains his wrist, misses the big production, comes over to 
my house as his female alter ego for a lil' "career counseling" ;) 
Fuck everyone else, I'ma get mine!! Dog eat dog world out there... be 
prepared for anything 
 
---"Femdom & Baseball"--- 
Swiping right on everything that breathes - Dirty-minded tranny pervert 
lookin' 4 a fix 
The city is a warzone the closer proximity you are to the city the more 
likely that you'll go mad 
Gillette razors slut-shaming me into donating half my paycheck to Anita 
Sarkeesian 
The grass is always greener on the fem side... nah fuck that gimme a 
construction job and a beer 
Newcastle + Guinness master race, you IPA-drinking numales fill me with 
visceral disgust 
Kill all the normies/kill all the incels - Meditating next to the corpse 
of a squirrel then lecturing me on plastics usage 
Greta Thunberg is a 45 year old woman in pigtails LARP'ing as a teenage 
girl 
Life holds no value to me and it never could under any circumstances - 
Like me fish like me chips vote Leave simple as 
 
---"Cthulhu's Rise To Stardom"--- 
Penny-Farthing bicycle collection posted to Etsy $666.00 OBO 
Makin' slams for lunch doin' a prison bulk ALL NATTY 
The most domesticated human of them all LARP'ing as a freethinker 
Kitty got claws/Kitty been spayed and de-clawed 
Is endurance of hardship a sign of strength, or a sign of profound 
weakness? Strength, in my opinion. 
Faux-Buddhist New Age quackery for rich White women and Nintendo Switch 
owner boyfriends 
Hold Jamal & Schlomo's hand while they tag team your crown chakra 
 
---"Faah B'yon Hoomin"--- 
My vision for the future: UBI and free dakimakuras for everyone!!! 
We'll need it once the machines take all our jobs THANKS BIG TECH 
Big ass snake circle eating itself and shitting out consciousness 
Growing a 3rd arm outta yer chest and bustin' into Monsanto HQ screaming 
'You monsters... you did this to me!!!!!' 



Animorphing into a snake from all the bisphenol-a then wondering why you 
have gynecomastia 
Pornified brain/Bimbo bubble - Sacrifice your identity to Minerva so you 
can be 33rd degree fuckmeat 
Suffer silently? Shout your troubles from the rooftop? Nah, wear your 
Fleshlight out and smoke crack 
I detest and abhor my generation and weep for the future/I'ma product of 
my environment and pissed the Hell off 
 
---"Vivid N' Sensational 4K HDTV"--- 
Paint-by-the-numbers corporate hipsterdom. Craft beers and acoustic 
guitar for my open relationship. No culture, no defining ethos, no SOUL. 
Portrayals of a lost art - Art is dead, AT&T killed it - Cut out my vas 
deferens so I can buy more Baby Yoda dolls 
Woke muthafukkas in da house tonight!!!! - Stab yourself in the cunt for 
CBS - Kale salad and a Beyond Burger for me and my boyfriend's dinner 
Baby born hooked on heroin's dying gasp: 'nooooooo... all those 
corporations i coulda helped... all those starving africans i coulda 
helped...' 
Give me some phony guidance on how to fix my life - Father of Lies 
spinning my wheels again - Le EBT money - Le me, CLUELESS 
Help me help me help me - I exist - I suffer 
 
---"2020 Vision & Moloch On My Mind"--- 
I'm an Alinskyist, I mine Litecoin and manufacture dragon dildos in my 
bedroom 
I don't use my brain at all I just let my subconscious stay steady 
churning out the greatest hits, the best of 
Censorship of all thoughtcrime - Put your brain in a vice - JUST SHUT 
YOUR BRAIN OFF AND ENJOY THINGS 
They only tell you to shut your brain off to watch shit like "Shameless" 
so you won't puke at the anti-Whiteness of it all 
Some rulecuck faggot moderating internet forums for free in his spare 
time tryna tell me how to think 
If you take enough Prozac, you start to enjoy life again and stop asking 
SCARY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROGRAM 
Marionette conditioning CIA wants me as a drug mule for the Cartel and 
the FBI wants to peddle my ass to Black Israelites you just can't win 
Coasting thru, passing by - Drifting away, tuning out - lil' fly stuck in 
tha big bad 5 Eyes Pleasure Web 
 
---"Just be White theory"--- 
Roll the tape roll the footage 
Ghosts of my relatives caught on infrared camera 
Bombed-out Baghdad hospital 
I certainly don't feel very strong 
Aimless wanderer state of confusion 
Computers are overpowered as fuck 
I can't deal with life anymore 
 
 
People that do that flakka get a glimpse into my world and cant handle 
it. High-level awareness drives you insane. See MKULTRA programming, 
alters, doubles, symbols. 
Stealing cars, running around naked, screaming at people... dat flakka 
life. See codes and demons everywhere. Flakka makes them all fast 
talkers. 
Why do I need drugs when my whole life is one long acid trip? Bad trip or 
good trip, it's all trippy and psychedelic. I'm next-level on these boys. 



It's all day-by-day struggling. My moods change like traffic or the 
weather. Rapid-fire enlightenment, rapid-fire bullshit. I'm a nutter!! 
Back off, bub!! 
 
 
---"Top 100 Guy Rushed Up 2 Tha Bigz"--- 
Nintendo manchild's thesis to get a degree: 'Hudson Soft game theory' 
College is a big scam just do a trade and come out into the sunlight with 
the rest of the gym 
Blackpilled by 'Despacito' - Spreading my hepatitis B all over campus for 
teh lulz 
My mother has Munchausen Syndrome and now I cook all my own meals 
Dumb kids acting on impulse at the house party - My God-given right to 
conquer, to destroy, and to self-destruct 
Hershey's Kisses pasties on my nipples and Junior Mints panties on me bum 
Butterfly in Southeast USA flaps wing, Australia gets whirlwinded up to 
God 
I do what I want, I make up the rules as I go - BPD GURLZ HAVE MORE FUN 
=] :) ^_^ 
Me the yandere girl with a chainsaw jillin' off outside yer bedroom 
window 
 
---"Auditioning 4 The Role Of Cu Chulainn"--- 
Jack off to traps all day listen to Jordan Peterson all night long Alt-
Right dogs 
Through solitude a man can draw nearer to either God or Death - My 
bedroom is 10x10 and so is a prison cell 
Most of the happiest moments of my life all happened in the fall and the 
winter 
Words don't mean anything, Hell, actions don't mean a whole lot either 
I'll say or do anything to enact my Will upon the world 
Some random girl with her panties in a twist over losing her favorite 
nail polish 
GONE TO HELL IN A WICKER HANDBASKET VOMITTING UP POSITIVITY GETTING MY 
OPTIMISM ALL BETWEEN THE CRACKS 
Temple of Set fights the Golden Calf 12 rounds for the Welterweight title 
The world passed me by/The world brings me down - Lofty ideas don't put 
food on the table 
 
---"CIA plot to drive me insane"--- 
His Royal Highness Majesty Superior Gamma Saturn Omega Delta Highness 
Tony Wilder (me as an Afican dictator) 
Eat your cum, get Saturnpilled - We all gotta eat... 
Washed up media whore lecture on morality down at the college campus 
Catch me in the Freemason Lodge networking, trying to find some roofing 
work 
Walking over the precipice between life & death then coming back with 
some souvenirs fo' da kidz 
Flamboyant blasphemer with a lisp and a deathwish - Rules are made to be 
broken 
Fuck antidepressants and organized religion 
Jailbreaking my iPod Nano to upskirt some broads in the club 
Drunk on my own delusions of grandeur; I wouldn't trade my life for the 
world 
 
 
They laugh in our faces while pulling the strings in plain sight all over 
the world. There's no need for them to even cover up things no more. The 
normalcattle is submissive, incredibly naive, and only radicalized 
against their own kind. The jews can get away with anything in this clown 



world and no amount of redpilling seems to be enough to wake up the 
brainwashed masses. 
 
VERSUS 
 
It's hard to find the motivation to so-called "get your life together". 
Get a job. Stop numbing the pain with addiction. For what? It's all 
suffering for the sake of avoiding future presumed greater suffering. 
That's all life is, choosing which option lets you suffer marginally 
less. 
 
 
---"I got them Targeted Individual Blues"--- 
Psalms 41 "Haters make me famous" - My army of admirers at various 
federal bureaus 
Tuned into positive synchronicity and letting Chaos Magick dictate your 
life 
Tuned into negative synchronicity and ignoring it to do Voodoo blood 
rituals 
Le me, CLUELESS - hmmm today i will... listen to harsh noise - OUCH! 
YIKES! oowwwweee... :( 
I'm a grown ass man that still needs his boo-boos kissed so they'll heal 
(I'm a Marvel fanboy) 
Piece'a'tha'pie distribution chart - Big gay caterpillar 'avin a nibble 
off me taxes 
Having the little green Army men hallucination again... 
Blotting out the sunshine - Black Sun reflecting pools of Light up to 
Valhalla N' back again 
Delirium tremens and shittin' the bed - Wrap me up in the Tricolor and 
return to sender 
 
---"1990's Charlotte Hornets Starter Jacket"--- 
Inviting Joe Rogan on my gamer podcast to discuss the newest PlayStation 
movie errr... video game 
Odin sends the lightning but I bring the bantz - Microsoft vaccine givin' 
me the ol' auto-update 
Taxslave-funded color revolution in Hong Kong - Either drop out of 
society or go on a workers slowdown 
Red rover, red rover, redrum clover - TV HEAD MONSTROSITY: 'DO NOT THINK 
DO NOT THINK' 
Manute Bol takes a lap in Loch Ness, we get 95 % of our Nessie footage 
Hoist up the white flag towards the moon and write on it 'This is the 
worst place on Earth to have a problem' 
 
---"bestgore.com found footage"--- 
Me the [thing] you the [lesser being] - Praying to ibises and geese 
Man as machine or Man as monkey? - jajajajajajajajaja 
My whole life unfiltered on papyrus - Rolling my own cigarettes outta it 
Mail bombs to politicians - I before me except after see 
Betta learn to roll with the punches 'cuz lifes more punches than not 
 
---"Chemtrails spelling out 'Eat at Joe's'"--- 
10,000 hairy pussies on a turntable in the shop window 
Pools of static - Turn on the sweet pixelated embrace and drift off - 
Mommy Alexa Mommy Siri Mommy Porn 
Enjoy the RFID chip in your hand stupid retard - Living in a glass 
SmArThOuSe - Hurr durr machines R so smart :) 
Some balding 46 year old cuckold white as a sheet jammin' out to some 
indie fagshit like he's all that 



Manic pixie dream girls will cut your dick off and forcefeed it to you, 
pick a better archetype to idolize INCEL 
Polytheism with a new coat of paint slapped on - Art is dead and YOU 
killed it 
25,000 throbbing cocks ready to tear your pineal gland a new one - This 
world is the real deal Hell 
 
---"Baal Hammon's reanimated corpse macaroni art ritual 2017"--- 
begone normie, begone mundane - LIGHTNINGBOLTLIGHTNINGBOLTLIGHTNINGBOLT 
I'm an esoteric wizard playing with the forces of madness 
I'm a grown ass man living in his mother's basement and treating Aleister 
Crowley as life advice 
Imagine >actually caring about arbitrary boundaries in our base 10 
calendar created by some monk in the 6th century 
You can replenish the sands inside the hourglass at your leisure if you 
really know whatcha doing 
Good little goyim unknowingly waiting for our knock at the door (COVID-19 
WHITES-ONLY MARTIAL LAW) 
*throws a molotov cocktail through a small business' window* DAS RITEEEEE 
SHIETTTT *agitates for the release of serial rapists* 
Most of them never grow out of childhood. Just look at their political 
attitudes. Everything's got to be extreme. They're never taught the value 
of moderation. 
Across all racial, economic, class lines... people are fuckin' nutters 
and the worlds gone crazy 
LIGHTNINGBOLT LIGHTNINGBOLT LIGHTNINGBOLT *eats yerba mate root* (+5 MANA 
INCREASE) 
 
---"the_fame_game"--- 
Growing out a Special Forces beard to hide your lack of a jawline 
*teleports behind u* N-nani?? (He's fast!) - White man watches anime, 
puts on a skirt, news at 11 
The death of cool/A hipster's death - That look you get pacing the yard 
when you've been inside too long (maybe its Maybeline/maybe its the SWAT 
team) 
Tryna make a living doing what I love, talking forever; and being told to 
shut the fuck up 
I'm determined to rise outta this pit of despair but I'm a quadripalegic 
The forbidden fruit in Eden gave Katherine Hepburn her coal-burning 
tendencies and a love of marijuana 
Free will doesn't exist so claiming the devil has more power than he 
really does is foolish angsty teenager shit 
Web 3.0 bullshit 4 my artificial pandemic - Crystal healing fo' muh 
cyberkinetic spiritual warfare 
I have 3 of the top 10 high scores on Pandemic 2, trust me, I know how to 
handle the Coronavirus!!!! 
(and I named my viruses shit like AIDS, Multiculturalism, Egalitarianism 
LMFAO!!) 
 
---"George Carlin's Best Bit"--- 
Talmud = Christ in Hell boiling in a cauldron of cum and shit 
Torah = deceive goyim fuck 4 year olds 
Koran = kill everybody walking 
Bible = be a cuck and hate yer race 
Buddhism = just do nothing brah and accept the fucked up shit THEY do to 
us 
Hinduism = You were an asshole in a past life so it's socially acceptable 
for me to shit on you 
It either goes polytheistic or it doesn't go at all... (your the it) 
 



---"xXx_LOTUS_EATER_9000_xXx"--- 
Defective toy soldiers - The NPC meme - System's cold robot embrace 
Nehemiah 13:27 clearly says not to intermarry yet here we are... 
FleshWorld clusterfuck - The man in the grey suit/Park Avenue circlejerk 
Automate all our jobs then its goyim hunting season no bag limit 
The CIA puts tracking devices and cameras in animals, birds mostly. 
We all doin' a bid we all servin' time - twisted and perverse society 
First day out the joint rolling up turnip greens for a smoke then 
laughing at yourself 
Sometimes all a man needs is some Tito Puerte on the radio, a nice bag of 
chicharrones, and some cerveza 
 
 
I'm nostalgic for the past, the 2010's culture was trash and 2020 sucks 
too. Drum N' Bass is gone, three decades and counting of rap still goin' 
strong. The future? I've seen the future it looks fuckin' bleak! And its 
super uber mega gay! FaceBook and smartphones was the beginning of the 
end. People used to not take themselves deadly seriously back then you 
can still have fun. No fun allowed thought-police running around 
everwhere acting like Boy Scouts and hall monitors for the corporate 
zionist state. Political Correctness is fucking trash. Dystopian future 
in books, not reality? How 'bout dystopian present churning out anger and 
discontent on a factory line. People need to learn how to laugh and not 
take everything so seriously. The internet made all of this worse. 
Everyone is a self-righteous blowhard. Everything has become exceedingly 
hostile to Whites. Everything has bcome too goddamn political. "Identity 
politics" is CIA-funded divide and conquer and we all took the bait. This 
world sux and I'm not too optimistic about the next world; not as long as 
YOU PEOPLE (you know who you are) will be there with me. 
 
 
---"sending the court jester off to the guillotine"--- 
This is the dusty old tome in the back of the library the catlady 
librarian opens for the first time in 27 years and audibly gasps at 
Some trolls grow up and move on, some trolls become 48 year old men in 
the comments of a Justin Bieber video starting flame wars over racial 
politics 
Jack off to the Super Bowl halftime show and in your post-nut moment of 
clarity you see a commercial for "this Federalized oneworld prisonplanet 
presented by walmart" 
Americans have spread their cancer just about everywhere///Catch me 
poppin' Percs on the fine sandy beaches of Tahiti with ya girl 
Spergs sucking all the carefree joy outta online discussion like some 
class of emotion vacuum///Catch me playin' volleyball in Brazil with ya 
girl 
Tryna run a cash operation and getting nothing but Harbor Freight gift 
cards in return 
Put Rodman in the starting lineup; Let the beast outta the cage - 
Catnapping in the graveyard and waking up accidentally Enlightened 
Numbing the pain with whatevers available - Will construct elaborate 
metaphors about the Bhagavad Gita 4 food 
 
---"Violet Tourniquet Over A Gunshot Wound"--- 
Coconut water for the kidz, Bushmills for me - I'm going professional in 
CS:GO 
Autodidact tries to become a porno director - Jailbird flies right gets 
sober 
Toxoplasma gondii makes people gay thats why I only own female beagles 
I am an original I am an original I am an original (chant this while the 
Prozac makes you shoot up a church) 



Underneath the essence of all things is this void and it never goes away 
no matter what you put in your piehole 
Just how long can a human being live without a heart I wonder?? 
Nancy Narcissist spendin' tha whole paycheck on dragon dildos again 
Pig intestine sorcery/Flies to shit then return back to dust 
 
 
Dylann Roof is a faggot but that CIA agent Brenton Tarrant isn't??? Gimme 
a fuckin' break pal... I remember my first beer *eye roll emoticon* 
 
 
---"Xenocidal Bellydancer (4 Elite Cocks Only)"--- 
Left on read - Commodified human relationships - Everyones so damn fake 
N' flake 
Fairytale about a long-haired hippy jew on a stick to distract us from 
reaching race or class consciousness 
Walking into a grocery store and hearing 'We're all in this together :)' 
over and over and over on the loudspeaker; like a bad sci-fi book; like a 
bad dream 
Wake me up when someone has the balls to do anything (don't look at me 
buddy) 
Magnetic moth personality sellin' me the key to a better life 
Paint the whole world gray, eliminate the illusion of choice 
Rub your own shit on the walls - Scratch yourself until you bleed 
profusely 
Flickering lighthulb over my head and then I reach for my notebook and 
write "We are all equal in the grave. We are all equal in sorrow + pain. 
Death comes for all." 
 
---"a small vision of hell"--- 
WhEn PaTrIcK pUt DaT cOnE oN hIs HeAd An WeNt WeEwOoWeEwOo MaN i ReAlLy 
FeLt ThAt 
OmG wE dOnT dEsErVe DoGs 
yEaH iTs CaLlEd BeInG a DeCeNt HuMaN bEiNg 
tRaNs RiGhTs ArE hUmAn RiGhTs 
ThIs ReAlLy Do Be It ChIeF 
NoBoDy: AbSoLuTeLy NoBoDy At AlL: nOt EvEn Op'S mOtHeR:  
cRiNgE bAsEd DiLaTe SeEtHe 
DoOmEr BoOmEr CoOmEr OoMeR zOoMeR lOoMeR tOoNeR gOoNeR 
yIkEs JuSt YiKeS iTs AlMoSt As If 
NoN-sOuThErNeRs SaYiNg Y'aLl 
cLaPpInG hAnDs EmOjI aFtEr EvErY wOrD 
IrOnY 
sOcIaL mEdIa ScReEnCaPs 
aNiMe PrOfIlE pIcTuReS 
TeMpLaTe PhRaSeS fOr EmPtY hEadZ 
qUiRkY cAtChPhRaSeS fOr No-PeRsOnAlItY-hAvInG dRoNeS 
ThE iNtErNeT wAs A mIsTaKe 
 
---"Long, drawn-out, string of hardly decipherable Gaelic swear words"--- 
I shit on your flags Generation Identity - School shooting is the new 
Olympic sport 
Keep 'em in the dark keep 'em hypnotized - FBI wiretap in my TV Set 
Cummin' 4 Lillith - MKSEARCH'ing for answers - stagnating in my own shit 
waiting to die 
Simply enduring this misery and putting up with it versus taking my own 
life 
I asked God for forgiveness but nothing came 
I asked again but nothing came so then I got bored and started playing 
with myself 



I stopped asking and now I'm gonna start asking my demons 
Why does everything have to be so difficult?? - It takes a village (to 
rape a child) 
 
---"Counting BitCoins in Hell"--- 
Feel like I'm on a natural meth high - German and hung lookin' 4 some 
French cunt 
The chink pandemic hoax kickstarting our fear-based economy into gear 
Duality is inherent in all things - I'm a piece of shit but I'm not 
stupid 
Patchwork quilt made outta my trauma and scars - Deformed corpse brought 
to life by Black Magick 
Sleepless nights filling the page///MySpace holdover crying over 
inconsequential bullshit 
I just wanna go home again, back to Valhalla 
LoRdTaKeThEpAiNaWaY LORDTAKETHEPAINAWAY lOrDtAkEtHePaInAwAy 
lordtakethepainaway 
 
---"Mother Earth's Pockmarked Face"--- 
Virtual Reality sissy hypno - a loser masquerading as the coolest person 
alive 
Fuck the media - Fuck the fake news - Fuck the advertisers 
Put every shitskin's head on a pike - lizard brain gets what lizard brain 
wants 
Unplug yourself from all this bullshit and get AWAKENED, not 'woke' 
Transwoman is the nigger of the world - We are all Third Worlders now 
 
---"Butterfly Smashers"--- 
Neofolk is my go-to gym soundtrack 
Stick a used needle in my Third Eye 
The modern world gives me motion sickness 
Obesity & Materialism sicken me 
Black Friday Sale godless automatons chasing what they can't have... 
Christmas replaces Saturnalia 
Aryan becomes domesticated housepet 
Eternal Damnation is jewish lies 
National Socialist Germany coulda killed 99.9 % of all germs 
Guess we'll never know will we? 
Predetermined to die alone 
The sooner the world collapses the better off I'll be 
 
---"truevalueofblood"--- 
Sometimes family does nothing but bring you down and the sooner you 
escape them the better you'll be 
No one's unique or special, just different archetypes, different types 
o'asshole 
Nothing about Nature or human nature is liberal, turn off the goddamned 
television and think for yourself 
Nature is Fascist, people are Fascist, this world is blasphemy to the 
senses 
Christ didn't die for me, nobody did. Submission is ghastly. Displays of 
weakness revolt me. 
Tarantino drops an #occupywallstreet reference in kill whitey part 2 and 
everyone all like "YEA NIGGA I'm so motherfuckin' next level" 
Marching into Moscow in December/Self-sabotage 100 yards from the 
checkered flag 
 
 
The kikes denied us the right to have a culture or pride or racial unity 
so now you got Whites in a mad dash to get rid of their identity its 



disgusting!! The two biggest culprits are rap music and japanese anime. 
But there are countless others!! Find your sack, White Man, damn!!! 
 
 
---"Rhiannon's Lullaby To A Dying World"--- 
Moloch's gay agenda - life in a pod house eating bugs 
Tightrope dancer no safety net - I have to be perfect from now on 
Chaim Horowitz trying to get the mime to speak and looking like an 
asshole in the process 
Autonomy caught in the mechanical crosshairs 
I would be antinatalist but the undesirables aren't dying off like they 
should 
I would be socially liberal but our countries aren't racially homogenous 
enough 
Money makes the world go round 
They don't care about us 
They got us right where they want us 
 
---"Watering a sunflower/Pruning a rose"--- 
Following the law is for pussies too scared to take any risks 
(((They))) wanna divide us into 2 distinct groups, bootlickers versus the 
niglovers 
My Nike Airs are holy, a darkie made them on 5 cents a day 
The emperor moth has no clothes 
Some kinda nightmare planet not even the most sadistic alien race coulda 
dreamed up 
Feds watching me you either do an elaborate mock ritual of you swallowing 
a blue pill or you run and hide behind the curtain 
Holy shit, all the answers to life's questions!!! 
Bad moments are more strongly stored in the memory and have more weight 
to them 
Don't think, don't pray, don't look, close your eyes and count to 666 
 
---"LSD epiphany gawking at my computer screen, 3:44 AM, Tuesday, August 
15th"--- 
Reddit is the worst site on the internet Reddit is the worst place on 
Earth 
Watchin' the world burn N' treatin' yaself to some popcorn 
Bill Gates' physiognomy suggests to me he's a bad, bad, dude 
I've consumed so much media in my life it boggles the mind 
Google-created synchronistic hugbox/My phone agrees with everything I say 
Theres nothing worth a damn online - Eyes that see & ears that hear 
Idol made of pixels - Revolution started in the 13th hour 
Cutting off your ears and gouging out your eyes outta a sense of 
Weltschmerz 
 
---"Queen of Diamonds/King of Clubs"--- 
Dancing in the moonlight naked with mature Slavic women 
Weeping 4 tha future/Forgetting the past 
Born alone die alone - Life is a test 
Hangin' out with Father Time, stuck in perpetual adolescence and in love 
with Nyx 
The Devil wears a suit and tie and talks ceaselessly about profit margins 
Noise pollution - Noise attack - Sound as annoyance - Sound as psychic 
warfare 
My microwave is making me grow a 3rd testicle 
Burying all my Voodoo dolls in the dirt and gettin' on with it 
The seer geekin' on jungle juice; giving you his master plan for it all 
Pull ya socks on 4 Odin, lad... 
 



---"Mercury's Deep Slumber"--- 
Theres no joy in this world - Sardonic laughter of the blind idiot god - 
Why even call it "God" when its vision is so flawed? - Why go on under 
divine punishment? 
Oppressive yoke - Chains of Abraham - Theres nothing in this world nihil 
nihil - Black Sun Emergent - Escape the pain - There is no escaping the 
flesh - Spirit vs Nous 
I want to blot out the sun - I wanna desecrate all thats beautiful - 
Hidden away in my bed I wait - I await the spirit of Death - Spirit of 
poison in me 
Venom against God - Toxic anger against the whole of Creation - The cold 
grip of the eternal return - Eternal return to my bleak life's 
nothingness 
Holding onto my misery - God doesn't want us to have any fun but I know 
my true power. Hiding behind the mask of a fool, a clown. I don't need 
this shit anymore. 
 
---"Ouranos Sky Father/Gaia Mother Earth"--- 
Old Man Cronus going through the motions until I reach Kingdom Come 
Trying to traverse the rat race but realizing its all computer-generated 
World leaders in Tyrian Purple robes leading us into the arms of some 
such unholy abomination or another 
Alphafux/Betabux/Unattached middle-aged bachelor 
Clock's tickin' jack... betta get right with God now 
NeuraLink making Neon Genesis Evangelion look like childs play 
I'll be dead by 2025 'cuz I ain't getting no goddamn microchip tattoo 
You just can't win with some gods 
Lay down my bones in some windswept glen 
Let my spirit return to the Earth 
 
---"Ordo Ab Chao"--- 
Haven't been with a woman in 6 years but can make tulpa-girls appear at 
will 
Pop culture Picasso rejects the world and decides to paint dark occult 
shite 
Fish-headed god laughing at a race of slaves - God as a spider weaving 
web outta Plemora 
Yaldaboath spreadin' dark matter over everything just 4 a laff 
Audrey Hepburn swoopy hair and the Apocryphon of John on a bookshelf 
Following the flutesong into a sunny wide-open meadow and laughing gaily 
VOIDVOIDVOIDVOIDVOID - The joy of the unborn 
Propagate your misery - Pornographic existence 
ALLALLALLALLALLALLALLALLALLALL 
Overdose on Benadryl and catch a glimpse of Monad in action 
 
---"AnnaWilliams&King"--- 
Growing up quick in industrialized Southern pigshit 
All suburbs are the same, all people are the same 
I can be Heaven I can be Hell I can be dead in life I can be alive in 
death 
Archetype of a giving, caring person going the way of the Phoenix (no 
rebirth game of the year edition) 
Lock myself in a 10X10 room with a PS2 and Internet connection 
I've given up on finding love/I've given up on humanity 
 
---"Mike Aquino's Massive Disinformation Campaign"--- 
Betray your volk and I'll give you all my Chuck E Cheese tokens 
Everyone wanna piece of the pie but beauty has a cost 
Birds outfitted with listening devices 
Gone up t'road gone away for good 



I coulda been one helluva man for the UVF 
Those who wish to truly live, die. Those who wish to truly die, live. 
Pan promised me the world then he trapped me in this stupid cube 
Gimme a chubby 42 year old Japanese woman and let me fuck off to my 
grotto in peace 
The world is temporary and the body is but a vessel for the Spirit 
We must ascend 
 
---"Reading Hosea Trippin' Ballz"--- 
X's and O's - sign your name on the dotted line in the quicksand 
Frog holding up the peace sign made radioactive from uranium poisoning 
Slave in broken chains seeks 12 gauge absolution 
Cannibalizing your gay lover to the tune of "Blue Monday" 
Stuck in a loop outside of time and space - Agony of apathy and 
depression 
I'm thinking about joining the Navy - Nuts N' bolts neuroticism 
I'm thinking about taking my own life - Silencing the demonic voices 
I'm thinking about thinking about thinking 
Information junkie ties off, shoots up pure data, makes his own gods 
State of delirium caused by over the counter medications 
Believe in something and fight for it 
 
---"256mbps Asherah Pole"--- 
I am master of my own destiny/I am a puppet-slave 
I'm drowning, throw me a pixelated lifeline 
Learn how to code so you can train your replacement 
Tel Aviv means 'hill of Spring' hopefully we can send the devils back to 
nuclear winter 
New words have to be created to describe technology and the bevy of 
mental problems n' issues technology gives us 
Fuck the system, be in a perpetual state of noncompliance DISOBEY DISOBEY 
DISOBEY RESIST RESIST RESIST 
Too scared to die clusterfuck - Too scared to live apathy 
Jacob going toe-to-toe with God then lecturing the Gentiles with legalese 
+ empty words 
Automating the ways they'll de-populate the Earth - This could be us but 
you playin' 
 
---"equilateral triangle with the number 55 inside"--- 
I would rise up against my capitalist oppressors but I'm too distracted 
by HUGE ANIME TITTIES 
Takin' a bite into it N' screamin' "THIS SHIT AINT KOSHER" 
Cast out a god from the darkness of primordial chaos then enslave it and 
ask us to worship it 
The Golden Age of Saturn is never coming back :( 
Catch me underwater hittin' on Atlantean mermaids 
Materialism is oldhat, merge with machine (all ya friends R doin' it) 
Donate 75 % of your minimum wage paycheck to some woman that plays 
Demon's Souls half-nude on camera just to hear someone say your name 
Law & Order in the flophouse/Anarchy in the cosmos 
Besides my family, I will never love or trust again 
 
---"SEVEREDHEAD.EXE"--- 
Keanu Reeves, Big Chungus, and J.R. 'Bob' Dobbs walk into the country 
club... 
Pseudosomatic psychiatric - Sugar pills prescribed for a deadly malady 
Smoking while pregnant then wondering why your crotchspawn has a genetic 
disorder 
Blood sacrifice goin' down @ Bohemian Grove - Owls R Gay/Geese R Better 
Demented old zionist hag tryna lecture me about "privilege" 



Walkin' 'round with the head of a bearded old man and makin' him speak 
prophesies as a party trick 
We were all better off worshipping the Sun and cutting out each others 
hearts 
 
---"Great White North"--- 
Turtle flipped on its back cussin' out the Maker 
Stork dropping the child from a great height 
Crocodile takin' a bitta R&R by the shore 
English seaside/Irish countryside/Scottish glens 
Narcissus flying around in Aviator sunglasses trying to getta rise outta 
people 
Son of Seth floatin' a rubber dinghy to Naples 
Dialectic of a piss n' vinegahhh prophet 
Effortposting about our Hidden Power 
Look like Alice, talk like Alice, think like Alice, walk like an Egyptian 
Seasons changing/the turning of the wheel 
Great big swastika in the sky/passage of the seasons 
I'll see you at Ragnarok brothers + sisters 
 
---"Nailed.To.The.MacIntosh.Crucifix."--- 
Your vote counts but it doesn't matter, what matters is the count 
They all working together to make America an open-air prison. America, 
then the world. 
Better learn the names of sports arenas + stadiums now while they still 
being used for sports before we all do our state-mandated prison 
sentences in 'em. 
These rats, these DEMONS using A.I. using machines to fake the news. Fake 
news get the cattle get the sheep to believe whatever they want them to. 
With the way DeepFakes are, you can't even trust your own eyes and ears 
anymore. Its all scripted. Its all fake. 
Dark times we live in - Pack it up boys looks like the devil has won 
Catch me hitch-hiking my way to the Pleiades to hang out with Adolf H. 
and da Thule Society boyz 
If the booze don't kill me? (((they))) will when I refuse the "mandatory" 
COVID-19 vaccine 
USA mental health industry turns people into zombies for the "crime" of 
non-conformity/non-compliance. Fuck 'em all 
Read the Book of Revelation/We all know how this will end... 
 
---"sleeping pill addict"--- 
People just keep getting stupider and stupider - 666 We're all gonna die 
for our arrogance 666 
86 IQ billy bob & tyrone with 12 kids fo' da' government money - Elliot 
Rodger shoots up his college and I die alone, friendless, childless 
It takes a lotta energy to love or hate something but I have no more 
passion left inside me 
Just draggin' my sorry ass along for the ride days blend into weeks into 
months into years 
Stuck hog bleedin' out for yer amusement - the god of filth buying thigh-
high rainbow striped socks off Aliexpress 
Going off the Haldol and wanting to hurt "innocents" - Don't lose your 
head... 
Shutting myself away from the world young and just counting down the days 
Total societal collapse wouldn't change anything, people have always been 
idiots and thats not changing (on this earth) 
All my biggest fans are FBI agents lurking forums all day laughing at the 
dumb shite I post 
They'll corner me in some dark alley and I'll slit them ear to ear with a 
rusty kitchen knife 



122 IQ gangstalked by Mossad 77 IQ on CNN bitchin' about the system, 
really goin' off tha cuff 
The fucking retarded shall inherit the earth (fuckin' take it) 
 
---"Alphanumeric Abnormality"--- 
Snort nutmeg, smoke banana peels, jerk off all day 
Puppet gets broken then pieced back together 
Fairfax, Virginia CIA HEADQUARTERS - Proles zombified by MonsantoFeed 
Using Chaos Magick to feminize myself 
Keep your friends close and your enemies closer 
Half-finished thoughts and wasted days... 
 
---"Frankenstein-ian Horror 2004"--- 
Narcoleptic playin' possum - Lucky bastard'll be dead before he knows 
it... 
Drop a cheeky bitta honey in yer coffee and thank me later ;) 
I brainwash myself with Gitmo Bay type shit when I get bored 
Wearing all cheetah and zebra print streetwalking in D.C. lookin' 4 dat 
Congressional Black Caucus 
Tactfully cutting myself on the thighs versus burning myself with 
cigarettes on the hand 
Theres a reason Christ chased the moneylenders outta the temple 
Machine hums on... shallow droning of insects... 
Don't get no ideas about peeking behind the curtain silly goy cattle 
Everyday of my life I run hot cold hot cold hot cold like a bitch in 
menopause 
One day I'm just gonna snap and start killing - Hot = others - Cold = 
myself 
No note, no will, no funeral, just raw uncut Peruvian in a briefcase 
Broke Yahweh's ankles out on the court today - MOTH WORLD 
 
---"Used N' Abused"--- 
Gender dysphoria makes some good Kool-Aid 
Lash out, strut your stuff, deny your Maker 
Dissociate until reality fades away entirely 
Everybody wanna be boss cuck nobody wanna be the cuckee 
Live like a wild animal and have sex in public 
Beta sex kitten givin' the puppetmaster a blowjob 
Listen to the voices in your head - Trust the Program 
savemefrommyselfsavemesavemesaveme 
I'm totally irredeemable trash no one will ever love 
 
---"tiny penis/big brain duality"--- 
A valued member/an integral part of something or another 
Another whatchamacallit for my doodad 
Turn off all that nigger music and get some taste 
Barbie & Ken dolls in the big dollhouse in the sky 
SHUT THE FUCK UP AND TAKE THE BEATING 
Good slaves get Olive Garden Rewards for their obedience 
$9.95 Roadkill platter - Smelly gods don't matter 
 
---"Irish Traveller 4 Lyfe"--- 
I'm so spastic knockin' shit over up n' down up n' down all over the 
place 
If you have to ask, you can't afford me - Backstab your way to the toppa 
tha pile 
Catch me at the lemonade stand 'Interpretations of occult symbols 99 
cents' 
Riding a wave of confidence from a Tarot reading telling me everything I 
wanted to hear 



All the king's horses and all the king's men are out to kill me 
 
---"White Boy Got Rhythm/White Boy Got Soul"--- 
Brain fractured into a million pieces seeing everything as multiples of 3 
Set fire to the library of Alexandria 'cuz I was bored 
Suppress all my memories just to stay sane - foolish life/foolish death 
A sight for sore eyes! Water in a desert! but it was all an illusion... 
It was never meant to be... I was never meant to be 
Buzzards circling the dome - Rotting head prey of vultures 
Sleep has left me, all I can do is kvetch & spin my wheels 
My excellence in failure - two x's in my eyes & hiccup'ing bubbles 
 
---"Serotonin Syndrome"--- 
Keep Non-Player Characters chained up in my basement 
Clocks are obscenities to me - Hook, line, meet sinker 
Falling endlessly then hitting the floor before you wake up 
Spike my tap water with lithium so I'll play nice ^_^ 
Drink the pain away - Insane asylum fulla wise men 
Be an individual and starve to death versus bottle it up, become a 
psychopath, and prosper 
The world is yours/The world is all mine 
 
---"Homeless Man With A 'Food 4 Thought' Sign"--- 
Listening to intelligent drum n' bass and staring out the window at a 
rainy day 
I write antinatalist screeds, I drink McCormick's, I sleep all day, I 
make memes, JEALOUS? 
I'm a shitty person I don't deserve any of the things I have I don't 
deserve to be loved 
Found footage of Harvey Weinstein stickin' it to some pretty young 
starlet OOPS SORRY thought this was the Google 
Every time you ejaculate you lose brain fluid - Hooked up/Plugged in - 
We're all addicts to something 
Every time I remember cringe moments from the past I grunt or make some 
weird noise involuntary 
So naturally I'm walking around sounding like a caveman half the live-
long-day 
Act up, disobey, start something - I need a crowd to incite/I need a 
paycheck from Rothschild 
Waste your life, wither away, deteriorate, ROT; this is all the nightmare 
of an ancient god 
Samsung flip-phone 4 tha work - My life as a teenage witch 
 
---"Huffin' paint thinner/Dead on the couch"--- 
The Monster Within© hopes for a Technicolor Tomorrow 
Disengage, catch 'em nappin' - Caught with ya pants down 
Every sock in my sock drawer is crusty and in love with you 
Supercharged chaos sigil with the blood of family 
My alter ego is going on world tour - hehehehehe I troll you LOL 
Tie the universe together, then cut the string 
I'm a phenom, a once-in-a-generation talent 
Take your positivity, your "people are inherently good" bullshit, and 
piss off 
 
---"Big Dick ENTJ Energy"--- 
I do all my own stunts - Just a lemming tryna survive in the world 
People are incapable of being alone with their thoughts 
People are scared of the unknown but I embrace it 
Lets get drunk and fuck our lives up 
I killed all my druggie friends, they wouldn't stop glowing in the end 



Going online talking talking talking nothing ever gets done 
The world was supposed to look like 'Blade Runner' by now instead we get 
'Dame Tu Cosita' 
Cum N' sink below rock bottom with me 
Jesus Christ mugshot on a 'Most Wanted' poster 
Useless piece of shit yearning for release 
 
---"Behemoth 4 Dinner"--- 
Theory of a simulated universe 
Endorphin worship/Chemically-induced hysteria 
Climate refugee beggin' to be let in Norway 
Came from nothing and to nothing it'll return 
Set's chamber pot runneth over... 
 
---"Leviathan 4 Dessert"--- 
Uncontrollable urge to destroy myself 
Too much self-awareness versus too little 
Real Idol of Nineveh fast-talking bullshit 
Gotta be blind not to see it... Blind or vaccinated... 
All my friends are graven images 
Disgusted & defeated - Broken & Hopeless 
Re-learning how to walk and talk 
 
---"System.Slut.666"--- 
Host Bingo night at my place all the cards are all free spaces 
Momma didn't raise me right so I don't know no fuckin' better 
Let's go burn down a federal building - Lets shoot a porn movie together 
Man's Glory got lost in NeonWorld 
Searching in vain for I don't even know what 
Clown mind, monkey hands, typewriter teeth 
There is no deeper meaning 
I don't wanna think anymore 
 
THE END 
THANKS FOR READING 
CONTACT ME ---> carolinachick080@gmail.com 
EVERY LIL' BIT HELPS ---> cash.app/$TWilder88 --- Venmo ---> 
@TonyWilder88 


